New Hope – Hope Chest Expansion Journal
“IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBILITY”
It’s a “step out of the boat and LOCK your eyes on JESUS” moment…
(From Expansion Journal kept by Cindy Farrington, New Hope Executive Director)

_______________________

The LORD did something back on December 12, 2018, to begin wooing us to take the next step for
New Hope. When things began happening, it was SO spine-chilling that I knew I needed to record
everything in a Journal. I hadn’t had so many “Only God” things happening since He moved me and
my family back here from Illinois to start New Hope in the first place! Only by reading everything God
has said and done (in order) will you be able to understand how we absolutely know we are
supposed to purchase a new property…one that is large enough to not only expand our Hope Chest
Thrift Store, which is helping to fund all of New Hope’s ministries, but to have ALL of those ministries
under one roof! Since we own free and clear our current New Hope property, it will be sold and
applied to the new property. The Hope Chest’s cleared income tripled from its 1 st full year to its 2nd,
in its tiny space, without even having room to receive and sell furniture and appliances. The
Expansion Journal is the story of how God used something to introduce to us the idea of expanding
the Hope Chest (which the idea alone caused us to be hit by fear); how He dealt a death blow to that
fear, got us “all in,” then introduced the next thing to expand our thinking on the idea; and THEN
presented what He had in mind all along. I have to warn you…this is some wild God stuff… We are
sharing every detail of this amazing adventure He is taking us on, because it will bring Him so much
GLORY…It LIFTS HIM UP…And that’s what we want most—for His Power and His Name to be glorified
and displayed to everyone involved, to our community, to our region, and to the world. It is the most
INCREDIBLE “God’s Sovereign Hand” story I’ve shared yet in our Newsletters. Through all of this, God
challenged and grew our faith AND how much we trust Him… We hope it will also challenge and grow
your faith and how much you trust Him. We have posted the entries from the Expansion Journal on
our website: www.NewHopeMinistryCC.org under “News” tab – “Expansion Journal” and on
Facebook: “New Hope Ministry & Counseling Center.” I gave the entries in updates every day or so
to the New Hope Board of Directors, our Advisory Board, and main Staff as it was happening. We’ve
excitedly been awaiting the time when we could begin sharing it with all of you—everyone and
anyone! Because we know how much it will inspire people! Here’s a comment that came back from
one of our Advisors that described it in such a great way: “Following this experience is akin to
reading a new book, each chapter, an exciting, new twist, hanging on to each word, but confidently
knowing how it will end. God is enjoying this and is interested in our individual reactions as these
‘chapters’ unfold!”
You can find New Hope’s 18 year story of how we were founded and the progressions up to this
point on our website: www.NewHopeMinistryCC.org. In this new adventure, we have put the
newest date entries at the bottom, so if you are checking online each day for a new entry, just
Scroll down to the bottom. Or if you are just beginning to read the story, it begins right here:
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12-16-18:
Holly text: “Just so you know, the metal building just north of the Hope Chest is for sale. They said
they heard we wanted to expand. And Jeff at the bank said he would work with us. I thought Wow we
have been praying for a Morton building…and it’s right there of all places. If God be in it fine…I ONLY
want what God wants BUT I WANT WHAT GOD WANTS!”
I was instantly fighting fear… Had to hold myself back from saying anything in fear as I replied back to
her that I would start praying about it and have the Board Members be praying about it until our next
mtg.
I was even nervous to start praying about it. And down right scared to actually Inquire of the Lord
…because I was afraid of what He might say…or want… I started feeling actual anxiety… but I knew it
was the enemy I was fighting…
12-17-18:
When I got up this morning, I was still fighting…fear… I knew I needed to just start asking the Lord
how He feels about this, but was still scared to do that…Because I know what He’s like…you can ask
Him one question and He can just wreck you with His answer… So I kind of just in my spirit told the
Lord: If this is You…You gotta to do something to change my perspective on it…
When I got in the car to take off, I plugged my Ipod in…I had been working on proofing songs for
our opening service at the Prayer Center in January on “Declaring the Name of the Lord over 2019.”
One song was just ending, and the next song began, so these were the very first words I heard:
This is no time for fear
This is a time for faith and determination
Don't lose the vision here
Carried away by emotion
Hold on to all that you hide in your heart
There is one thing that has always been true
It holds the world together
God is in control
We believe that His children will not be forsaken
God is in control
We will choose to remember and never be shaken
There is no power above or beside Him, we know
God is in control,…
He has never let you down
Why start to worry now?
He is still the Lord of all we see
And He is still the loving Father
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Watching over you and me…
God is in control...

i

(“God Is In Control” by Twila Paris - album “Beyond a Dream” )

I was starting to cry by the first chorus…At the second chorus the Lord spoke to me and said: “I am
blessing what (Name) was cursing…” That’s all I can say about that…just know that this meant
something so huge to me that it knocked the wind out of me…I started shaking so bad I almost had
to pull over. I knew exactly what the Lord meant… Every time this person talked about the Thrift
Store, they were cursing it with the words of their mouth… Then the verse popped into my mind
about Him turning every curse into a blessing for you. (I looked it up later to see what the exact
words were…It’s Deuteronomy 23:5: “Nevertheless the LORD your God would not hearken unto
Balaam; but the LORD your God turned the curse into a blessing unto you, because the LORD your
God loved you.”
Immediately the next song began to play, with these words:
Walking around these walls
I thought by now they'd fall
But You have never failed me yet
Waiting for change to come
Knowing the battle's won
For You have never failed me yet
Your promise still stands
Great is Your faithfulness…
I'm still in Your hands
This is my confidence, You've never failed me yet
I know the night won't last
Your Word will come to pass…
I've seen You move, come move the mountains
And I believe, I'll see You do it again
You made a way, where there was no way
And I believe, I'll see You do it again…
I'm still in Your hands
This is my confidence, You never failed me yet…
I never will forget
You never failed me yet
And I never will forget
ii

(“Do It Again” by Elevation Worship )

I was crying… and shaking… and thanking Him…and asking Him to forgive me for my fear… And
then as I was pulling in to the Center the words of this song began:
Again the wind is raging
But I will not be shaken
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For I know, Who's in control
The greater One within me
Is more than what's against me
He's in control, for I know
He'll see me through like before
He is Lord, He is Lord
I'm not afraid anymore
He is Lord, He is Lord
The One who holds tomorrow
Is calling me to follow
Heart and soul, I will go
The Maker of the promise
Will finish what He started
Heart and soul, I will go
He'll see me through like before
He is Lord, He is Lord
I'm not afraid anymore
He is Lord…
And at His Name the mountains bow
Lift every voice declare it now
Jesus Christ is Lord
And with a shout the walls come down
Lift every voice declare it now
Jesus Christ is Lord…
He'll see me through like before
He is Lord, He is Lord
I'm not afraid anymore… (And I wasn’t…)
iii

(“He Is Lord” by Elevation Worship )

It was almost unbelievable the difference I felt in my spirit… I went from Gideon hiding in the
winepress, to: OK…LET’S GO!
WHEN YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND WHOSE POWER IS BACKING YOU…SOMETHING CHANGES
INSIDE YOU… AND THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING…
So I forwarded Holly’s text to the Board Members and asked them to be praying about it until our
next mtg in January.
I took the afternoon off with some unused vacation time I still had. After doing all my grocery
shopping for Christmas, when I got home I wanted to type it all up and get the lyrics to those songs,
so I could show it to Holly. I cried through the whole thing again… See…this is why at times I’m
scared to Inquire about things, because He can do something that just wrecks you emotionally. By
the time I was done, I was WIPED OUT. Then I got a text from Beth (Beth Withrow – New Hope
Counseling Director) saying Dennis Miller (Board President) had stopped by the Center…He
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mentioned the building and said he thinks the bank got stuck with it, so they might sell it pretty
cheap… And I was like…Oh boy…I think the Lord might really be serious about this……
Ok Lord…Show everyone Who You Are and what You can do…because You’re gonna have to do it
all. Instantly something popped into my mind from a Word that Becky Strube spoke over me one
time: “‘Faithful is He that calleth you, who also will do it’ (1 Thessalonians 5:24). HE WILL DO IT.”
We had the End of Year Newsletter already printed and being prepped for mail when we found out
about all this. Since we weren’t able to get an article in there about it, I printed on an outside label:
“Hope Chest Needs to Expand! Go to: www.NewHopeMinistryCC.org Under “Latest News” for more
on MIRACLE possibility!” (A couple days after they went out in the mail we already had a $1600
donation given towards this project!)
Here is the Article I posted:
Hope Chest Needs to Expand!
If you have ever been in our “Hope Chest” Thrift Store, you KNOW the need. It has been a huge
success since opening in June 2016 and the outpouring of donated goods from the community has
been unbelievable! We are able to help and bless SO MANY people with the donations, plus proceeds
from the store go to help fund our local charity, New Hope Counseling Center.
We are being SO blessed by the people of this community, who have made the Hope Chest so
successful as a ministry TO the community. It really is a ministry OF the community! We are just
stewards of what the community is blessing.
Our biggest challenge is taking all of the blessings of what people give, and not being able to make
ALL of those donations available to our own community, because we don’t have enough room to set
everything out. We are so thankful for C.R.O.S.S. Ministries in Osceola, who helped us open our Thrift
Store and who have picked up a truck load of our excess every single week since we opened 2 ½
years ago! And our store room/sorting room is still FULL at all times, floor to ceiling! Donations
continue to be poured out…our blessings are overflowing…
Most of the people who come into the Hope Chest tell us: You need to expand! You need more room!
You need another building! People want to donate furniture and appliances…People want to buy
furniture and appliances…But we have no room for it… So, yes, there is definitely a need to expand.
New Hope’s Board of Directors has discussed this need several times, and have thought something
like a Morton building would be good, but had no prospects. Hope Chest Co-Manager, Holly Oden,
has also said that a Morton building would be ideal. Well…someone walked into the store recently
and told us about a possibility. The metal building just to the North of the Hope Chest is for sale. This
seems too perfect to be a coincidence.
If the Hope Chest were able to expand into this second building, the current store could be all
Clothing and the new building could hold household goods, miscellaneous items, AND FURNITURE
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AND APPLIANCES!! It could also house the Hope Loan Closet, which loans medical equipment to
anyone who needs it. New Hope was asked to take over this valued community service in 2013 (it had
been in Appanoose County since 1949). It is currently located at New Hope Counseling Center, but
there too, in a limited amount of space. We consistently have loaned out around 100 items at all
times. People aree so thankful for this service and we are so happy to provide it! Having it at a more
accessible location would also improve this wonderful community service.
So we are reaching out to our New Hope family and the community to present this need and how it
could be filled for the Hope Chest to be an even greater blessing to our community and to New Hope
with increased income. If you would like to help in any way, call New Hope at: 641-856-3326.
641
Or
donations can be sent to: NHCC, PO Box 151, Centerville, IA 552544.
Just to give you and idea of what a ministry this store has grown into, here is the article from our
2018 Year End Report:

Amazing things are happening all the time at the Hope Chest! Here are just a few:
After helping the people in the Apartment bldg fire, one young woman came back a few weeks
later and said she was so thankful that she wanted to do something to give back. She works at the
Instyle Hair Salon and they did a one day hair cutting fundraiser. They made “Cuts for a Cause” tt
shirts, and got business sponsors and raffle items. They presented us with a check for $2670 for the
Store and New Hope ministry outreaches!
Our “Blessing Jar,” in which
people drop spare change or
donations has brought
ght in $641.00 so
far this year (Jan-Sept).. We use this to
pass blessings on to others! People
love seeing the Blessing Board that
tells what was given.
I (Holly Oden – Co-Manager) was
asked to give a presentation for
Optimae Mental Health (a new
organization in Centerville) on
presenting yourself well in job
interviews—how
how to dress for success.
I created an “Interview the Greatest You” Brochure, gave the presentation following the info in the
brochure. Some outfits from the Hope
ope Chest were modeled. They want me to come do the
presentation periodically. When people have completed the Optimae Program requirements they
earn an Interview Award, and then they may come in and get an Interview Outfit for free.
We put out Prom Apparel this year, renting out dresses and suits for $10, with the option to buy.
And we have Homecoming specials in the Fall.
We do the Back to School Fill A Backpack with clothes and school supplies in August. We (along
with the generous contributions
ions of Walmart and a local church) helped around 65 children with Back
Packs and School Supplies this year.
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Specials we run in December are Ugly
Christmas Sweaters for Christmas Parties and a
Children’s Free Shopping Day. This is for them to
get Christmas Gifts for their immediate family,
which turns out to be an UNBELIEVABLE EVENT
that blesses so many children and their families!
New this year is our “Prayer Wall” where
people can write their name or prayer request for
us to pray for them…
One day, a lady came in needing boxes and
while in back getting them, she asked if we would
pray for her. While we were praying, the lady
broke down crying and we were able to minister to
her right then. Things like that happen all the time!
AMAZING THINGS happen here every week! Whenever we are running low on something needed
in the store, we pray, and it comes right in…it’s miraculous! The LORD just continues to pour it out!!
It’s definitely a divine cross road. It truly is more than just a store…It’s a Ministry. WE NEED MORE
VOLUNTEERS!

12-20-18:
I talked
alked to Jeff at Farmer’s Bank (which just happens to be New Hope’s bank) about the building by
the Hope Chest – they do not own it, but a client of his does and is interested in selling it – Jeff was
actually trying to connect him with US!! Jeff will give him my phone #. The owner is is actually a friend
of Shawn and Holly!
Shawn called Danny to tell him Holly runs the Hope Ch
Chest
est and is interested in the metal building.
Danny said, “Awww...I already have a lady interested in it.” Shawn said, “…It wouldn’t happen to be
Cindy Farrington would it.” Danny said, “Yeah! That’s her!”
So I told Holly that I would let her and Shawn set up a time with Danny for us to go look at the
building and talk about it with him. It was the next day that Holly’s mom got very sick…was taken to
Des Moines, and they found out she has ovarian cancer (she is the Co-Manager
Manager of the Thrift Store
with Holly).. So that put things on hold all through the Holidays. (Please lift up Holly’s mom, JoAnn
Moorman, as she battles this cancer.)
1-4-19:
I called the owner of metal bldg for sale – he apologized for not calling me yet… He had someone
living in the building and had a hard time getting him out. He is out now, but Danny is leaving
tomorrow on a trip. I told him that’s ok, because Holly’s mom has been very sick and we couldn’t
have gone to look at it yet anyway. He will call me when he ge
gets
ts back and set up a time to see it. He
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sounds like a very nice man. Also sounded like he has no intention of listing it for sale; like he really
wants us to get it.
We are praying that God will tell Mr. Jenkins exactly what He wants him to ask for the building. And
we are trusting the Lord to take care of all the details.
1-9-19:
Special Service at P&WC: “Declaring the NAME of the LORD over 2019” – Jan 9 – We had everyone
write their prayer requests they needed to Declare the Name of God over, on a piece of paper and
take it to the altar to place in a golden bowl (represents the prayers of the saints - Rev 5:8). All 4
hours we took turns going to the microphone and declaring all the Names, Titles, and Attributes of
GOD. When the 4 hours was over, we looked at each other and said, I don’t know what…but
something happened today…something significant happened in the heavenlies today. Something was
accomplished…
2-11-19:
Holly and I, and Board Members Dick Allen and Dennis Miller met Danny to look at the metal building
he has for sale right next to the Hope Chest. It is a simple, kind of dark, metal building that had been a
vehicle shop. There is a small kitchenette and bathroom. It is insulated in walls and roof, and has an
old gas furnace. He wants $55,000 for it. Property taxes are around $1500 yr that we would have to
pay 2 yrs before tax exempt filing deadline of next Feb 1 st kicks in. We went back to the Center to talk
and pray about it. Holly said she really wasn’t feeling anything one way or another. And while talking,
I found out that she had been terrified by the whole idea too. We both had finally gotten to the place
where everything was getting easier…so comfortable. But…we both know that God doesn’t usually let
people stay too comfortable…so if this is what He wants, then we’re all in. After prayer though, Dick
said there was one other thing that had come to his mind…the State Denomination will have to do
something at some point with the Nazarene Church property in Centerville, which closed last year.
Dick was conveniently on his way to a Nazarene Pastors Conference in KC, MO for next few days and
will see the man who is in charge of the properties. He will talk to him about it. Would there be a
possibility of them donating that property to a faith based ministry? It looks like a large, very nice
building. Dennis instantly said: “Hey now, that actually house all of New Hope... We could sell this
house we own here and move everything under one roof.” Oh…boy…none of us had ever thought of
anything like that…I think both Me and Holly’s head began to spin…
Holly was last to leave and told me that she was afraid it would crush her mom and dad if the
Hope Chest left their building and she might be too emotionally involved to be a part of
making the decision… But, said with a little sadness, if that is what God wants, she is all in—
whatever HE wants.
That would actually break my heart too if her mom and dad would be hurt by this… Their
generosity and love for New Hope and the Hope Chest are what made it possible for us to
even be able to start it in the first place…
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2-12-19:
I sent an Email to our Advisory Bd Members about what is going on…looking at the metal building
yesterday, and the details on that, plus the church property option that was brought up. (We have a
Board of Directors who make the final decisions on things, but we also have an Advisory Board of
people who are special friends of New Hope who give us advise on things as needed.)
Reply from Kathy Wenig:
Sounds so exciting Cindy. I would lean towards the church building option, if it becomes
available. I'll join you in prayer about all of this. I know you hear from God and do His will.
He will tell you. Prayers and blessing to all of you as you minister everyday and consider this
expansion. P.S. Read the prayer of Jabez again!
Reply from Steve and Mary Settles:
Sounds like you have a GOOD problem to solve as you're running out of space for something
successful! The first question we have is timing. The metal building sounds great, but the
owner can't wait long if he's ready to sell. Sounds like a good price--we're guessing he could
get more if he put it out to the public. How long will it take to get an answer from the
Nazarene org? Free is good. The other question is location. I looked up the Nazarene church
(don't know if that's the correct location for sure), and it's two blocks off a main highway, not
downtown as the Hope Chest is now. While resale shops can be destination places, so many
more people stop in if they are out shopping or driving by and just see it. If you purchase the
metal building and the church becomes available later for free, you could move both there,
and then sell/rent the house. Just a thought. Space is a good thing! This doesn't help much.
But we're so thankful the Hope Chest is doing well. God is good. And you've never had lack
of faith regarding the metal building--you have more faith than anyone I know! You just know
from past experience how much work it will be to get everything in place, and even with all
the help you get, you're still the one in charge and responsible. So it is a lot to take on. It's
called LOGISTICS! As usual, everything will fall into place as God intends it to be. We can't
wait to see how it all turns out! God will open or shut the doors.
Reply from Connie Drake:
Cindy, God's fingerprints are all over this! I got goosebumps reading this. You certainly have
my "go for it!" and my prayers! Personally, you, your parents and Holly's mom are at the
foremost of my prayer list.
Reply from BB and Larry Rail:
Go for the Nazarene property (where all could be under one roof)! Honestly, the moment I
read your email that’s what I heard - I waited all this time to see if I heard anything
else......excited for you!
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2-13-19:
Wednesday at the Prayer Center – It’s Valentine Week, so we did a Special Focus on Love (Song of
Solomon) along with weekly Prayer Focus: 7 Mtns of Society. Again…felt like something significant
was happening in the spiritual realm because of our worship and prayer…
2-21-19:
This morning : Dick talked to Nazarene Superintendent about church property in Centerville – he
didn’t rule out talking about selling it, but didn’t seem in any rush – would probably take a long time…
I felt like that was our answer on that one.
This afternoon: Beth was at Hope Chest and overheard our Banker who had stopped by to see if there
was any progress on the new building. Beth told him we had looked at it…but then they started
talking about the Pete Harkness building (which had been his car dealership). It has been for sale long
time. Beth was coming into town this morning from a different direction than normal, because she
was coming from Ottumwa. She had a red light at the first intersection. She said that as she sat there,
she just happened to turn her head to the left, and there sat a HUGE “metal building” with a huge
sign it its big front windows saying “For Sale or Lease.” She said she tilted her head and thought,
Huh… It is at the intersection of Hwy 5 at first stop light in town – perfect location – 28,000 sq ft –
owned by Pete who lives in IL now… He may really want to get rid of it. When Holly came in after Jeff
left, Beth told her about the conversation. When she mentioned the Harkness bldg, Holly said she
had goosebumps all over her. (She told me later that it wasn’t for excitement…but like God telling her
that is the building … I said, That could mean all of Hope Chest moving to that one location. She said
she had been giving it more thought and was getting a different perspective…
Oh boy…I think God may have been messing with me with that little metal building…just to get me to
the place that I would be all in on expanding the Thrift Store ministry. And then used the Nazarene
Church property to get us to consider the idea of having the entire ministry under one roof… And
then reveal the building He had for us all along??? Oh boy…
2-25-19:
Beth got the phone number off of the Harkness building and has called it several times, but there is
no answer and doesn’t have a way to leave a message… And it is not with a Realtor. Maybe we can
get Mr. Harkness’ address if we can’t get a hold of him.
I’m keeping the main Board of Directors updated on everything as much as I’m able to as it happens. I
sent an email to Advisory Board: Hope Chest Expansion - New Developments:
Hello Everyone! There have been some new developments I wanted to tell you about and see if the
Lord gives you any more advice for us:
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Prospect #1:
Metal Building by Hope Chest – It is very dark and small, but could be fixed up just like Holly fixed up
the building space they are in now. The owner wants $55,000.
Two new developments on 2-21-19:
Prospect #2:
Dick talked to the Nazarene Church Superintendent about the church property in Centerville. He
didn’t rule out talking about selling it, but didn’t seem in any rush. Dick said it would probably take a
long time for that to happen for us, so if we need something right away, this may not be it. The day
Dick had brought up this property, Holly felt a bit sad knowing that if God gave us this property, it
could mean leaving her mom and dad’s building, as the entire store could be in one location here. It
has meant so much to her folks to have the Hope Chest in their building. (They didn’t want to charge
us a “rent” so we give them 10% of what the sales are each month. It’s only because of them that
made it possible for us to begin the Hope Chest in the first place.)
Prospect #3:
(I filled them in on all the details of how the Harkness Building was brought up.)
Cost matters nothing to God. We just have to make sure we go for the one He is going to pay for!
Reply from Connie Drake: Wow again, Cindy! Plenty of parking, plenty of light. Room galore.
You've been faithful with little, now He's giving you much!
Reply from Mary Settles: Hi, Cindy, We've been thinking about your letter, and we're thinking
like you--the church probably isn't going to work out. The metal building seems like a really
good buy. We haven't seen it, but the price and the location seem good. Probably can't go
wrong with that one. However, the car dealership building seems interesting, but we don't
know much about it. Do you know the price, condition? Can’t wait to hear more.
2-26-19:
Last year, on our Special Oct 31st Dual Day Service at the Prayer Center, Lynne told us about her
church, The Bridge in Ottumwa, planning a church plant… She said they had planned for a long time
that it was going to be in Fairfield…but in October, two of their main leaders took 10 days for prayer
about it separately, and when they came back together, they were surprised to find out that they
both believed the Lord said it was not supposed to be in Fairfield—but in Centerville!! We were all so
overjoyed to hear that and felt like it was just one more thing we were hearing about God on the
move in our Appanoose County area right now! We have all talked about how we believe what we
have been doing for the past six years with the night and day worship and prayer at the New Hope
Prayer Center is changing things in the spiritual realm over this region—things are shifting—and we
have felt it… We really believe this is a part of paving the way for things like new church plants here
and new ways for the Body of Christ to come together! And guess what else?...Beth is auditioning for
their Worship Band!!
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And today, Lynne had invited me to attend a Round Table Training for Area Ministry Leaders at The
Hub in Ottumwa (which is a part of the Bridge Church there). I got to meet Pastor Marty and all of
their leaders who are doing the Bridge Church plant in Centerville, which was so great!! I really feel
strongly that these are some amazing new relationship the Lord is establishing between us. The
Special Speaker was Shawn Lovejoy (his website is: Couragetolead.com). He was awesome and so was
his teaching on “Measuring Success.”
So they had purchased this big building that used to be the old YMCA and are totally renovating it.
The main floor is all done…with a great Coffee Shop as you first walk in and beautiful conversation
seating areas…and then you go into a Worship/Meeting Room with a stage in front where the
Worship Team does their music…and as I was sitting there in this Worship Room and taking in all they
have done to build this in here…the Lord began giving me pictures of how that Harkness building
could be renovated to include anything we could possibly need or the Lord would want…And then I
feel like maybe He is making me wonder if the Bridge Ministry Team might really like to have at some
point a place available for them during the week for things there in Centerville…And oh my goodness
I had to reign myself in with all the possibilities…God always gives me big vision, big picture sight for
things…but I’m also sometimes afraid it’s just my mind trying to come up with things… Well…so many
things would have to happen with this Harkness building thing anyway—things only God could do
anyway, so I guess we’ll see which it is eventually…
2-27-19:
In the Bible, whenever someone who had a really close relationship with the Lord needed to make a
decision or had a big problem, they always “inquired of the Lord.” So we’ve really studied that and
teach people about that in the New Hope materials. We often do this as a Staff at the Prayer Center
whenever needed, and that’s what we did today concerning the things going on right now. Here is
the teaching first:

Inquiring of the Lordiv
The key to prayer is knowing what God’s will is and then praying that. When Jesus was praying to His
Father, He said: “Thy Kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in Heaven” (Matthew 6:10).
We should also want this. When you come into agreement with God, you come into alignment with
Heaven, so that you become a part of bringing what is already God’s will in Heaven to earth. “The
Bible shows us that God first has a will and wants to do something, next He shows us His will, and
then we speak out with our mouth the will that we have come to understand. This is prayer.” v
The Lord referred to David as a man after His own heart (Acts 13:22). David and the Lord were in the
kind of relationship that every time he inquired of God, he received an answer. To inquire means: To
seek for particular information by asking questions. David won battle after battle because he first
inquired of the Lord. David loved that God would speak to him personally and give him guidance. God
wants to have that same kind of relationship with you! Here are some examples:


“Therefore David inquired of the LORD, saying, Shall I go and smite these Philistines? And the
LORD said to David, Go, and smite the Philistines, and save Keilah” (1 Samuel 23:2).
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“Then David inquired of the LORD yet again. And the LORD answered him and said, Arise, go
down to Keilah; for I will deliver the Philistines into your hand” (1 Samuel 23:4).
“And David inquired of the LORD, saying, Shall I pursue after this troop? Shall I overtake them?
And He answered him, Pursue: for you shall surely overtake them, and without fail recover all”
(1 Samuel 30:8).
“And it came to pass after this, that David inquired of the LORD, saying, Shall I go up into any
of the cities of Judah? And the LORD said to him, Go up. And David said, Where shall I go up?
And He said, Unto Hebron” (2 Samuel 2:1).
“And David inquired of the LORD, saying, Shall I go up to the Philistines? Will You deliver them
into my hand? And the LORD said to David, Go up: for I will doubtless deliver the Philistines
into your hand” (2 Samuel 5:19).
The next time the same group of enemies came: “And when David inquired of the LORD, He
said, You shall not go up; but fetch a compass (go around) behind them, and come upon them
over against the mulberry trees” (2 Samuel 5:23).
“Then there was a famine in the days of David three years, year after year; and David inquired
of the LORD (he asked God what the reason for it was). And the LORD answered, It is for Saul,
and for his bloody house, because he slew the Gibeonites” (2 Samuel 21:1).

The Lord still wants to be inquired of. Inquiring of the Lord is as necessary now as it ever was! And
when He is inquired of—He still answers. When God reveals something to you regarding what you
have asked, you will know how you should pray about it further. And you can then do so with
confident faith!
In John 5:19-20, Jesus said, “…Truly, truly, I say to you, The Son can do nothing of Himself, but what
He sees the Father do: for whatever things He does, these also does the Son likewise. For the Father
loves the Son, and shows Him all things that He Himself does: and He will show Him greater works
than these, that you may marvel.” We are supposed to do the same. So, how did Jesus “see” what His
Father was doing when the Father was not visible here on earth doing things? How did God “show”
Jesus what He wanted Him to do? Can God show us things like that?
You can “see” things God wants to show you. Let us “show” you: Close your eyes, and then
picture your house (after you picture it, you can open your eyes back up and read on)…
You just “saw” a picture in your mind of your house. That screen in your mind is the same
screen you see your dreams on when you’re sleeping. This is the screen God can show you
things on. This is not some strange thing; if you stop and think about it, you get “pictures” in
your mind all the time. If you become more aware of this, God will be able to “show” you
things that will help you. vi
Here’s an example: One day my friend’s little boy lost his glasses. They looked around and couldn’t
find them. Then she said to her son, “Let’s ask the Lord where they are.” As soon as she was done
praying, he said, “Mommy! I know where they are!” She asked how he knew and he said, “I just saw a
picture of them. They’re in the bushes by the side of the deck.” Sure enough—they were where they
were in the picture the Lord gave this little boy in his mind!
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In Amos 8:1-2, God gives a picture and then asks, “What do you see?” What screen is Amos seeing
this picture on?...Here are a few more examples from Scripture:








“Moreover the word of the LORD came to me, saying, Jeremiah, what do you see? And I said, I
see a rod of an almond tree” (Jeremiah 1:11).
“And the word of the LORD came to me the second time, saying, What do you see? And I said,
I see a seething pot; and the face thereof is toward the north” (Jeremiah 1:13).
“Then said the LORD to me, What do you see, Jeremiah? And I said, Figs; the good figs, very
good; and the evil, very evil, that cannot be eaten, they are so evil” (Jeremiah 24:3).
“And the LORD said to me, Amos, what do you see? And I said, A plumbline. Then said the
Lord, Behold, I will set a plumbline in the midst of my people Israel: I will not again pass by
them any more” (Amos 7:8).
“And (the angel) said to me, What do you see? And I said, I have looked, and behold a
candlestick all of gold, with a bowl upon the top of it, and his seven lamps thereon, and seven
pipes to the seven lamps, which are upon the top thereof” (Zechariah 4:2).
“And he (the angel) said to me, What do you see? And I answered, I see a flying roll; the
length thereof is twenty cubits, and the breadth thereof ten cubits” (Zechariah 5:2).

When the Lord “shows” you something, you will usually know what it means. But if He shows you
something and you don’t know what it means, simply ask Him: Lord, what does this mean? (See
Zechariah 1:8-2:2; 4:1-14; 5:1-11; 16:1-15 for examples.)
Inquiring of the Lord:vii
Prayer is really finding out what God wants to do and asking Him to do it. When you have
something specific for which you need to inquire of the Lord, you could use this pattern:
1. Begin with thanksgiving and praise (Psalm 100:4).
2. Come to stillness inside and just worship the Lord—prepare your heart to hear God.
3. Then begin to inquire of the Lord about the situation:






Abba Father, what is on Your heart concerning this?
Lord, Who do You want to be for me in this (or the person or people this involves)?
Lord, what do You want to do concerning this?
Is there anything You want to tell me or show me about this?
Is there something from Your Word You want me to pray and apply that would bring
Your power into this situation?

4. Write it down—the Lord may bring something to your mind, or even give you a picture of
something. It may be a sudden sense of knowing. Write down the thoughts and words
God gives you.
5. Write it into a prayer—add any Scripture the Lord would bring to your remembrance or
that would match the thoughts and words God is giving you. If it’s only a word or phrase
that comes to mind, look it up in a concordance, or Google it, and see how the Lord
speaks to you through His Word.
6. Pray the prayer you wrote—asking God for what He revealed to you.
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7. Speak it—move into a time of proclaiming what God revealed, as what He will do, and
declaring God to be Who He said He will be for you (or others).
8. Trust Him—to do things in His own time and way.
9. Continue to pray and proclaim with confidence what God has revealed to you. P.U.S.H Pray Until Something Happens, or God says "stop."
We are to pray in faith. Faith is believing. “Jesus said…, If you can believe, all things are possible to
him that believes” (Mark 9:23). It’s sure a lot easier to believe, when God Himself tells you what He
wants to do and what He wants you to pray.
So whenever we have something we need to inquire of the Lord about, we spend some time just
worshipping Him, and then begin asking Him these questions concerning whatever it is (and we write
everything down we believe He is speaking to us):
What I need to Inquire of the Lord concerning: _________________________________________
Abba Father, what is on Your heart concerning this?
Lord, Who do You want to be for me in this (or the person or people this involves)?
Lord, what do You want to do concerning this?
Is there anything You want to tell me or show me about this?
Is there something from Your Word You want me to pray and apply that would bring Your power
into this situation?
TODAY’S PRAYER CENTER INQUIRING OF THE LORD: Add link on website at “Inquiring of the Lord” to Article and Questions
Sheet.

The Weekly Prayer Focus was: New Hope – with an Inquiring Set 1: New Hope’s relationship with the
Bridge ministry team from Ottumwa coming to Centerville to do a church plant – And then a special
Inquiring Set 2: Hope Chest building for expanding – I had to get a copy of everything everyone wrote
down and shared from the microphone, because it was all so mind blowing! And I really felt strongly
that the Lord was telling me there was overlap between those two things. He repeated things to
different people, and gave each of us different pieces that all fit together in ways that gave us a more
complete picture at the end. It was amazing… He is AMAZING… I will type them all up together… I felt
that so many of the things we all shared from the microphone during Inquiring Set 1 were also
answers for Inquiring Set 2, so I combined everything.
INQUIRING OF THE LORD ANSWERS:
Abba Father, what is on Your heart concerning a building for the Hope Chest Thrift Store to expand
into [and expanded ministry relationships]?
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Bringing the Body of Christ together…again—just like the Upper Room Prayer Group prayed for all
those years…all those years ago. This is the next phase for New Hope…further uniting of the Body
of Christ…to further My Kingdom here in your region.
(Could this also be talking about bringing our New Hope Body of Believers together…under
one roof??)
One heart mission.
(His reply was instant): Still turning every curse into a blessing for you. You have been faithful in
bringing all the tithes into My storehouse. Now prove Me herewith, and see if I will not open the
windows of Heaven and pour out a blessings so great that there will not be room enough to
receive it...But there will be enough room in the building I want to give you.
(He was speaking from Malachi 3:10…which this is the ONLY place in Scripture on the ONLY
topic that He says we can PROVE Him…prove what He says here about it…wow…)
Be like Mary…Just sit at My feet.
John 3:27 – John answered and said, A man can receive nothing, except it be given him from Heaven.
(The name “John” means “Yahweh is gracious”… Lord, what shall we do? I want to be in Your
will. Thy Kingdom come. Thy will be done. At the Hope Chest as it is in Heaven.)
Proverbs 16:22 – Without counsel, purposes are disappointed, but in the multitude of counselors they
are established.
Lord, Who do You want to be for me in this (or the person or people this involves)?
The Head
The Head of the Body
Your Intercessor
The Heart…The Bride’s Heart – I want to be the Voice (When He says Go we Go; when He says Stop
we Stop; when He says Stay we Stay; when He says Rest we Rest; when He says Run we Run).
Your Provider
(The words of the song playing right at this time were, and I spoke them back to Him: “I will
trust in God…I leave my fears behind…”)
Your Provisioner…Remember: With every promise there is a provision attached to it (these were the
words in a Recorded Prayer played earlier).
Your Comforter, Your Servant, washing your feet, and Your Provider
Lord, what do You want to do concerning this?
Build a bridge.
Help you work together as the Body of Christ with Christ as the Head in an even bigger way. The Body
has many members.
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(When Beth had to leave around 3:00, she handed Holly one of the pew Bibles she had tried to look
something up in and found that a huge section of pages were missing. She thought Holly would
want to get rid of it. When Holly was at this question, she grabbed that Bible to look up a verse in
Psalms, but it was in the missing section. It went from the last full Psalm 20 to Psalm 137, so she
looked at Psalm 20:1-2, and wrote down here): Send thee help from the sanctuary today, February
27, 2019.
(She then glanced at the last verse 9, and wrote down: Let the Lord our King hear us when we
call…I put my hope in God. I put my trust in God. I leave my fear behind. I will not be ashamed.)
I will make a way for you (Deuteronomy 28:12 – The LORD shall open unto you His good treasure, the
heaven to give the rain to your land in His season, and to bless all the work of your hand: and you
shall lend unto many nations, and you shall not borrow.)
The Promise – Your faithfulness.
Help in all aspects of the ministry. Growth into every dark area that needs light shining into it!
I want to give the ideas, make the decisions, and give the directions.
Ezekiel 4:7-8 – You shall set your face toward the siege of Jerusalem, and your arm shall be uncovered,
and you shall prophesy against it. And, behold, I will lay bands upon you, and you shall not turn
from one side to another, till you have ended the days of your siege.
(In context, Ezekiel’s symbolic siege was a sign to the people. The principle of “laying siege” to
something could be symbolically applied to our situation with the building God wants us to
have… When the actual siege came, it was carried out until they took the city. Spiritually
speaking…conceptually…let’s ask God to show us how we can “lay siege” to it. There are some
clues in the passage: “set your face toward the siege…and you shall prophesy against it.” So
let’s set our face toward that building and prophesy concerning it… Let’s not turn from one
place to another, until we have completed the days of our “siege.”)
Is there anything You want to tell me or show me about this?
Oh good and faithful servant, you have run the race and the race is won. Now sit at My feet and rest.
Great things are coming—I promise!
Trust Me.
(Holly also wrote down: He may give the answer through another? It was after this that I had
shared from the microphone: What is on My heart concerning this? Still turning every curse
into a blessing for you.)
My grace is resting upon the Relationship…
God’s Influence.
Right of Passage.
Honoring – Romans 12:10 (ESV): Love one another with brotherly affection. Outdo one another in
showing honor.
Authority – Accepted in the Beloved.
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Christ in you the Hope of Glory.
Exousia.
Let love be genuine.
Abhor what is evil hold fast to what is good.
Your provision will always be contested.
Replace conflict around your circumstances with joy and peace of believing.
Preoccupied with Presence.
Promise always reveals My Presence.
Provision and consequence of a promise believed.
Blessed are the pure in heart for they see God (Matthew 5:8).
Who is that coming up from the wilderness leaning on her beloved? (Song of Solomon 8:5).
Stand still—be calm. Be the calm in the storm. Stand firm in the Lord, that all will occur as the Lord
leads.
Resources are always available for good to be done.
I have shown you pictures…remember what was prophesied over you: You see by vision and not by
sight.
Is there something from Your Word You want me to pray and apply that would bring Your power
into this situation?
Malachi 3:10: Bring all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat (the Hebrew says: a
fragment you have torn off - #2964) in My House, and prove Me now herewith, saith the LORD of
Hosts, if I will not open you the windows of Heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there shall
not be room enough to receive it.
1 Corinthians 12:12: For as the body is one, and has many members, and all the members of that one
body, being many, are one body: so also is Christ. Verse 25 in the AMP says: “So that there should
be no division or discord or lack of adaption of the parts of the Body to each other; but the
members all alike should have a mutual interest in and care of one another.”
Proverbs 3:5-6: Trust in the LORD with all your heart; and lean not to your own understanding. In all
your ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct your paths.
Isaiah 40:10 (turned to by accident): Behold, the Lord GOD will come with strong hand, and His arm
shall rule for Him: behold, His reward is with Him, and His work before Him.
(Had intended to turn to Isaiah 41:10): Fear not; for I am with you: be not dismayed; for I am
your God: I will strengthen you; yes, I will help you; yes, I will uphold you with the right
hand of My righteousness.
Isaiah 33:6: And wisdom and knowledge shall be the stability of your times, and strength of salvation:
the fear of the LORD is His treasure.
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Ephesians 1:22-23: God has put all things under Christ’s feet, and gave Him to be the head over all
things to the Church, which is His Body, the fullness of Him that fills all in all.
Janice received Luke 11:9: And I (the Lord) say to you, Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and you
shall find; knock, and it shall be opened to you. (She began praying) Lord, we are asking for even
more than a building, but greater blessing on the store ministry, to be able to help people in an
even greater way.
(At that moment, the Lord gave me a picture of Solomon not asking God for wealth, but
wisdom, and God was so pleased He gave BOTH. I shared this from the microphone.)
*AT 3:27 (RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF OUR INQUIRING ABOUT A BUILDING), BETH TEXTED ME FROM
THE CENTER (SHE HAD HAD TO LEAVE AT 3:00) AND SAID: Guess who just called me??? Betcha
can guess! Pete Harkness!!!
(When I told the others from the microphone, Janice stood up with tears streaming down and
said that was a special sign for her…She said 3-27 is my birthday…and I have been praying
for a new building for the Hope Chest for so long.)
(Beth had found out from Mr. Harkness on the phone that his friend, Jeff at Hawk Insurance,
has the key and will show us the building. And guess what?...Jeff is an old friend of Beth’s!!
She told Pete that he would need to speak with the New Hope Director, so didn’t ask any
details. He had not heard of New Hope, so doesn’t know anything about us.)
Deuteronomy 28:12 – “The LORD shall open unto you His good treasure, the heaven to give the rain
to your land in His season, and to bless all the work of your hand: and you shall lend unto many
nations, and you shall not borrow.”
Psalm 31:19 – Oh how great is Your goodness, which You have laid up for them that fear You; which
You have wrought for them that trust in You before the sons of men!
Psalm 127:1 – Except the Lord build the House, we labor in vain.
Revelation 5:12 – Saying with a loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and
riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing.
Romans 15:13 – Now the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that ye may abound
in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost.
MORE:
At the end of our Prayer Center time, after everyone else was gone, Holly, Lynne, and I (Cindy) were
talking about the possibility of the Hope Chest being in a different building. Holly said it made her sad
to think of all the blood, sweat, and tears (let alone her own money) she had put into building the
store into her mom and dad’s building, and like it would all be a waste if we move it somewhere else.
Lynne and I both spoke up and said, Oh no…that was an offering to the Lord, a sacrifice to Him… The
Lord gave me a picture of the woman who brought the alabaster box of very expensive ointment and
broke it and anointed Jesus with it…and the disciples said, That could have been sold and the money
given to the poor! What a waste! But Jesus turned to them and said (probably pretty sternly), What
this woman has done here today will be a memorial to her throughout all eternity! And I turned to
Holly and said, That’s what Jesus is saying to you about all you put into that building for the store,
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What this woman has done here will be a memorial to her throughout all eternity! It IS your
sacrifice…an offering to Him…
So after Lynne left, I was looking over everyone’s sheets to make sure I had everything to put them all
together. Where Holly had written, Send you help from the sanctuary, there was no reference written
down, so I asked her what that verse was. That’s when she told me about the Pew Bible that Beth had
handed her with the missing section out of it. She said she was trying to look up a different verse, but
when it stopped with chapter 20, she glance at the first couple verses and wrote that down. She
handed me the Bible to see it, so I wrote down the reference Psalm 20:1-2, which was at the end of
the first column in that Bible: “The LORD hear thee in the day of trouble; the Name of the God of
Jacob defend thee; Send thee help from the sanctuary, and strengthen thee out of Zion;”……and then
I wondered what the rest of it said…… I gasped when I read verse 3, Oh my goodness Holly listen to
the next verse!:
3 Remember all thy offerings, and accept thy burnt sacrifice; Selah.
We looked at each other and at the same time said, “Oh my gosh!”…I kept read:
4 Grant thee according to thine own heart, and fulfill all thy counsel.
5 We will rejoice in Thy salvation, and in the Name of our God we will set up our banners:
the LORD fulfill all thy petitions. (Then we both whispered: Oh my gosh… And I remembered
after our Declaring the Name of the Lord over 2019 we did at the beginning of the year, Lynne
had commented at the end of it that she believed something big had been accomplished in
the Heavenlies.)
6 Now know I that the LORD saveth his anointed; He will hear him from His holy heaven
with the saving strength of His right hand.
7 Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but we will remember the Name of the LORD
our God. (These were the exact words of one of the songs that was playing as we were
Inquiring of the Lord! We both looked at each other and exclaimed: Oh my gosh!)
8 They are brought down and fallen: but we are risen, and stand upright.
9 Save, LORD: let the King hear us when we call.
(Our eyes got bigger each verses I read and all we could do at the end was keep repeating: Oh
my gosh!)
It was like the Lord was telling us, This really was all from Me here today.
Then Holly told me that she did get another Scripture, but she wouldn’t even write it down. I
had to know…What was it?? It was:
“But as it is written, Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the
heart of man, the things which God has prepared for them that love Him” (1
Corinthians 2:9). [Boy, I immediately saw that verse in a different way than ever
before…]
I was still kind of in a daze as I was driving home thinking about all the Lord had done and spoken,
and the Scriptures He gave us. The one Janice had on “Ask and you shall receive” came to my mind,
and then the day the Harkness building was first mentioned to Holly. I had called her when I heard
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what her reaction was and she had said to me on the phone, “Yeah….I guess I’ve always said to
people that my dream was to run the biggest Thrift Store in Southern Iowa…” I felt like the Lord
wanted me to tell her something, so I called her and said, “Holly…I have a Word from the Lord for
you…He said in His Word: Ask and you shall receive, and you asked to run the largest Thrift Store in
Southern Iowa.” Holly said, Oh my gosh…(I could tell she was trying to not start getting
overwhelmed). I said, I guess we better be careful what we ask for from now on…
So then another piece of confirmation that really helped us came the next Monday (3-4-19) when
JoAnn K. came in for her Volunteer day at New Hope. JoAnn is one of our faithful intercessors at the
Prayer Center, and she had been there Wednesday, but she had gotten up and left before our time
was over, which she never does. Well, after we started talking Monday, she told me why she had left.
She said that during the first Inquiring about our relationship with the Bridge Church coming to
Centerville, she didn’t know anything about what was going on with that, so she was a little confused.
She had missed several weeks at the Prayer Center with us because of bad weather. She said, “So at
the end when you all got up and shared from the microphone everything the Lord had spoken to you
concerning that, it didn’t go along with ANYTHING I had written down on my sheet. So I felt like I was
so off on hearing from the Lord! Like I wasn’t hearing Him right at all!” She said the whole time during
that Inquiring time, she was getting pictures in her mind of something that was so totally unrelated to
anything anyone else was talking about. So that really peaked my curiosity and I asked, “What were
the pictures of??” God was giving her pictures of a huge building with Hope Chest and New Hope all
under one roof! There were more desks and more workers who were putting materials together…
Beth and I looked at each other, and started saying, Oh JOANN…You have NO IDEA what that means
to us! You see…JoAnn did not know anything about the Harkness building yet. She thought we were
looking at the other small metal building that would just be the Hope Chest second location, but she
was getting pictures in her mind of something totally different! The enemy had used that to attack
her all the rest of the week to the point of her even questioning her relationship with the Lord…
Because she thought she was SO far off on what she was getting from the Lord—when the truth was
that the pictures He was giving her were exactly what we needed to hear for another confirmation
that the Lord really is leading us to the Harkness building! Wow, wow, wow… A little bit later I heard
JoAnn talking to Beth and she said: “It’s like Joshua and Caleb; New Hope is standing at the Jordan
ready to cross over to the Promised Land.” What she didn’t know was that just the night before, Holly
and I had been texting back and forth about the time years ago when we might have been standing at
the Jordan and didn’t go in…and we had to go back…But that she and I are like Joshua (my son’s name
is Joshua) and Caleb (Holly’s son’s name is Caleb) who’ve come back around to the Jordan…This time,
WE’RE GOING IN! (JoAnn didn’t know we had talked about any of that.)
Crafted Prayer Example: From Inquiring of the Lord, we learn things about what He wants us to be
praying and declaring, so here are some examples…(you take the things He revealed and pray as He
leads you, and let’s ask the Lord to continue giving us even more insight into the things He revealed
to us):
Abba Father, thank You for sharing with us some of the things that are on Your heart
concerning a building for the Hope Chest Thrift Store to expand into [and expanded ministry
relationships]. Bringing the Body of Christ together…again—just like the Upper Room Prayer
Group prayed for all those years…all those years ago. This is the next phase for New
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Hope…further uniting of the Body of Christ…to further Your Kingdom here in our region. Let us
all have one heart mission, and watch You continue turning every curse into a blessing for us,
Lord.
We have faithfully brought all the tithes into Your storehouse, Father. And You said to prove
You with that, to see if You will not open the windows of Heaven and pour out a blessings so
great that there will not be room enough to receive it. Could it even be a building big enough
to have all of New Hope’s ministries under one roof, Lord? That could be a way of bringing the
Body at New Hope together in a wonderful way! It would be so much fun for us to all be right
there together as we serve You! But even as we serve You together, help us to be faithful with
our time to be like Mary, and just sit at Your feet as well.
We know from Your Word that “a man can receive nothing, except it be given him from
Heaven (John 3:27). We also know that Yahweh is gracious. What shall we do about a bigger
building? We want Your will. Your Kingdom come…Your will be done…at the Hope Chest and
all of New Hope, just as it is in Heaven. Your Word also says that “Without counsel, purposes
are disappointed, but in the multitude of counselors they are established” (Proverbs 16:22), so we
thank You for the wise counselors we have in our Board Members and Advisory Board
Members. Please make sure that we receive wise counsel from any others who would give us
counsel concerning a bigger building. Give us good discernment, Father. Please keep us from
making any mistakes in the decisions concerning this. We love it when You do things in a way
that even take the decisions out of our hands.
Lord, You are the Head of our Body of Christ at New Hope; we ask You to be The Head of this
expansion. Be our Intercessor, and intercede for us exactly the way we need in this situation.
Be The Heart for us…The Bride’s Heart…. Be for us The Voice (when You say Go we Go; when
You say Stop we Stop; when You say Stay we Stay; when You say Rest we Rest; when You say
Run we Run)! Thank You for being our Comforter and our Provider; help us to understand You
as our Servant, washing our feet like You did the Disciples’. Help us to remember that with
every promise there is a provision attached to it. You are our Provisioner! We believe You have
made promises to us concerning a bigger building from the way You brought it up and led us
into this—so we believe the provision for it is attached to the promises!
You have been telling us that You want to give us as much as we can believe You for…So we
believe You are going to give us a bigger building. If You are going to give us as much as we
will believe You for, then we believe You for a building that all of New Hope’s ministries can be
under one roof! We believe from the way You introduced the thought of a new property, and
then led to the Harkness building, and then had Mr. Harkness call us and at the exact time of
3:27, while in the middle of inquiring of You about this building, and also giving JoAnn, who
knew nothing about it pictures of it, that the Harkness building is the one You want us to have.
It’s a BOLD faith step for us to ask for something so huge and so specific, but that’s what we
are doing! We believe You will give us the Harkness building! Help us to walk by vision and not
by sight, even if doesn’t look like it’s possible. We will not stop believing You for it.
Lord, come build a bridge for us, and help us to work together as the Body of Christ with Christ
as the Head in an even bigger way. We believe You sent out help for us from the Sanctuary on
Wednesday, March 27, 2019 concerning all of this. Let the Lord our King hear us when we
call…we put our hope in You, God. We put our trust in You, God. We leave fear behind. We will
not be ashamed. Come make a way for this to happen. We ask You for Deuteronomy 28:12:
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that You will open to us Your treasure, the heaven to give the rain to our land of New Hope in
Your season, and to bless all the work of our hands: and that we will be able to lend to those in
need, and not need to borrow. The Promise really is: Your faithfulness. Thank You for Your
faithfulness to us. You have demonstrated it from the very beginning of New Hope, and over
and over again throughout all the years since. Help us in all aspects of the ministry. Give us
growth into every dark area that needs light shining into it!
Show us how we can “lay siege” to the building...to set our face toward it and prophesy
concerning it. Let us not turn from place to another, until we have completed the days of our
“siege.” We want Your Kingdom, Father. We are asking You to move in a huge way for our
ministries and ministry relationship as we work together as the Body of Christ in this region;
for no ill will to infiltrate; for hearts to meet together as one in Christ’s love; one mind, one
body, one spirit. Put in our path those that are of like mind and desiring the growth of this
ministry and Your Kingdom here in our area, and the means by which it will grow. Lord, we
want You to give the ideas, make the decisions, and give the directions through all of this.
And most of all, we want You to be glorified. Worthy is the Lamb to receive Honor, glory,
wealth, and blessing. Power, glory, honor, blessing to the God Who has no ending. You are the
Greatest of all, Jesus. You are the Greatest…No one can measure the Greatness of our God.
Scriptures to be praying to bring His power into this situation:
Lord, we have been faithful in bringing all the tithes into Your storehouse, so prove to us that
what You say in Your Word about that is true; Open the windows of Heaven for us, and pour
out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to receive it all (from Malachi 3:10).
Lord, we have many members of the New Hope body and we thank You for the unity we have.
Let there be no division or discord or lack of adaption of the parts of the Body to each other; let
us all have a mutual interest in and care of one another as we serve You together in our
common mission (from 1 Corinthians 12:12 and 25).
We trust You, LORD, with all our hearts; help us to lean not to our own understanding. In all
our ways we will acknowledge You; please direct our paths in getting a bigger building for
expanding the way You want to fulfill all Your plans and purposes for New Hope (from Proverbs
3:5-6).

Lord GOD please come with Your strong hand, and rule in this expansion with Your might arm,
with Your reward with You, and Your work before You (from Isaiah 40:10).
We will not fear, for You are with us, and we will not be dismayed, for You are our God.
Strengthen us and help us, Lord. Uphold us with the right hand of Your righteousness (from
Isaiah 41:10).

Father, please let wisdom and knowledge be the stability of our time right now, and strength
of salvation. The true fear of the LORD is our treasure (from Isaiah 33:6).
Father, You have put all things under Christ’s feet, and gave Him to be the Head over all things
to the Church, which is His Body, and we are a part of His Body. Let the fullness of Him fill us
and let His fullness be manifested in how this all takes place (from Ephesians 1:22-23).
Lord, You said: Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and you shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened to you. So Lord, we are asking for even more than a building, but greater blessing on
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the thrift store ministry and all of New Hope, to be able to help people in an even greater way
(from Luke 11:9).

LORD, do as You say in Your Word and open to us Your good treasure, the heaven to give the
rain to our land of New Hope in Your season, and to bless all the work of our hands…We are
even asking boldly from Your Word there in Deuteronomy 28:12, that we will have enough
resources to lend to others, and not borrow. And again, You said Ask and we shall receive, so
that’s what we’re asking for, to be able to carry out the work You’ve given us to do.
Oh how great is Your goodness, Father, which You have laid up for them that fear You; which
You have wrought for them that trust in You before the sons of men! And we trust in You (from
Psalm 31:19)! Glorify Yourself before the sons of men through this!
Psalm 127:1 says that unless the Lord build the House, we labor in vain, so Lord, we do not
want any building of our New Hope “house” unless it is YOU doing the building. And we believe
the funds to run that building are also attached to whatever You build.
Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength,
and honor, and glory, and blessing (from Revelation 5:12).
You are the God of hope! Through all of this expansion, God, fill us with all joy and peace in
believing, that we may abound in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost (from Romans
15:13).

NOTE: “Rite of Passage” was in one of the words received, and I didn’t really know what that meant.
It was actually written down on the sheet as “Right” of Passage. But I totally missed that spelling.
Lynne called me later after she had read this typed up and said I had spelled it wrong. I had even
went back to that specific one to check something else and had not noticed, so I think God wanted
me to see the spelling the other way. And now becoming aware of how it had actually been spelled, I
think that may mean we have a “right” to this, because of the “Rite” of Passage we have come
through. I had actually heard this phrase on a commercial this morning (3-12-19) that caused me to
begin thinking about it. It had been used in a negative context, and I knew it had been on one of the
Inquiring Sheets, so I instantly asked the Lord, What does that mean? He gave me instant
revelation…Everything we went through three years ago when Board had to do something very
difficult was our Rite of Passage. That gave me understanding of the concept. Later I looked up the
definition:
“A rite of passage is a ceremony and marks the transition from one phase of life to another.
Although it is often used to describe the tumultuous transition from adolescence to
adulthood, it does refer to any of life’s transitions (Endings, Births and Beginnings,
Initiations, and Partnerings).” Wowww……
Word from the Lord from Inquiring Sheets:
Oh good and faithful servants, you have run the race and the race is won. Now sit at My feet and rest.
Great things are coming—I promise! Trust Me. I am still turning every curse into a blessing for you. My
grace is resting upon the Relationships. You have My Influence. What you went through the past few
years was a Rite of Passage for you…and a Right of passage into what I have for you now. Love one
another with brotherly affection. Outdo one another in showing honor. Let your love be genuine. You
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have Authority—you are Accepted in the Beloved. You have Christ in you the Hope of Glory and you
have My Exousia power to back you. Abhor what is evil, hold fast to what is good. Replace any conflict
around your circumstances with joy and peace of believing. Your provision will always be contested,
but you be preoccupied with My Presence. Promise always reveals My Presence, and provision is a
consequence of a promise believed. Resources are always available for good to be done. Believe that I
want to give you as much as you can believe Me for. Stand still—be calm. Be the calm in the storm.
Stand firm in the Lord, with confidence that all will occur as I lead. I have shown you pictures…
remember: You see by vision and not by sight. Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see ME
(Matthew 5:8). Who is that coming up from the wilderness leaning on her Beloved? (Song of Solomon
8:5)…It’s you… As it is written, Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of
man, the things which God has prepared for them that love Him” (1 Corinthians 2:9).
Declaration:
Psalm 20:1-9, “The LORD hear us in the day of trouble; the Name of the God of Jacob defend us;
Send us help from the sanctuary, and strengthen us out of Zion; Remember all our offerings, and
accept our burnt sacrifice; Selah. Grant us according to our own heart, and fulfill all our counsel. We
will rejoice in His salvation, and in the Name of our God we will set up our banners: the LORD fulfill
all our petitions. Now we know that the LORD saves His anointed; He will hear us from His holy
heaven with the saving strength of His right hand. Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but
we will remember the Name of the LORD our God. They are brought down and fallen: but we are
risen, and stand upright. Save, LORD: let the King hear us when we call!
2-28-19:
Holly, Janice, Beth, Debbie M, Dick, Dennis, and I went to look at the Harkness bldg… The man in
town who has the key and is a good friend of Mr. Harkness, also just happens to be a friend of
Beth’s… He runs Hawk Insurance right across the street from the building and told us we could get
the key anytime we wanted if we want to look more. We have seen SO MANY indications of the hand
of the Lord at work in this, I haven’t had this many goosebump moments since God moved me here
from Illinois to start New Hope…
There two huge open areas that the Thrift Store could be in, and then there’s a brand new remodeled
area that is separate from the other spaces that would have to be the Counseling Center. In the open
areas for the store are rows of Infrared heating hanging down from the ceiling (which is the most
economical heating for large spaces). Plus, in the biggest back area, there is a pretty new oil furnace
that burns recycled oil! Jeff said that could provide pretty much free heat if could find some shop to
donate that to us!
There are brand new furnace and air conditioning systems in the remodeled part! That part is
absolutely beautiful! And the best part is what was the Showroom!! A huge room that has three sides
all some kind of special windows to cut heat from the outside. They look darkened from the outside
looking in, but not from the inside—they let in lots of wonderful light. Our minds were running wild
with all the possibilities of what could be done in there!!!
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3-1-19:
Email to Ministry Team:
This was in my Bible reading today and it greatly encouraged me in the giant sized undertaking we
may be facing:
Zechariah 4:10: “For who has despised the day of small things? For they shall rejoice, and shall see
the plummet in the hand of Zerubbabel with those seven; they are the eyes of the LORD, which run to
and fro through the whole earth.” We have quoted this to one another from the beginning of New
Hope and we have never despised our small beginning. We have truly appreciated it and have
marveled at every little thing the Lord has done along the way. To us—everything has been huge and
we are constantly in awe! I think this has pleased the Lord.
The 1599 Geneva Bible Notes says of the verse: “All were discouraged at the small and poor
beginnings of rebuilding the temple. Zerubbabel would go forward with his building to the joy and
comfort of the godly, though the world was against him, and though his own for a while were
discouraged…God has seven eyes: meaning, a continual providence, so that neither satan nor any
power in the world, can go about to bring anything to pass to hinder His work.”
Family Bible Notes: “Zerubbabel would continue prosperously building. The plummet, like the
measuring line, is a symbol of the work of building…The way of the world is to begin with pomp and
boasting enterprises which generally come to naught. But God's way is to make the day of small
things the beginning of a glorious triumph of truth and righteousness.”
Jamieson-Faussett-Brown Commentary: “He reproves their ungrateful unbelief, which they felt
because of the humble beginning, compared with the greatness of the undertaking; and encourages
them with the assurance that their progress in the work, though small, was an earnest of great and
final success, because Jehovah's eye is upon them and the work, to support them with His favor.”
Look at verses 6-7 of Zechariah 4!... “This is the word of the LORD unto Zerubbabel, saying, Not by
might, nor by power, but by My Spirit, saith the LORD of Hosts. Who are you, O great mountain?
Before Zerubbabel thou shalt become a plain: and he shall bring forth the headstone thereof with
shoutings, crying, Grace, grace unto it!”
Spurgeon Devotional Commentary: “God blessed the work, and it went on under His supreme
protection, angels watching over it. The spirit of the people was stimulated so that they did not
weary, their enemies were restrained, and all materials for the temple were given them; and all this
not by their own might, but by the Spirit of God. Let us learn to trust in God when we are most weak,
and friends are most few, for He will appear and glorify Himself in us.”
John Wesley Notes: “In the work of God, the day of small things is not to be despised. God often
chooses weak instruments, to bring about mighty things: and though the beginnings be small, He can
make the latter end greatly to increase.”
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When Nehemiah and the Jews were trying to rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem, the enemy did everything
they could to stop them. The enemy was saying in Nehemiah 4:2: Who do these feeble Jews think
they are, trying to do this? They tried to discourage them and hinder them. But what did it say in the
Geneva Bible Notes?... “Neither satan nor any power in the world, can go about to bring anything to
pass to hinder God’s work.”
There’s another verse about the “eyes of the Lord”: “For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro
throughout the whole earth, to show Himself strong in the behalf of them whose heart is perfect
toward Him…” meaning completely His. I believe we have shown Him that our hearts are completely
His…and He is going to show Himself strong on our behalf…
3-3-19:
SENT GROUP TEXT: The LORD hears us in the day of trouble; The NAME of the God of Jacob defends
us! (Ps 20:1) The “trouble”? This building for the Hope Chest and all of New Hope is absolutely
IMPOSSIBLE for us to do. So we cry out to our God, the God of Jacob, and He hears us; the Hebrew
says: He raises us up and makes us strong!
3-4-19 – Email to Holly and Ministry Team:
A word Eric Ludy spoke to me personally kept coming to my mind. It was from the time they spoke at
that conference at Honey Creek back in 2010, so I want to share it and my conference notes with you.
I believe God was talking about one thing back at the time of this conference concerning asking for
“the land” to expand New Hope like He was wanting…but we did not have the faith for it at that time.
Now we are at the edge of the Promised Land once again... Everything the Lord spoke to us through
Eric Ludy still applies to us now and this new opportunity the Lord is giving us to believe Him for
something impossible. I AM DETERMINED TO NOT LOSE OUR OPPORTUNITY AGAIN BECAUSE OF
UNBELIEF. I WANT TO DO IT RIGHT THIS TIME!
ERIC & LESLIE LUDY CONFERENCE NOTES:
Fri., Apr. 16-18, 2010:
We all went to a “Women’s Retreat” held at Honey Creek this weekend. It was supposed to be “The
Set-Apart Girl” with Leslie Ludy, but because she came down sick, her husband Eric did most of the
speaking. It didn’t go as planned, but I think it was exactly what God had planned. The whole
weekend was like a huge pep talk to warriors of the King, and for me, the whole weekend was about
“going in and taking the land.”
The first night Eric was here by himself – Notes from Friday Evening Session:
Care deeply about Jesus getting His due. We are fighting for the glory of Jesus Christ.
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There is more to be had – go after it! You dig until you get it! God promised—and guess what? He
cannot lie! You have a legal hold on God to hold Him to His promises—and guess what?! He wants
you to!!
Never pitch your tent and not be willing to pick up your tent and move further. Who’s in? Who wants
the real thing? Don’t settle into mediocrity!
God is looking for men and women who believe their God! Who is willing to rise up and say, God use
me?!
Reckon it – take it as true. When we truly understand all of this—we will do anything for our King! He
commissions us to go be a rescuer. Everything you need to do the job He assigns you—He will provide
for you.
Jesus came first as a Lamb—to mock the enemy. In the greatest weakness, He defeated all the
powers of hell! Then He sends us in there (as lambs), which also mocks the enemy, with us defeating
them—in open contempt of all the powers of hell!
The secret to safety for a lamb—is to stay at the Shepherd’s ankle.
God created man as “the crowning jewel.” As His child, He gave you the job to act and speak on
behalf of the King—and the job He gives you is impossible. But—He comes and lives inside of you! Do
you know what that means?! It will be Him doing it—not you!! But He must have you—all of you!
Pick up your tent stakes and say: God—I’m in.
Alexander the Great was a conqueror. When a city heard he was coming, they just laid down their
arms and surrendered. God says you are even more than that! You are more than a conqueror!
Do you know Who you have living inside you? You are more than a conqueror!! You need the
activation of the truth in your soul. Rise up in the truth of Christ and live it!
The Sacred Shield (Saturday Afternoon Session):
Proverbs 31 – the “virtuous” woman – virtuous means: (#2428) probably a force, whether of men,
means or other resources: an army, wealth, virtue, valor, strength: Translated in other places as: able,
activity, army, band of soldiers, company, great forces, goods, might, power, riches, substance,
valiant, worthy.
If we truly understood our position…There is a barrier God has put between you and the enemy, but
you have to know it and declare it to the enemy—to spiritual enemies, and if ever an actual physical
attack by a human—you must speak it right then! If you do, they will not be able to break through
that barrier.
Let’s just believe God wants to be Who He says He is for us!
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The lesson of fortification – Nehemiah rebuilding the walls around the city:
 All the obstacles that come up.
 Constant battle against the enemy and trusting in God.
Tactic of the enemy (who is a master strategist): they monitor your walls. he has limited
resources and spirit power, so has to wisely use his agents. He won’t waste them on those
who are destroying themselves. We are supposed to be walled in—but there are things in
our lives that open breeches (holes in the wall).
Step 1: Removing the breeches – Isaiah 33:15-16 – If walking uprightly, you have a
shield around you. Distractions are breeches – something may seem trivial, but if it is a
time stealer…Any area of compromise is a breech
Step 2: List every area where you are constantly feeling defeated – repent – change
you habits…
Fighting for something in prayer. (See “Wrestling Prayer” book by Eric and Leslie Ludy – Also: “The
Mighty Intercessor” by Eric Ludy)
Job 29:17: “And I brake the jaws of the wicked, and plucked the spoil out of his teeth.” When the
enemy goes after one of your own, make the enemy back off!
God, we are going to ask and ask and ask until You answer. He says: I want you to ask boldly so that I
can build your faith – ask the impossible!
(Here was my response right then: Ask for the land! It is an impossible, bold request! I feel like
God is saying: Ask so that I can build your faith in order for you to believe Me and ask for what’s
needed to build the whole thing!)
(Note: And again, right now on March 4, 2019… Ask for the Harkness building! It is an
impossible, bold request! I feel like God is saying: Ask so that I can build your faith in order for
you to believe Me and ask for what’s needed to expand the Hope Chest and put the whole
ministry under one roof!)
We need aggressive prayer – Prayer Warriors – This is war we are in! Not a time of peace—war!!
When Jesus died, what He accomplished was so enormous, the enemy was defeated—totally
defeated—right then. The role of the saint is to take hold of what is already accomplished in Heaven
and bring it to earth. Take hold of it and bring it down! You are the rightful King, Lord—You are my
King! Fight to bring His Kingdom to earth.
You see what Christ has purchased—you grab hold of it in aggressive prayer and pull it down! Battle
to see that realm realized down here.
Decide: I’m going after it. He hands us a shovel and tells us there is treasure beneath our feet. He tells
us to go after it. He says: Do you believe Me?...Prove it.
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Take that shovel and start proving your God true! Even if you get to shovelful number 50 or even
500? You keep shoveling no matter how many shovelfuls it takes.
Sunday Morning Session:
I pray Lord, that You would gain what is rightfully Yours.
Dependency is what breeds life into your soul.
When you shield yourself in Jesus, the enemy cannot stop you.
You fully trust your God and He backs you.
Is the enemy intimidated by your life?
Know you have a call on your life and live as if you have a call on your life. Don’t be intimidated by the
size of the giant. Focus on the size of your God.
The enemy is mocking God and His people. Watch carefully the words that come out of your own
mouth. Think about what you’re doing if you speak the enemy’s mockery from your own mouth. How
dare you diminish the power of God like that!
Don’t you cower before the enemy. You make a mockery of the enemy. David hasted to the giant (to
move with liquid ferocity like a lion to meet the prey).
Are you in? It’s to the death. Don’t be afraid – the Great God of the Universe stands with you.
David was the ultimate warrior.
What has God promised you? Extend the borders to take it in. Expand your borders to take it all. The
enemy wants it – the enemy lays claim to your land! Take it. This is God’s territory! Have the audacity
to go against the entire enemy army. Stand with your Lord – the Captain of the Hosts. When you
stand up with and for your King, you win victories.
Three men – stood against an entire army (2 Samuel 23:8-10) – Eleazar arose, and smote the
Philistines until his hand was weary, and his hand clave to the sword: and the LORD wrought a great
victory that day…”
Rally yourself. The LORD is big enough to do what He says HE will do and give what He promises to
give you. Stand and trust your God – He always wins!
He often slays the enemy in the face of defeat. Keep standing – victory always comes out of it!
Stand your ground – trust Him – you must trust Him!
There are situations in your life at times that “stinketh.” Don’t obey the natural circumstances around
you.
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Peter walked on water because he believed Jesus. Jesus did a lot of things that were unnecessary to
demonstrate He has all power over nature. There you are – focusing on Jesus and here comes the
waves – don’t turn to the wave! Keep your eyes fixed on Jesus – let the wave hit you – it can’t do
anything to you if you keep your eyes fixed on Him!
The supernatural realm of Jesus is more powerful than the natural world. God will take even
mundane situations to prove His power to you. Be unswayed by the circumstances – stand! I trust
Jesus – He is in me. He was slandered – why wouldn’t I be?
The enemy will say: He will disappoint you…Everyone will see you didn’t hear from God…it will make
you look like God didn’t come through for you…
You speak back: Watch what my God will do!
Have “the swagger of the freshly anointed.”
He entered into you so you would be shielded by Him. Cloak yourself with the Cross – bathe yourself
in the Blood.
The Blood of Jesus is what gives you access to the very throne room of God.
This is Jesus’ Covenant. We enter into it. We enter the very life of Christ. You enter into it and are
sealed – nothing can take you out of it.
You have the privilege of everything He has purchased for you. Don’t try to invalidate truth by your
own experience.
What you’re called to is impossible – But God is the God of the impossible. Life is doing the
impossible daily.
I’m going in! I’m claiming the treasures in the treasure chest. His personal promises and commission
for my life.
In the High Priest ceremony – smears blood on the Priest’s right ear, thumb, and toe – very symbolic:
Right side of the body – symbol of strength and control – Give up all your control.
Right ear – you pre-decide to obey – I will hear You – I listen to my God.
Right thumb – no greater symbol of control – it’s what gives you your grip – I will not hold
onto things – I give that control to Him.
Right big toe – you lead with your big toe – the Priests bore the Ark of the Covenant – I will
walk circumspectly – carrying the Presence of God carefully – we are bearers of His Presence –
He says: Everywhere you go you represent Me.
It’s no good to be on a tank – you can sit there and the enemy will pick you off – you have to be in the
tank.
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Romans chapter 6 provides the pattern – knowing this…knowing that… – you have to know it! If you
haven’t heard it, you don’t know it, and you won’t get it! You must know it!
Understand what is true and live as it is true – spend what He gave you! You need to know what is in
your pocket – and live accordingly – this is fact – I’m walking in it.
You have it. He’s entrusted you with it – because He knows He can trust you with it.
Walk it – live it – The world is needing to see it desperately. Enter into the supernatural life of Jesus.
Eric was saying how God gets us to a place where He says to us: Are you in, or not? We have to tell
Him whether we’re in or not. He lit that fire inside me again and I was crying out in my spirit with
such determination: Yes! I’m in!
(I say it again right now: YES! I’M IN!!)
As Eric was closing his message and about to walk off to leave, Jan Allen leaned over and handed me
a note that said: “Make sure you ask Eric today about the college campus that they obtained for their
ministry.”
But he was getting ready to leave to catch his plane. I asked Jan to go with me. When we walked up
to Eric, Jan started to explain a little about who we were. He asked if we were the ones with that
Biblical Counseling ministry. He seemed to know what we were talking about. Jan told him God had
given us a vision for a New Hope expansion. Eric turned and looked me right in the eye and said:
“I want to encourage you in that ministry. The land for the vision—go after it—don’t back
down—you go to the one who has it and you go after it—even if you’re turned down the first
time – don’t back down.”
He said they spent 2-3 hours a day battling in prayer for their property – not on a “prayer
needs list,” not on distracting prayer requests, but on focused battle praying for the mission,
vision, the battle…Do battle in prayer.
He also told me to get the book: “Rees Howells Intercessor” by Norman Grub. It is the
pattern for prayer for property.
He couldn’t stay any longer, but told me to write down anything else I wanted to ask him and send it
in an e-mail to him. He assured me he would answer.
We went back to our seats for the worship session to end the conference. Me and Jan both agreed
that this whole weekend was about taking the land. I hurriedly wrote down everything Eric said so I
wouldn’t forget anything.
The worship music was wonderful. The last few songs were:
“I surrender, all to You, all to You.
I surrender, all to You, all to You…
I surrender, all my dreams for the sake of knowing You…”
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“It is Well with my Soul…
…And Lord haste the day when my faith shall be sight,
The clouds be rolled back as a scroll…
“I’ll stand, with arms wide open…
“With arms high, and heart abandoned…
In awe of the One Who gave it all…
“This is my desire to honor You,
Lord with all my heart I worship You.
All I have within me, I give You praise.
All that I adore is in You.
Lord, I give You my heart, I give You my soul,
I live for You alone.
Every breath that I take, every moment I’m awake,
Lord, have Your way in me…”
As the worship time was coming to a close, a piece of paper was handed to me through someone else
(I don’t know if it was from the person who handed it to her, or if it was handed through that person).
It said:
“God has put it on my heart to pray for you regularly. You help many, so the evil one is after
you. But you are an Overcomer, because of Him in You!”
Also noticed my Journal Entry from Tues., April 20, 2010 –
And the Lord is speaking these things to us right now in March 2019:
I shared these quotes on a brochure for a Church Leadership Conference sponsored by World
Challenge. I feel like God is giving me encouraging messages from Him from many directions. The
conference was called: “Expect”
“I despaired at the thought of my life passing me by without seeing God move greatly on my
behalf.” --Jim Cymbala
“Don’t be willing to live in mediocrity when the power of heaven is at your disposal.”
--Carter Conlon
“God’s desire is for us to see, speak, stand, and shine supernaturally through the power of the
Holy Spirit.” --Claude Houde
“To expect little from God insults the King of vast resources, immense generosity, and
unending compassion. Our churches need leaders who expect.” --Gary Wilkerson
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“Expect great things from God, attempt great things for God.” --William Carey
“EXPECT that your life and ministry will be infused with a new and fresh faith to expect and
attempt greater things. Imagine what could happen if we put aside our small hopes, nagging
self-doubts, and dreamless existence and became engaged in revolutionary faith. If something
in us is transformed and we begin to unwaveringly expect from God the greatest things
imaginable, our lives will never be the same…Imagine leaders who totally expect God to fill
them with fresh vision to take them into uncharted territories of godly exploits. Through God’s
favor (expectation) and relentless pursuit of a singular mission (that the world might know
Him), we will see great things!” --Gary Wilkerson
I called Mr. Harkness – I told him that New Hope is a local, totally non-profit organization that does
nothing but serve the community. From the beginning of when we first started working on it, we’ve
been here for over 18 years now. I asked if I could first mail him something to let him know what our
Organization is and what we do in the community. I told him we’ve been to see the inside of the
bldg…We are praying about this…We seriously believe God has led us to this…We have Board Mtg on
the 19th to discuss it, and then I will call him back and we can discuss our options. He seems like a
very nice man and thought that all sounded good. We mailed the Info Packet to him this afternoon.
Since Beth’s friend, Jeff, had told us that we could come pick up the key anytime and go inside the
building, I immediately told Beth: Ok; then we are going to go there and pray on Wednesday! We
decided to do the 1st hr of our regular 4 hour worship and prayer time at the Harkness building and
then go on out to the Prayer Center for the rest of our time. Beth set it up to pick up the key a little
before Noon!
3-8-19:
I had a dream last night… We (me and others but didn’t see their faces) were in a very nice car
(vehicles symbolize a ministry)…I was happily riding in the back seat with no specific person driving
(which symbolizes that it is God in control of the ministry)…I was enjoying the ride and made the
comment: “This is the smoothest riding car I’ve ever been in” (which has to symbolize the smoothest
running ministry…because God is driving the car). We went down a very steep gravel road, so steep it
was like zero gravity feeling for a moment, but we all thought it was fun and were laughing…came
down into a place in the middle of mountains (the rocky kind that I like). There were fun things to do,
like some people were sliding down a huge slide in between the rocks, and you could buy ice cream
cones that were not cheap, but worth it… It was bright and sunny and warm… That’s all I remember. I
don’t have dreams very often…and if I do, they are usually nightmare type that I know are from the
enemy. This was a pleasant dream, and I felt that it was very significant to the ministry journey we
are in right now.
3-12-19:
Pat McAfee called me, which I knew was no coincidence because she had come to mind several
times… Pat has been a friend of New Hope, supporter, and advisor from the very first Training Class
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we ever had before opening the Counseling Center way back in 2003. She used to be the City Grant
Writer for Centerville and is very business and economic minded. Her mission and ministry area is in
economic development for our community and is anointed for it. She of course has loved the Hope
Chest store from the very beginning and has loved to see what it has done in our community and the
ministry it has grown into. So I had been wanting to talk with Pat about this whole expansion thing
and get her take on it. Pat wanted to see if she could come in and talk to me about something totally
unrelated and we had a really good visit. Then I began telling her about the how God brought up the
idea of another building for the Hope Chest to me and Holly…our initial reactions…and what He said
that got us ALL IN so quickly. I gave a quick rundown on the first “little metal building,” and how that
led to considering something a little bigger and the idea of all of New Hope being under one roof, and
then His SWITCH to the idea of the Harkness building… I was so surprised by her reaction, because
during the lead up info, she was giving me information on another building even, up on the square.
But when I said the Harkness building…she instantly said, “Cindy…that’s it…” I saw her eyes go into
that “visionary” mode (I already knew she too is a visionary). It’s almost a “prophetic visionary”
gifting. I knew her mind was going wild with all the possibilities there were for our ministry in that
property. I told her that I had kept a Journal of everything that had happened from that first day,
because there was so much. I asked if she would want to read it all and she did. She wanted me to
email it to her.
THEN… Shawna Lewellen and I had been trying to find a time for her to stop by after school (she is an
art teacher), because she had some things she really wanted to share with me about what God has
been telling her. She hasn’t come from a background where it’s taught that God does stuff like that,
so this has really been an experience…a journey of experiences that she has been telling little bits
about all along the way. One thing after another came up for us, so that we had to reschedule our
meeting several times. But now I see, that too was God doing His “perfect timing” thing again…
Shawna was supposed to come TODAY to tell me the things she was coming to tell me… They all had
a layer of connection to me and New Hope that she hadn’t realized… Some of it was very personal for
Shawna and she very wisely has already realized that you have to be very careful about who you
share things with. I told her how true that is and that it can be like Joseph being so excited to share
with his brothers the dream God gave him, expecting them to be excited for him. But instead, they
hated him for it. And then there are others who would just think we are completely off our rocker!
Anyway, God has over the years been speaking to her, and showing her things, like even letting her
see some spiritual realm things… Recently, He has been talking to her more and more, and more
specifically. He has even done several things to prove to her that it is HIM talking to her. Over the past
18 years of being involved in ministry, the Lord has taught me about gifts of the Spirit, and let me see
authentic gifts of the Spirit in action, and not authentic ones. From the moment I met this girl many
years ago at a New Hope Seminar Class I was teaching, I knew she had one of the purest hearts, and
child-like belief and trust in God that I had ever seen. She also had the purest generous spirit, which I
saw demonstrated in that young girl handing over to me the drawings the Lord told her to draw for a
book (which a year later He told her it was for the New Hope book during that first Seminar Class she
was attending). I believe that act of faith and obedience is one of the reasons she has become a
famous artist now. Who would have dreamed? Well…I know this solid and credible woman of God
that Shawna has become from our long time relationship, and when she says God told her
something—I believe it.
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So Shawna shared with me and Beth the things that were amazing her… In essence, He is saying that
He IS coming back…and time is short. After hearing the things He did to prove to her that she really is
hearing Him speaking to her, I knew I was supposed to tell her everything that is going on here with
New Hope right now and the whole Harkness building vision, which I know I can’t really share with
everyone yet, because there are a lot of people who would say, Well who do you think you are?... I
knew Shawna would BELIEVE…and…I wanted to know if she would hear God saying anything to her
about it. I gave her a quick rundown and she quickly said she felt in her spirit that God IS going to give
us the Harkness building and she thinks it will be a miracle that pays for it. She said, “I’ll ask God
about it all if you want me to.” I said, Yes Please Do. And I wanted her to read the Journal of
everything that has happened. [She had said to email it to her, but when saw how long it is, she asked
me to print her a hard copy to read through.]
Thank You, Lord for sending Pat and Shawna in here today. You knew I needed their confirmations
too. I just LOVE You, Lord…
3-13-19:
I totally expected something like this to happen…we found out this morning that someone else is all
of the sudden wanting to buy the Harkness building now! So Please keep praying and believing with
us!! Not surprised at all! We found out first thing this morning that the owner of a Tire Business in
another town said he is buying the Harkness bldg – Beth called Jeff and he didn’t know anything
about it – Jeff called Pete Harkness and he said no money has changed hands yet so we can keep
looking – I knew a test of faith on this would come! Whenever God does something that requires
enormous faith…it WILL be tested… And it came really fast so that in itself is exciting! We were not
fazed by it… We are believing God for the Harkness bldg for New Hope and we are not going to give
up or let go of it, no matter what happens or when it happens! Promises are always contested. BUT
we will NOT LET GO AND NOT STOP BELIEVING!! Look at the 3-4-19 entry above on the notes I took
from that Eric Ludy Conference they did at Honey Creek a few years back. He spoke to me personally
after the conference a word that the Lord reminded me of and I know it is a Word for now. And he
also told us about when they knew the huge and impossible property God told them He was giving
them for their ministry and how long they had to BELIEVE and TRUST HIM and GO FOR IT in
WRESTLING PRAYER! They now have that property! I am determined to see this out to the end and do
it right this time no matter how it all turns out—it will not be said of me that I stopped believing Him
for it.
1st One Hour Prayer Time at Harkness Bldg: “New Hope Commissioning”
We met at the Harkness building Noon-1 pm for staff prayer time (same as planned) and “laid siege”
to the building, and prophesied what God has said about it! We want to do this for 5 wks up to the
Spring Feasts Special Services or until they won’t let us do it anymore. For the 1 st time there we did a
“Commissioning” worship set the Lord led Lynne (our Prayer Center Coordinator) to do. He gave her
the Feeding of the 5,000 Scripture (found in Matthew 14:13-21; Mark 6:31-44; Luke 9:12-17; John
6:1-14), the "miracle of the five loaves and two fish." He told her to take her Bluetooth boom box and
Ipod (her 2 fish), and to play 5 specific songs (her 5 loaves). So in faith, that was her giving to Jesus
her 5 loaves and 2 fish…such a small thing…for the enormous need we had…knowing that Jesus could
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multiply it and do miracles. Jesus used five barley loaves and two small fish given by a boy to feed a
multitude. So that’s what she did for New Hope’s “Commissioning,” which means: “Give an order for
or authorize the production of something such as a building…” I think this may be way bigger than we
realize.
As the worship songs played, I read through the things the Lord had spoken to us when we first
Inquired of Him together about this and I wrote this prayer in the margins of my sheet:
Lord, we are here in this building today to lay siege to what You have said concerning it. Just as
You warned us, our Promises are being contested immediately, as today we found out
someone else wants to buy this building, so we are going to prophesy against it with what You
say! Someone else almost had it bought during the time it has been for sale, but at the last
minute, it did not go through! So we know You can have that happen again in this instance. If
this is the building You want New Hope to have, and we believe You for it like You said, then
nothing can stop Your purposes from taking place concerning it. You said You want to give us
as much as we can believe Your for, so I am going to believe You will give us this building. Let
nothing prevent it from happening, and we will not stop believing You no matter what things
sound like, or look like, or seem like! You are our hope, oh God of Hope—all of our trust is in
You! There is joy in believing. We declare today our trust!
I emailed my entire Journal from when this all first started to Pat McAfee and the Board Members, so
they could read every detail before the Board Meeting on the 19th.
3-14-19 - Thurs:
Pat texted me this morning and asked when I would be available; said she had some notes to share
with me. She came this afternoon and spent another hour with me. She said she had stayed up till
late in the night reading the Journal I emailed to her…said she couldn’t put it down. We went down to
the sunroom to talk and she started weeping as soon as she started talking. She had printed the
entire 30 pages of the Journal off and had highlighted the things that she really felt impressed to go
over with me and the notes she wrote at the end. She put her hand on it and said, Cindy…this is
INCREDIBLE… just incredible… The first thing she told me is that she believes God is saying: I am
giving you land you did not have to labor for, and houses you did not have to build, and cause you to
reap a harvest you didn’t have to plant. He’s talking about “the land” and the resources you’ll need
for it. (I looked this up later and it’s from Joshua 24:13). She said: You are standing at the
Jordan…ready to cross over into the Promised Land… And she does believe we are supposed to ask
God to do it in a way that we “shall not borrow…” like the Deuteronomy 28:12 Scripture said that He
had given us at the Prayer Center.
(My comment: Pat loves the Lord deeply, but I had never seen her like this or heard her talk
like this… Her calling and mission is in community development for the marketplace area…
This was the LORD speaking to me through her…to New Hope…to us… It was like a holy
atmosphere filled the little room we were in…)
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She asked if I had ever heard of the word “Avodah” – It is a Hebrew word she heard about in a
sermon Sunday. It is translated into English as “Work,” or “Service,” or “Worship,” but in the original
language there’s only one word meaning all those things are tied together…
(My comment: I looked this Hebrew word up as I was typing up my notes here. Oh my… It
means to live a seamless life of work, worship, and service. The Hebrews used the same word
for work and worship. It should be a seamless way of living.
Pat said, “Cindy, God IS going to do this…I believe He IS going to give you the Harkness building… I
don’t know how it will happened or when…I don’t know…maybe there’s even a step in between…I’m
not sure…There might not be… But however it happens…this really isn’t even about expanded
ministry or expanded services (those will be what just goes along with it). This is about GOD
displaying Himself as the ALL-POWERFUL, Loving, Gracious, FATHER of His people to the entire
community… When the Israelites were to go take a city or a land, it was “So they will KNOW that I AM
YOUR GOD.” It was a Testimony to HIM. That’s what He wants to do HERE with THIS…if you guys have
the courage to establish HIS PRESENCE in a BIG WAY… And He’s not talking for just this community…
It’s a REGION…”
(My comment: This was another confirmation to me that this was truly coming from the Lord,
because Pat’s is so totally this community minded. But she very emphatically repeated several
times that this is about “the region.” I told Pat that He had told us a long time ago that New
Hope’s “jurisdiction” was the “region.” She confirmed strongly, “Yes…the region.”)
Pat went over each thing in the Journal that she had highlighted, because God was stressing those
things to us. Where I had written in there: “And most of all, we want You to be glorified…” Pat said
that is why He is doing what He is going to do…because that is truly our heart… (Pat was talking about
and the Lord is talking about the heart of our little New Hope Prayer Center core group and Core New
Hope Leadership Team.) I asked her if this is what she meant and she said yes… What we have done
over these past years establishing that Prayer Center…our faithfulness…the discipline it took to be
faithful…It was our “come away with Me time and place,” and this is why He is doing this now. And
she strongly cautioned us: “The safety now as things grow and expand and everyone has even more
to do to carry out the work…the safety for the lamb is to stay at the Shepherd’s feet.”
Pat stressed several times: UNITY, UNITY, UNITY. I told Pat that I believe the Lord is blessing the true
unity we all have now and the Scripture He showed me on it: “Psalm 133:1-3: Behold, how good and
how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity!...for there the LORD commanded the
blessing…”
Pat says there are possibilities of what the current Hope Chest space in the Moorman building could
become: Maybe a “Gathering Place” for encouragement…Maybe this is where the former “Hope
Chest” space becomes the “Treasure Chest,” where people come together to discover the treasures
inside of them…Maybe a transitional meeting place for New Hope Counseling Graduates…Like a
Spiritual Lending Library…Like the original “Hope Chest” was, the restoration of the broken bits and
pieces, reassembled in a new way that brings hope (people recognize that).
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Pat had highlighted several places in the things Eric Ludy had said and emphasized that God was
saying this to us NOW: “Fight to bring His Kingdom to earth…” Pat said: Be like Caleb and Joshua: I’m
going in!! It’s about a “Treasure Chest” now… You are working now for the treasures He has set aside
for you… “The world is needing to see it desperately”…His hope, His treasures, His compassion, His
PRESENCE…”Enter into the supernatural life of JESUS.” Then Pat emphasized something Eric Ludy
had spoken to me personally after that conference was over: “The land for the vision—go after it—
don’t back down—you go to the one who has it and you go after it—even if you’re turned down the
first time – don’t back down.”
This was in Pat’s handwritten notes at the end of the Journal she had printed out:
Exodus 25:8: Make a sanctuary for Me and I will dwell among them.
Then we discussed it: She said, “It’s not so much about expanding the ministry... (that
is not to become our main focus)… It’s about building the Tabernacle here; to lift HIM
up to the region. He is willing to come, because you asked.” She had no idea the Lord
had spent the entire year last year at the Prayer Center, teaching us about The
Tabernacle! He wants us to build Him a Tabernacle here in Centerville! She confirmed
all of this…that this is what she is saying and what the Lord is saying, and we discussed
what that meant. That He does not mean we switch our Prayer Center from Mystic to
here. That sanctuary is a “sanctuary” for us…in that “little obscure place” where He
wants us main staff to always have, and have to literally “come away with Him” and
get away from the ministry to be with Him there. If our “Staff Prayer Center” were
right there where we were working, it would be too easy to let our set aside time with
Him to slide…and slip away little by little… We HAVE TO continue to guard and keep
that time with Him, because “the safety for the lamb is to stay at the Shepherd’s
feet.” (Wowwww…….This makes SO MUCH SENSE! And makes me feel so much better
about all of this!! He is SO WISE!!! That Prayer Center in that special, special place to
us is to always be for us personally! That is our special place with Him that is to always
be that for just us…and the few other two hump camels who join us every once in
awhile. ) This also reminded me of JoAnn telling me last week that she has to speak
at a Church Conference a short word on Prayer and God told her exactly what to say:
“Song of Solomon – 2:13 – ‘…Arise, My love, My fair one, and come away.’ The
Bridegroom awaits.”
“He wants to lift Himself up and His light, to dispel more darkness… God is building a
place here for people to be healed. This is about healing the land… He wants to heal
the region…to heal the land.
In the Harkness building with all of New Hope’s outreaches there together, she is
seeing comfort messages on those little wooden signs all through the building and in
the Gift Shop... Those word signs on like 1x4’s you see a lot…but these are little
“messages of comfort” that reach out to people (things like):
If you seek Me, you will find Me.
I am a beloved child of God.
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I am healed.
Exodus 34:10: Before all your people, I will do wonders never done before in any nation in
the world. The people who live among you will see awesome is the work that I, the Lord,
will do for you. → (Build the Tabernacle.)
Isaiah 56:7: I will bring them to My holy mountain and give them joy in My House of Prayer.
This is the next phase for New Hope…further uniting of the Body of Christ…to further My
Kingdom here in your region.
Help you work together as the Body of Christ with Christ as the Head. Help all aspects of the
ministry. Growth into every dark area that needs light shining into it.
Fight to bring My Kingdom to earth.
The world is needing to see it desperately. Enter into the supernatural life of Jesus.
You go to the one who has it and go after it—even if you get turned down the first time.
[My Comment: So we HAVE gone to the one who owns it; I’ve called and talked to Mr
Harkness about it; we’ve looked inside and prayed inside; I will call him back after the
Board Mtg Tuesday night to tell him we believe God wants New Hope in that building;
and then we just keep believing and trusting the Lord to bring it about, because He is
the only One Who can. In our Inquiring of the Lord time, one of the things He told me
through someone else was: Oh good and faithful servant, you have run the race and the
race is won. Now sit at My feet and rest. And: When He says Go we Go; when He says
Stop we Stop; when He says Stay we Stay; when He says Rest we Rest; when He says
Run we Run.]
3-15-19 - Fri:
The Lord just kept speaking to me about all the things Pat had said yesterday…and pulling me
deeper…and revealing more things about it all… And as I was getting ready this morning, one of the
Unceasing Worship songs came on my IPOD and the words were actual words from things God had
spoken to us at the Prayer Center when we were Inquiring of the Lord! I dropped to the floor on my
face…weeping… I don’t know if I have EVER been that overcome and undone by the Lord… When I
could get up…the first thing I did was text Pat: “Oh Pat………God wants us to put Him on SHOW in the
SHOWROOM of the Harkness building!!! I believe it is NOW!!! Please petition HIM with us for NOW…
This community doesn’t need another tire shop!! It needs to see GOD put on a SHOW of HIS GLORY
and HIS POWER…HIS LOVE for us…for THEM…AND for MR HARKNESS… I am praying for the tire
business…for God to bless them and their business, and to lead them AWAY from Centerville… THE
LORD has an OPEN HEAVEN over us… He had me on my face on the floor this morning and I am
convinced that instead of the DARKNESS that has been over this community, THERE IS AN OPEN
HEAVEN!!!”
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Pat text back: “I am praying for His light to shine on earth (in Centerville) as it is in heaven. I am so
blessed to see Him acting to fulfill His promises. Keep me posted.”
Then I worked on typing up everything from my notes from what Pat said yesterday. Later in the day,
when I was almost done, I shared it all with Lynne on the phone, because so much of it was about
building “the Tabernacle” there in Centerville. It was so good to talk through it all with her and she is
all in too. She said she had just this morning read in her Lenten Devotional Matthew 4:16 ESV: “The
people dwelling in darkness have seen a great light, and for those dwelling in the region and shadow
of death, on them a light has dawned.” Isn’t that AMAZING how it echoes what God was saying
through Pat?! Then Lynne starting seeing those ties clear back to the satanic “power triad” that had
been in this area, and what happened with Rathbun Lake being built and wiping out two of the little
communities that were two points of that triad. (By the way…the 3 rd point was located in Mystic—the
little town God specifically chose to place our New Hope Prayer Center.) Lynne said: And now think
about the Rathbun lake water servicing the entire region…and the spiritual illustration elements that
could reveal… Oh man…and that spiritual connection with the satanic ties Shawna told me she had
discovered with a man from Appanoose County who had written a book that Hitler read that actually
inspired him to do what he did…. Oh my goodness…this is way bigger than any of us know…
3-17-19 – Sunday:
I got a text from Shawna at 7:57 am: “God spoke to me this morning about your opportunity… Sent
you an email:)
“I inquired of God early this morning about your opportunity. He said that He wants to
offer $1,000,000 from His account. He wants you to have better visibility because you hardly
have any at your current location. He said He wants you to have it by May. He wants it to be a
battleground where you start a school for adults that teaches them how to handle this world
& in doing so He wants you to raise up warriors to fight for Him. I haven't read one word of
your journal but I definitely plan to. I wanted to talk to God first to see what He said. He said
the property was His to begin with but after Harkness left HE put His Name on it. Most
importantly He wants you, specifically, to rest and lay at His feet concerning this… He wants to
take care of it all Himself. I'm 95% accurate at hearing from Him so take that into
consideration but we talked for over an hour about it. Much love to your crew! ~Shawna”
Oh man…I wanted to know some more specifics, so I asked her if she could stop by again Monday or
Tuesday for a few more questions about what to say to Mr Harkness. I totally believe God will do this!
And I have to tell her what all Pat said… And I wanted to know what I am supposed to do or ask other
people for??? And then I reread her email and saw that God said that “most importantly He wants
me, specifically, to rest and lay at His feel concerning this. He wants to take care of it all Himself.” Oh
boy…I guess that’s pretty clear… Shawna text back: “It seemed like He was saying that He was going
to take care of it ALL!!” She said she would inquire more of Him later. It was church time. Later she
text back: “He said to rest. Specifically said to ‘live in His rest’ and He’s taking care of it. He said His
bank account is full! I’ll ask Him in the morning when it’s totally quiet and my brain isn’t working for
an affirmation, but this is what He’s currently saying. So you don’t need to mass call/mail people lol.”
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That sure sounds good to me. And that’s the SAFETY in all this…If He wants to do it ALL Himself, and
there’s no way we could do it anyway, then when it happens we know it’s what He wants! There
doesn’t seem to be any risk in this for us. I guess all we have to do is as a step of faith—accept His
offer. He said He wants to “offer” $1,000,000 from His account for this, so when someone offers you
something, you do have to accept it. We have to tell Him we accept the $1,000,000 from His
account…and that’s it. He wants to do everything else Himself, so I guess that covers transferring that
money to whoever He needs to transfer it to, to do whatever He intends to do with it. We “live in His
rest” and let Him take care of it.
I did tell Mr Harkness that I would call him after the Board Mtg so we could talk. I need someone to
tell me what I’m supposed to say to him on the phone.
And that stuff Shawna was hearing about “a school for adults that teaches them how to handle this
world & in doing so He wants you to raise up warriors to fight for Him,” she has no idea about Him
telling us a long time ago that He wanted that for New Hope…It was for teaching Retreats that could
be advertised on the Internet that anyone from anywhere could come to…We take them through a
condensed format of the New Hope Series where they apply it personally during the Retreat so they
know what this does for people. Then they might want to take it back to wherever they live…thus,
spreading the New Hope materials (which help fund our mission work)… And the day we looked at
the inside of the Harkness building I reminded Holly of that and how this building would make the
beginning of that vision possible with the Retreats for people from all over the country to come for…
And guess what is conveniently located right across the huge parking lot there?...A motel… Oh my
goodness……
After I had everything typed up from just the past few days, I emailed it to Shawna, along with our
Inquiring of the Lord answers from the Prayer Center before what Pat and Shawna told me.
So just a short time later, I got this text from Shawna: “HOLY COW!!! I just read through the past few
days. Man alive. God is huge!!” I replied back: “I KNOW!! AND THAT’S JUST THE PAST FEW DAYS!!!”
3-18-19:
Emailed updates from Journal to Bd Members and Advisory Bd Members.
Told Beth and JoAnn a little bit about the more God is saying, and they just continue to be in even
more and more awe too… Then when JoAnn was praying, God was giving her a picture that I just had
to write down, because I know it is HIM continuing to speak… She said: You are smiling, and laughing,
because You have such things planned for us and we will be filled with joy as we stand back and watch
You work! (JoAnn did not know what Shawna had said about Him wanting us to rest and His feet and
HE will do ALL.) And now once again the Word spoken over me by Becky Strube all those years ago
echoes in my mind:
“‘Faithful is He that calleth you, who also will do it’ (1 Thessalonians 5:24). HE WILL DO IT.”
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Then right after prayer, JoAnn said a song just came to her mind and she spoke a line from it: “Saddle
up your horses, we got a trail to blaze!” So Beth looked it up and it was a song by Steven Curtis
Chapman called, get a load of this: “The Great Adventure”!!!
So I thought I had it all typed in here now and just emailed these new things to Holly, and then I got
this email from Pat. I had been feeling like Shawna’s Word yesterday with such specifics in it would be
hard to share with very many people, because it would be totally unbelievable to most people. I feel
like God had Pat send this to me right now too:
The book "Son" is such a blessing to me - and soooo healing (she had borrowed it from me the
day she first stopped by). These are some passages that caught my special attention. I
wanted to share them with you: "A son, being an heir, possess (current tense) the Father's
wealth without earning it or deserving it." "In the restoration to sonship comes a restoration to
dominion and being 'master of all' - exercise the domination that God has given to us and
plunder the enemy who has stolen what belongs to us."
So then after I emailed these new items to Holly, I saw an email from Shawna!
“Right when my alarm went off I heard God say ‘upper room’ really loud. So after I shut it off I
said what do you mean? He said He's honoring your upper room prayer. I'm not sure what
that means but that's what He woke me up with before I could even comprehend that my
alarm was ringing so I know it wasn't me!”
My Reply: OH MY GOODNESS! You'll read it in the Journal!! It's that "Upper Room
Prayer Group" that had met in Centerville every week for many years praying for a way
for the Body of Christ to come together in this area... They met in the what they called
"The Upper Room" of Connie Drake’s building that New Hope was first in there off the
square for 8 years! We knew that God had raised up New Hope in answer to their
prayers, because in less than 2 years we had over 75 Volunteers from different
churches around the area (the Body of Christ coming together)! And God told me a
few weeks ago that all this happening now is that Upper Room Prayer Group’s prayers
still being carried out in an even bigger way for the Body of Christ to come together
here... Shawna...I think He really is serious about this Harkness building thing....
Shawna’s Reply: I think He is too Cindy, because when He woke me up with those
words, I had to ask what does that mean? He quickly explained with a crazy awesome
feeling that I ONLY get when He is talking.
3-19-19:
Email from Shawna: “What He said last night and this morning: I want to drive them to their new
location & I want to drive traffic TO them. (1st part of that sentence He said in humor & both times
He said drive it was a play on words. He's actually funny too:) He wants where the big “Pete
Harkness” letters are on the front of the building to say “New Hope.” He said: I want your team to be
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undivided. I want you to always have an open house for all to see…not just on your opening day of the
new location! I want to finish what I started. I've put My Name on it.”
(That sounds like the dream I had the other night! About God driving the vehicle!!)
My Reply: “Oh Shawna...I am so thankful for you being a part of this... Yes He IS funny:) I believe you
are hearing Him; I believe Him; and I will obey Him. He wants to Show Off in that Showroom (play on
words lol).
Email Replies from Advisory Bd Members:
Thanks for the update! Wow! We're privileged to see up close the awesome grace and power
of our Mighty God at work!
Wow, Cindy! Amazing stuff! While reading it, I felt like I was there with you. I definitely felt
the Holy Spirit’s presence. We’re praying too. Can’t wait to see this mighty move of God!
Email sent to Advisory Bd Members:
Thank you SO MUCH for standing with us on this! I know it's HUGE...but we love and serve a
HUGE God! And actually...there's a little more...but I was almost afraid to send it out to
everyone... But the Lord just told me that if I really believe Him, I will do that. So here's what
He told Shawna when she inquired of Him about it (see attachment – contained the things
God told Shawna). Remember, Shawna is the young woman who has the pure and authentic
giftings of the Spirit...
Our Board Meeting is tonight! They all know everything except Pat's Word from the Lord and
everything He has told Shawna. I want us to read through those here with everyone all together.
Then I'm going to say: I guess all we have to do is as a step of faith—accept His offer. He said He
wants to “offer” $1,000,000 from His account for this, so when someone offers you something, you do
have to accept it. We have to have to take an official vote to accept the $1,000,000 from His
account…and formally enter it into the official Minutes of the Mtg... Then we “live in His rest” and let
Him take care of it.
Regular Board of Directors Meeting:
This was the best meeting I have ever been to in my life. We say that after every Board Mtg here, but
this one exceeded them all… Beth and Debbie T and I prayed this afternoon for the mtg and that the
presence of the Lord would fill the room… He did… And He just continued speaking to everyone
there…specific things…and revealing even more ties to things in the Journal as we all read together
the entries from my time with Pat last Thursday up through everything today. It was AMAZING…there
was SO MUCH I can’t even type it all up… Here are a few:
I had emailed this Journal to all of them a week ago to give them time to read it, but I
happened to notice just yesterday that the email hadn’t sent! It was in my Drafts folder!! So I
had to quick send it to them and ask them to read the 30 pages before our mtg tonight! Dick
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brought a book with him tonight called, God Calling (the original edition from the 1930’s). He
said as he was reading the Journal yesterday, it took his mind to what he had read that
morning in God Calling for March 18:
“Claim Big Things – Listen, listen, I am your Lord. Before Me there is none other. Just
trust Me in everything…The difficult way is nearly over…Wrest from Me, by firm and
simple trust and persistent prayer, the treasures of My Kingdom. Such wonderful
things are coming to you, Joy – Peace – Assurance – Security – Health – Happiness –
Laughter. Claim big, really big things now. Remember nothing is too big. Satisfy the
longing in My heart to give. Blessing, abundant blessing, on you both now and always.
Peace.”
Dick also said he had to tell us…He is from the “Show Me State” (Missouri) and he has always
had some of that in him. As he was reading all this in the Journal, he was asking God to show
him if this is really Him. And now he is seeing all this in what we are reading together about:
“God wants us to put Him on SHOW in the SHOWROOM of the Harkness building…And GOD
putting on a SHOW of HIS GLORY and HIS POWER…HIS LOVE…” He then told us that last night,
God showed him a picture of the front of the Harkness building with the sign: “NEW HOPE
Ministry Global Headquarters.” (Boy that matches what the Lord told Shawna about replacing
the big letters on the front of the building that say “Pete Harkness” with “New Hope.” The rest
of it wouldn’t fit on the building, but I think that’s supposed to be the big sign in the yard out
front! I then reminded them of all the “world-wide” (through the New Hope ministry
materials) prophetic words that have been spoken over New Hope throughout our 18 year
history…)
At one point, Jan said: We have a sign hanging over our kitchen sink that is something God
spoke to Dick when He called him into ministry: “Show Me your faith and I will prove
Faithful.”
Before we left, Tom was telling us about the trip they had just taken to California. They
stopped by the see the Dream Center. It is a faith-based ministry that was started and is run
by Debbie Maloy’s nephew. He said their main facility was on the market for $7 million
dollars, and he decided to offer a much lower $5 million…the owner took it. I thought it was
significant that God had them stop there and see something like that—something that took
enormous faith and continues to take huge faith and trust in God to keep its expenses paid
every month.
I photocopied the March 18 reading from Dick’s book so I could put it in the Journal. Later, I looked at
today’s March 19:
“Courage – I AM here. Fear not. Can you really trust Me? I am a God of Power, as well as a
Man of Love, so human, yet so divine. Just trust. I cannot, and I will not fail you. All is well.
Courage. Many are praying for you both.”
There was SO MUCH more from the meeting, but like I said, I couldn’t write it all down. Everyone had
such wise, and thoughtful, and faith-filled things to say and comment on as we read through Pat and
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Shawna’s words. They also gave me such wise exact words to say to Mr Harkness on the phone
tomorrow. It is SO WONDERFUL to be able to absolutely trust God to lead me through the authorities
He has placed over me. That takes all the pressure off of me! I don’t have to make the decisions. I can
truly just obey and rest in the Lord.
3-20-19:
2nd One Hour Prayer Time at Harkness Bldg: “Resting in Him”
So as soon as I got to the Center this morning, I knew I had to call the man who owns the little metal
building and tell him that we believe God is leading us to something bigger to expand into. He was
very gracious. I thanked him so much for letting us have first chance at his building and that I believe
God is going to bless him for it. It went well.
So at the Bd Mtg last night, we formally voted to accept God's "offer of $1,000,000” and put the
unanimous vote on it into the official Board Minutes book. We got done around 9 pm. Beth called me
this morning to tell me when she went to bed last night around 9:30, she tossed and turned for an
hour so got up, and knew the Lord was telling her something. He told her the phone number posted
on the Harkness bldg meant something...She went right to her Bible and looked up the first 3
numbers (779), turning to the 7th book, 7th chapter, and 9th verse (Judges 7:9) "And it came to
pass THE SAME NIGHT, that the LORD said to him, Arise, get down to the host; for I have delivered it
into your hand." I had chills… The same night we made it official to accept His offer, He said, I have
delivered it into your hands…
Then I knew my next call would have to be to Mr Harkness, but was getting a little nervous. So I
thought I needed to check my email first just to see if there was anything new concerning all this. The
first thing I opened from Steve and Mary Settles replying back to the last email I sent yesterday to the
Advisory Board:
Oh, Cindy, this is such good news! What popped into my mind from God—besides the fact
that I’m tingling all over from the Holy Spirit—someone gave our church $1,000,000 last
year! A total stranger who didn’t attend our church but listened to our pastor on the
radio! It’s real! It’s possible! God owns the cattle on a thousand hills! As Sarah said when she
became pregnant, Is anything too hard for the Lord?! Hurray! Hurray! We’re so excited! I
remember the retreat plans for adults, too. We were thinking too small. A motel next
door! Wow! Thanks for letting us know.
Wow! Then I saw another email from Greg McCall (long time friend of New Hope from Des Moines
who is the head of the Iowa for Jesus Network that networks all of the Houses of Prayer in Iowa). This
email was sent at 10:30 pm last night. He was forwarding me a prophetic word that he believed was
for the Body of Christ right now.... (Remember all God said to me about this being about Him bringing
the Body of Christ together here in an even bigger way… Just like that Upper Room prayer group
prayed for all those years...) Here is the Word (that is so obviously for us for sure):
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MY BELOVED,
YOU ARE MY STORMCHASERS AND I HAVE SPOKEN PEACE BE STILL OVER YOU THIS DAY. YOU
ARE ABOUT TO HAVE A HEAD ON COLLISION WITH YOUR PROVISION! AS YOU HAVE BEEN
CLIMBING UP ONE SIDE OF MY MOUNTAIN, YOUR RAM (PROVISION) HAS BEEN CLIMBING UP
THE OTHER SIDE TO MEET YOU. I HAVE COMMANDED THE BLESSING UPON MY FAITHFUL
ONES. JUST AS I SILENCED THE ACCUSER WHEN THE WOMAN LAVISHED THE OIL IN HER
ALABASTER BOX ON ME, I AM SILENCING THE AVENGER ON YOUR BEHALF. AND I HAVE
COMMANDED YOUR ADVERSARY TO LEAVE YOU ALONE, BECAUSE YOU ARE DOING A GREAT
WORK FOR ME. BECAUSE YOU HAVE GIVEN ME YOUR TWO FISHES AND FIVE LOAVES, I WILL
BLESS IT AND I WILL MULTIPLY IT. BELOVED, I KNOW THE THOUGHTS AND INTENTS OF YOUR
HEART AND THEY ARE PLEASING TO ME. YOUR UNITED PRAYERS HAVE COME BEFORE ME AS
A SWEET, SWEET SAVOR. BE STILL AND YOU SHALL SEE MY SALVATION. YOU ARE MY SHEEP, I
AM YOUR GOD AND I WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU. YOU ARE MY STORMCHASERS AND YOU SHALL
FIND SAFETY AND SHELTER IN THE MIDST OF THE HURRICANE AS I HAVE SPOKEN TO MY
SERVANT IN PSALM 91. LET MY WORD BE A LAMP TO YOUR FEET AND A LIGHT TO YOUR
PATH, AND FEAR NOT NOR BE DISMAYED. THE END OF ALL THINGS IS AT HAND; THEREFORE
BREAK THROUGH IN YOUR PRAYERS AND BE EVER WATCHFUL FOR ME. AMEN.
Can you believe all this?!!!!!! YES!!
So then I was ready to call Pete Harkness. Here’s the conversation we had:
I asked if he received the information I sent him on New Hope and did he have a chance to
look it over. He did, and said it was very interesting. I said: So what are you thinking
concerning the building? He said: Well...I'm pretty open to suggestions if you would want to
buy, or lease, or some lease arrangement.
I asked him: What are you wanting to accomplish with the building? Are you just wanting to
sell it? Or are you wanting to do something that would really help this community?
He said: I am on a couple non-profit boards up here and am charity minded, you know…within
reason. (I could hear a smile in his voice)
Then he said: So I have a meeting with a contractor here soon. Let me talk to him about this a
little bit and then get back with you this afternoon. I told him I would be tied up all afternoon,
so asked if I could call him back tomorrow morning and that was good with him.
He did tell me that there is someone else showing some interest, but said it's still in the infant
stages and he wanted me to know that he would not do anything on that without talking to us
first, because we contacted him first.
So there it is for the moment...
Jeff (the man with the key to the building) called after everything this morning and asked me to make
a decision on the Harkness building parking lot being made available to the Ragbrai riders this
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summer when they come through Centerville… Wait, what? He needed MY approval to allow them
to camp out in the parking lot…THIS SUMMER… Seriously?! Ok… I gave my approval.
One thing I haven’t said yet is about the very first email I had from Shawna this morning after I told
her what we did last night to officially accept God’s offer. Her reply had really confused me. She said:
“That's crazy, because when I was talking to Him last night, He said "pay," "write a check,"
and I thought He was meaning me… But after you said that, it makes sense… He's saying
"pay" from your own account… Like He's taking care of it & will deposit the money into your
account.”
Like I said…that confused me…then something happened at the Prayer Center this afternoon…
We went to the Harkness building at Noon and rested in Him for 1 hr as the worship music played.
The only thing I wrote down while sitting there in the “Showroom” was: All of this, You said You
would give us if we would believe You for it… We still believe.
And then we went to the Prayer Center where we had our special celebration of Purim…which is all
about God’s huge miracle deliverance of His people by His mighty hand. It was POWERFUL… During
one of the songs, God said something to me… The song name was “Miracles” and the words playing
were: “I believe in You, I believe in You…You're the God of miracles…” And I was saying to Him,
“Yes…I believe You can do this miracle for us…I believe…”
Right then God spoke: He has to say the price that needs to be paid before I can pay it.
That made perfect sense! And maybe that’s what He meant by what He said to Shawna last night…
Mr Harkness has to say what the price is before God can pay it! Then the next song’s words were:
“My Hero is coming to my rescue…my Hero is coming to my rescue…coming to save the day...” Tears,
tears, and more tears…
We come boldly before You…believing You move at the sound of our voices…Blessing, and
honor, and glory, and power, be unto You…
I had emailed to Shawna all those things that happened this morning and right after this is when I saw
that she replied back… She said:
I've talked to people with STUPID money…who spend it on STUPID things!! (I'm talking
billions). $1,000,000 is NOTHING for our God who created an infinite universe that will exist
forever!!! I'll inquire of Him tonight…excited to see what He says…He's soooo amazing!
So here we are again…I need to know what to say to Mr Harkness tomorrow! The day we first
looked inside the building and then came back to New Hope to discuss it, Dennis made a comment
that since it said on the sign “buy or lease,” that maybe he would consider some kind of a lease to
own arrangement… Should we ask Mr Harkness for that? And then ask what he would price it to us
for? That way we would know the price that needs to be paid for it…or at least a starting place on
price??? Then I can tell him I’ll talk to the Board about it and we can go from there???
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I emailed all of today’s Journal entry to Shawna and the Board Members. Man…I need to get Pat
caught up on everything too! And also email today’s entry to the Advisory Board!!!
3-21-19:
At the Prayer Center Wednesday, I told Holly about the Lord telling Beth there was something
important in the phone number. She lit up and said the first time we were at the Harkness bldg
praying, the Lord told her there was a “message” in the address. But she didn’t see an address
number anywhere. So this morning I googled it and texted it to her: 1003 N 18th St
I heard back from Dennis Miller last night: God says to buy it not lease it. Also Harkness needs to set a
price in my opinion.
Then Dick and Jan: We read the email…wow! Can’t wait to hear what God tells Shawna tonight! Our
hearts tell us that asking for a lease negates the faith in God’s promise of giving us $1,000,000 to buy
the building. We don’t believe God is talking lease, but talking purchase.
My first response to their responses was: Whoooaa…that’s BOLD! They have officially surpassed me
in BOLDNESS…
I am so thankful for the Board Members and Advisors God has given me that it makes me weep…
I woke up this morning with a migraine… As soon as I stood up I had to quick lay back down I was so
dizzy and nauseous… Laid there for another 15 min, but knew I had to go take some migraine
medicine. It helped enough to get around and ready to go to work, but I really had to go to the
chiropractor first. I was thinking, maybe today is the day God is going to DO SOMETHING, because I
am soooo weak right now…at my weakest…
I got halfway to Centerville, turned around and went back home...and I know this is not an attack of
the enemy...this is GOD letting me be at my absolute weakest so I will stay home and do nothing but
rest in Him all day.
Shawna sent this email this morning (and she DID NOT KNOW the Bd Members’ responses last
night): I feel like God told me that Harkness wants $$$$$ but God wants to offer $$$$$ & said to buy
on contract. He gave me those answers to your recent questions a few nights ago but it didn't make
sense to me until I saw your questions last night so there are your answers!! I didn't tell you until it
made sense to. I also inquired of Him for 90 min last night but was too tired from conferences to hear
clearly. So this morning when I got up He said... Make room… I'm sending provisions… I KNOW He said
this because He let me feel Him when He talked!
(My Comments: Because Mr Harkness asked us to keep confidential the details of what he is
asking and details of a purchase agreement, I will not be able to print out in my public
Journal the $Amounts of anything until after a Purchase Agreement is signed.)
This afternoon, I did have to call Mr Harkness back... If I had not had the Board Members’ and
Shawna's words from the Lord, I would have been petrified to call him again. I was so calm while
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talking with him, I was finding it humorous... So... I think it is very possible that what Pete was
originally asking for the building when first trying to sell it, may have been the $$$$$...But God in HIS
HUMOR just cut it in half and Pete said he would be open to listening to an offer...
Seriously...is this not hilarious?? A couple months ago when Danny told us he was asking $55,000 for
his little metal building, that seemed like a HUGE amount for us to come up with! And NOW... $$$$$
sounds like a steal!! lol! It's because NOW, God has convinced us that it's not US having to come up
with it!!
After I told Pete I would let my Board know all of that and get back to him, I then said to him: Ok, so
here's where your heart for giving back to the community and philanthropist spirit would come
in...Would you consider selling it on contract to us? And he said that if the down payment was big
enough, he would do that. I told him that this might all seem crazy to him, coming from just a local
non-profit organization, but that we KNOW God is telling us we are supposed to do this, so we are
going to go for it. He just chuckled and said, Well that's great!
Waiting to hear back from the Board now on all that…
______________
So when I just sent the email to the Board Members, I emailed today's entry to Shawna.
Then I saw an email from Lynne on “End of Days Guide to Purim” (and we just celebrated it at the
Prayer Center yesterday)…, so I replied back to Lynne: After reading this...it just clicked that TODAY is
Purim...and it might be very significant to what just happened last night and today...
Right when I hit send on the email to Lynne, a text from Shawna dinged on my phone saying: "This is
crazy!!! My hands are shaking! Check your email!"
So here is the email Shawna sent:
"WOWW!!! I'd offer half of what the appraised value would be because THIS IS WHERE IT
GETS CRAZY...God was telling me SO LOUDLY over a week ago (so loud I put it in my phone
and can send you a picture of it to prove it) that March 21st He has a shocking surprise! I said
what do you mean... He specifically said, "I have an appointed blessing that will be a
SHOCKING surprise." He kept saying it over and over for a couple days so I'm like yeah...that's
definitely not my head. I said okay...You've said this sooo many times, so what day does that
land on? He said Thursday...I looked it up and yep it was exactly today. I said...Okay
wow...You have my attention now...what is the shocking surprise? He loves surprises, but He
also loves to talk, so all He said LOUDLY was "building upgrade." I heard it clear as a bell, but I
thought it meant our school, because we're adding on, but it's been flooding in a lot and I
have to move away from my friend who is the music teacher to another hall...so I thought He
meant that we'd be moved closer from a "building upgrade." That was before this all
unfolded with New Hope and I know now it's obviously YOUR BUILDING UPGRADE! Make the
call! Get it for half price on contract girl! He called this day out before time!!! My hands are
shaking I can barely type! God is faithful and beyond awesome!!! Love ya girl. ~Shawna "
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MY HEAD IS SPINNING AND I’M SHAKING ALL OVER!!
The on "contract" part is so significant, because that’s how we wouldn’t have to “borrow” money to
pay him... he carries the contract and we just pay him! (But I’m thinking maybe we won’t even have
to make payments to him…I’m thinking maybe God might have someone just pay the whole purchase
price…and then we could use the money from the sale of the property that New Hope Counseling
Center is currently in to use on anything we need at the new building…)
Jan Allen replied back: “Oh.my.goodness!!!!! I have goosebumps ALL over!!”
And then Dennis Miller: “Amen. We have a light pole in the center of our yard. This morning when I
stepped out with the dog, I heard a bird in flight. I watch it land on top of our pole. It was a dove. It
set there for quite a while, then flew west and another joined it; they lit on our west trees. The
thought came to me: “On the wings of a dove” WOW!
Advisory Bd Member replies [and they don’t yet know anything that has happened today—because I
can’t even keep up]:
Steve and Mary: It was awesome to hear from you again so quickly. Aren’t emails/technology wonderful?! Steve and I truly feel like we’re right there with you all as this
move of God unfolds. And you have such a gift of writing, Cindy. God has blessed you richly,
and you are using it for Him. I know He is so pleased with you (Nothing new—we’ve known it
for years!). We stand with you. You’re doing everything right, and God is speaking to you. Just
think how God has prepared you for this moment—you are the perfect person--the Divinely
Appointed Person--He has chosen for this position! We shouldn’t be surprised, as He IS
supernatural, but it’s really fun and exciting and uplifting to hear directly from Him and
through others on this BIG DEAL. His words that you’ve written in this e-mail seem crystal
clear to us. I love, love, love the story of Gideon! It’s one of my very favorite passages! We
will continue to pray, to bind satan’s plan and to loose God’s plan and purpose only for New
Hope. We believe this will happen quickly! His love and ours to you and your awesome team.
We'll write when we hear from God. Keep the journal coming our way!
BB Rail: BUY- don’t lease.
(…Maybe we should ask Pete, “How big of a tax deduction do you want?”) Hahahaha!
At 1:59 pm, Holly (not knowing anything that has happened today) texted me and Lynne: “Read
Psalm 100! The Message Bible says the password is: Thank You!!!”:
Psalm 100 The Message (MSG)viii
A Thanksgiving Psalm
100 1-2 On your feet now—applaud GOD!
Bring a gift of laughter,
sing yourselves into his presence.
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3

Know this: GOD is God, and God, GOD.
He made us; we didn’t make him.
We’re his people, his well-tended sheep.
4
Enter with the password: “Thank you!”
Make yourselves at home, talking praise.
Thank him. Worship him.
5
For GOD is sheer beauty,
all-generous in love,
loyal always and ever.

Then Lynne texted us a picture from a page she had hand-written in her Journal YESTERDAY at a 6:00
am prayer meeting at her church…It said:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Psalm 100 [NO KIDDING! The lady leading shared a devotional on it!]
We praise God for Who He is.
What He has done… How to worship a King… No ungratefulness in the Kingdom of God.
We praise God for what He will do.
Applaud God
*Enter with the password “Thank You”

I sent this back to her:
“Ohhhh GOD…we Praise You for Who You are—our MAGNIFICENT Father…our KING! We
Praise You for all You have done in this! It’s already more than our minds can contain!! We
LOVE to worship You our King… And we Praise You for what You are going to do to complete
this! THANK YOU, Thank You…Thank You…”
Then she text me that she was watching the IHOP Prayer Room live and they were singing:
“You are GOOD, GOOD, Oh-Oh...You’re never gonna let me down…I would have fainted unless
I believed…You always come through.”
3-23-19:
At the Prayer Center Wednesday, when I told Holly about God telling Beth there was something in
the phone number on the building, Holly said the first time we were at the building praying, God told
her there was “a message” in the address. So yesterday morning I had Googled the address and
texted it to Holly: 1003 N 18th St.
I did not realize it until this morning, that yesterday afternoon when Holly was at the hospital with
her mom, the Lord told her to look at Psalm 100 in “The Message” Bible!! The message in the
address number was in the Message Bible Psalm 100!!! Well that made what happened with Psalm
100 with Holly and Lynne even more powerful!!
There have been so many things like that happen, and so fast, I sometimes can’t even grasp all the
ties.
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My mom is reading through the Journal right now to get up to speed on everything going on. She
called this afternoon to tell me something that happened while reading the combined sheets from
Inquiring of the Lord that day at the Prayer Center. Right before the Crafted Prayer example, I had
written in there to “take the things He revealed and pray as He leads you, and let’s ask the Lord to
continue giving us even more insight into the things He revealed.” Mom said she did that; right
before she read the crafted prayer, she stopped and asked the Lord to give her even more insight.
She said she had noticed Malachi 3:10 repeated several times, when she inquired of Him, He told her
to read the next two verses…they say: “And I will rebuke the devourer for your sakes, and he shall not
destroy the fruits of your ground; neither shall your vine cast her fruit before the time in the field,
saith the LORD of Hosts. And all nations shall call you blessed: for you shall be a delightsome land,
saith the LORD of Hosts” (Malachi 3:11-12). She thought it was important to call me right then and
tell me. I said, “Yep…it’s going in the Journal for today’s entry! You’ll see ties to it as you keep
reading.”
Ties:
All the “world-wide” prophetic words spoken over New Hope throughout our 18 yr history…
verse 12 says “all nations shall call you blessed.”
“I will rebuke the devourer for your sakes” reminded me of something in the prophetic word
Greg McCall had forwarded me (see underlined below, along with some other ties I’m just
now seeing):
MY BELOVED, YOU ARE MY STORMCHASERS AND I HAVE SPOKEN PEACE BE STILL OVER YOU
THIS DAY. YOU ARE ABOUT TO HAVE A HEAD ON COLLISION WITH YOUR PROVISION! AS YOU
HAVE BEEN CLIMBING UP ONE SIDE OF MY MOUNTAIN, YOUR RAM (PROVISION) HAS BEEN
CLIMBING UP THE OTHER SIDE TO MEET YOU. I HAVE COMMANDED THE BLESSING UPON MY
FAITHFUL ONES. JUST AS I SILENCED THE ACCUSER WHEN THE WOMAN LAVISHED THE OIL IN
HER ALABASTER BOX ON ME, I AM SILENCING THE AVENGER ON YOUR BEHALF. AND I HAVE
COMMANDED YOUR ADVERSARY TO LEAVE YOU ALONE, BECAUSE YOU ARE DOING A GREAT
WORK FOR ME. BECAUSE YOU HAVE GIVEN ME YOUR TWO FISHES AND FIVE LOAVES, I WILL
BLESS IT AND I WILL MULTIPLY IT. BELOVED, I KNOW THE THOUGHTS AND INTENTS OF YOUR
HEART AND THEY ARE PLEASING TO ME. YOUR UNITED PRAYERS HAVE COME BEFORE ME AS
A SWEET, SWEET SAVOR. BE STILL AND YOU SHALL SEE MY SALVATION. YOU ARE MY SHEEP, I
AM YOUR GOD AND I WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU. YOU ARE MY STORMCHASERS AND YOU SHALL
FIND SAFETY AND SHELTER IN THE MIDST OF THE HURRICANE AS I HAVE SPOKEN TO MY
SERVANT IN PSALM 91. LET MY WORD BE A LAMP TO YOUR FEET AND A LIGHT TO YOUR
PATH, AND FEAR NOT NOR BE DISMAYED. THE END OF ALL THINGS IS AT HAND; THEREFORE
BREAK THROUGH IN YOUR PRAYERS AND BE EVER WATCHFUL FOR ME. AMEN.
I HAVE COMMANDED THE BLESSING UPON MY FAITHFUL ONES: In Pat’s word, when
she began stressing: UNITY, UNITY, UNITY. I told her I believe the Lord is blessing the
true unity we all have now and the Scripture He showed me on it: “Psalm 133:1-3:
Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity!...for
there the LORD commanded the blessing…”
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I SILENCED THE ACCUSER… SILENCING THE AVENGER ON YOUR BEHALF…I HAVE
COMMANDED YOUR ADVERSARY TO LEAVE YOU ALONE: Malachi 3:11 He just spoke
to mom about.
THE WOMAN LAVISHED THE OIL IN HER ALABASTER BOX ON ME: The day at the
Prayer Center after Inquiring of the Lord about the building, when Holly was feeling
sad about everything she had put into where the Hope Chest is right now, I told her
Jesus sees it as the woman who poured the oil from her alabaster box on Him.
BECAUSE YOU HAVE GIVEN ME YOUR TWO FISHES AND FIVE LOAVES, I WILL BLESS IT
AND I WILL MULTIPLY IT: When Lynne prepared the special worship set for our first
time to go pray at the building, the Lord told her to take her boom box and Ipod (her
2 fish), and to play 5 specific songs (her 5 loaves). So in faith, she said that was her
giving to Jesus her 5 loaves and 2 fish.
YOUR UNITED PRAYERS: The prayers of that “Upper Room Prayer Group” still being
carried out.
YOU ARE MY SHEEP, I AM YOUR GOD AND I WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU: In verse “3” of
Psalm “100” in The Message, it says: “We’re His people, His well-tended sheep.”
You just can’t make up stuff like this…
3-24-19:
Email from Pat McAfee:
Hello Cindy, In my studies, God has shared a few things with me to share with you:
From the book "Son", "All that the Father has is mine in the name if Jesus - repeat until you
begin to walk in the fulfillment of it and begin blessing all the families of the earth."
Romans 15:13 - May the God of HOPE fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in Him, so
that you may overflow with HOPE by the power of the Holy Spirit.
I looked up the Appanoose County Taxable Assessed value for the Harkness Building and it is
$$$$$. I suggest making an offer in that range.
From the book "Son" - God can be no more to us than we believe, confess, and receive. Ask
and it shall be given.
In my Bible, notes from Isaiah 41 read: God expresses His total provision for your deepest
needs. In the most unlikely places, plentiful supplies will be found making the whole
environment fertile and beautiful. God would supply all that His people need by His power
and grace.
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When priests step into the water they will see God's mighty hand at work.
God is so awesome, Pat
I thanked Pat for all that…so confirmational and encouraging and faith-building. Knowing the
Assessed Value is very helpful. Our general operating fund excess over expenses has been steadily
growing larger for the past year, but not enough cash there to make a 10% down payment on the
amounts we’re dealing with on this property purchase. So I think the stepping into the water will be
making the actual offer and not having enough cash on hand to move on it. We definitely have
enough for a good earnest money check though.
My husband, Scott, finally finished reading the Journal today, I’m so glad he finally knows all the
details of everything that’s going on. He was hearing bits and pieces, but definitely time for him to
know it ALL. I am so thankful to have him on our Advisory Board too. He asked a few questions, but
didn’t have many comments yet. Except this: I have been using our heavy, metal, padded folding
chairs on Wednesdays when we pray at the Harkness bldg for our first hour. We lug them all in when
we get there and back out to my vehicle when we’re done. When we got home church, Scott said to
me: “Why are you still carrying around all those folding chairs?? Leave them at the building! Stake
your claim on it!” I love it! I laughed and said firmly, “I’m going to do that.”
3-25-19:
March 25 reading in God Calling book: “Wonders Will Unfold - I am with you. Do not fear. Never
doubt My love and power. Your heights of success will be won by the daily persistence will wear away
all of your difficulties, will gain success for you, and will enable you to help others. Persevere. Go
forward so boldly, so unafraid. I am beside you to help and strengthen you. Wonders have unfolded.
Still more will unfold, beyond your dreams, beyond your hopes (Ephesians 3:20).”
Thinking the Board Members were ready to tell me what the offer is that I’m supposed to make on
the building, I was praying this morning for the Lord to give me peace, and calm, and even more
confidence in Him… Then my devotional was about “in God’s hand, the prayers of a little child are
stronger than empires.” And the Scripture was: “1 John 5:14-15: “And this is the confidence that we
have in Him, that, if we ask any thing according to His will, He hears us: And if we know that He hears
us, whatever we ask, we know that we have the petitions that we desired of Him.” …He is SO
good…knowing He arranged for me to read that Scripture right after I had just prayed those very
words to Him…that boosted my confidence greatly.
When I stepped out of my car at the Center, there was a bird singing really loudly…It sounded exactly
like he was saying: You and Me, You and Me, You and Me! And it just continued…I had to get my
phone out and recorded it because it was SO CLEAR! And with it came an awareness that God was
speaking to me through the mouth of a bird!...unbelievable…but it IS…
I got this email from Shawna at 8:45 am (she had skimmed through the copy of the Journal I sent
her):
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Wow…all great words from God through His word and His people there! I skimmed it really
quick and a statement from a couple caught my eyes…they said you were divinely chosen to
lead this ministry. God told me that from the first day I inquired about this building situation
but didn't tell you because I thought it was too obvious but after seeing what they said…God
said the SAME words to me!
I inquired of the LORD yesterday and He said (several times): I'll pay May 15th (Wednesday)
but you'll receive it Thursday/Friday…(maybe someone is mailing a check?). I want to make
atonement (pay for) and restitution (make up for lost/stolen agenda/items/time/money/
emotions etc). I want to make up for wrongs done and I want to build a nation through you.
(He said He wanted to build a nation through New Hope several times randomly over the last
two weeks so I know it's Him talking). Last night He specifically said He wanted to build a
nation that cried out to HIM. I KNOW the May 15th date He WILL move in some way because
He kept saying that date...I'll inquire of the Lord tonight to make sure the rest is accurate and I
wasn't going to send any of this to you until I inquired again of Him but I'm 95% sure of the
said date, 90% sure of the details, and 100% sure of Him wanting to raise a nation that cries
out to Him through New Hope. Love you and your ministry girly! ~Shawna
P.S. He also said a nation divided cannot stand…seems to reiterate the need to work together,
be unified, and put differences to the side to reach for the goal of big Kingdom work here!
I kept waiting for the Board Members to let me know what offer to make. Dennis had already called
and said $$$$$ offer from him and Judith. When Pat had sent the tax assessment appraised value,
Dennis had thought offer that, but then realized that’s just a portion of actual appraised value, he
thought that might offend Mr Harkness offering that low, so his suggestion was to stick with the
$$$$$.
Dick had texted me: “Jan and I are ready to support moving ahead on this and feel comfortable at the
$$$$$ level. Might ask him what he’s thinking for the size of down payment up front to allow him to
hold the mortgage until someone deposits into our account.” So I asked Dick to call and talk to Tom
and Twilah. He texted back after talking to them that they are in favor of being in the waiting and
resting in Him mode.
Ok…so…what do I do now, Lord? I texted Pat and Shawna that we are still kind of in the waiting and
resting mode and to pray that the Lord’s will on this will be our will. I told them that it is very
important that we have a unanimous decision to take such a big step. Every time in New Hope’s
history, we have had to take a step of faith when God told us to do something and we did not already
have the money to do it, but this is the hugest step we’ve been asked to take. I am asking God to hold
the Harkness building for us (which He has already been doing for 3 yrs). Just not sure what to tell
Pete now.
Pat text back: “Mr Harkness will not expect a quick response. He knows this is a big decision for any
organization. God is in control; no need to worry.” Pat thinks $$$$$ is the right offer.
Shawna text back: “God’s just smiling and saying oh ye of little faith lol… I’ll inquire of Him tonight
and just thank Him big time for making all this happen. This is all Him. Not our idea…we have to
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remember that and then it’s easy to believe that He’s going to come through with it all! This ministry
is way too incredible to not make this sort of growth spurt every once in a while!...This is LITERALLY
pocket change for the One Who created the universe!!”
I had went to the Center first thing this morning to do a couple things and then had to leave for the
day on a quick trip to Illinois for my tax appointment. I just happened to decide to listen to a Graham
Cooke teaching audio on my drive called “Favor.” Oh my…after the first five minutes, I knew I had to
get a copy of this to every person involved…I could not believe the things he was saying… It is
definitely a direct Word from the Lord for us right now…individually, and together as the Body of New
Hope… Wowwww…… So I went back home through Centerville and stayed there till 6 pm making a Cd
for Dick to listen to on his way to Des Moines tomorrow, as I want everyone to listen to this before
we get together again.
Also…I realized something… When I KNOW I am supposed to do something, I am LAZER FOCUSED on
it…which can cause me to not think about some other things. I realized that Tom and Twilah haven’t
even seen inside the building yet! How in the world can I ask them to make a half a million dollar vote
on something they haven’t even seen yet?! Oh boy… So after talking to Twilah about getting together
as a Board to talk more next week, she asked if we have a formal Inquiring of the Lord time together
as the Board—at the Harkness bldg—and she even wants to bring Communion elements to do that
together there too. Oh my goodness that is such a wonderful idea… After checking with everyone, we
were actually able to set it up for this Friday morning. I want us to meet at the Hope Chest first so
everyone can get a good look at our need, including seeing the huge back storage/sorting room chuck
full of boxes. Then we will go over to the Harkness building.
3-26-19:
March 26 reading in God Calling book: “Follow Your Guide - I am with you to guide you and help you.
Unseen forces are working on your behalf. Your petty fears are baseless. Imagine a man walking
through a glorious forest worrying about the river ahead and fearful that he will not be able to cross
it when, the whole time, there was a bridge going over it. And what if that man had a friend who
knew the way—and reassured him that there were no surprises ahead, that all was well? So leave
your foolish fears and follow Me, your guide. Be determined in your refusal to consider tomorrow’s
problems. My message to you is ‘trust and wait.’”
I called Pete this morning and told him the thing about me being laser focused and he said he loved
that! He totally understood the Board Members needing to go look at the bldg everyone together. I
told him I did want him to know that we have some good assets in the value of this house we own
clear…that it is a beautiful house in a residential area…pristine condition…low maintenance…high
energy efficient…know that it will sell easy for more money than we paid for it…that it would be more
than enough for a good down payment. Then he offered something that I hadn’t even thought of…
He said that he would even work with us on the timing of getting him the down payment, knowing
that we would need time to sell the house. Wow! That’s amazing! I think he really wants us to be able
to do this! God truly has to be working in this man’s heart concerning this…
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Then I called Jeff to set up getting the key again tomorrow for our 1 hr prayer time there and also
Friday morning for the Board Members. He has been so good to us too! And he literally told me on
the phone that he “really would like to see us get the building.” Wow…
Shawna said God kept telling her several times last night (among other things for her personally): “I
want to cancel all debt…(that seems to be for your ministry). I’m not sure why but He kept saying
alabaster and alabaster box?”
I knew…I love it when He keeps emphasizing things over and over. Shawna is thankful to be able to
tell me everything and know that I believe her and don’t think she’s crazy. She said most people
around her believe God only spoke to people and did miracles in the Bible, but that’s so not true
(Shawna’s words).
More from Shawna later (she is home sick today so has been just laying around all day talking to
God): “I asked God what was specifically going to happen on May 15 th. He said all of these things that
I have listed separately (because I kept asking Him the same questions all day and all of His answers
reiterate the same message; He also said some of these same answers multiple times): Covenantal
promise (not sure what that means, but I’m sure you will). Opening ceremony. Victory dance. I’m
going to open doors! Celebration in parking lot (ribbon cutting?). Parade of evangelists! (I looked up
exact definition of parade: a public procession, especially one celebrating a special day or event.)”
My comments: Wow…that’s a lot to chew on and I’m excited to ask God to give me more revelation
on all those things.
3-27-19:
3rd One Hour Prayer Time at Harkness Bldg: “Resting in Him”
March 27 reading in God Calling book: “Go Forward - Rest in Me, quiet in My love, strong in My
power. Think what it means to possess a power which is greater than any earthly force. An influence
that is greater, and more far-reaching, than that of any earthly ruler. No invention, no electricity, no
magnetic force, no gold could achieve even one-millionth of all that you can achieve by the power of
My Spirit. Just think for one moment all that means. Go forward. You are only beginning the new life
together. Rejoice! Rejoice! Rejoice!”
Greg McCall (head of Iowa for Jesus Network – which networks all the Houses of Prayer in Iowa) came
to visit our Prayer Center with a couple of his friends from Des Moines from 3:00-4:00. I had texted
Greg to just come on in and have a seat when they arrived…that we would just be doing our regular
worship segment, then prayer from the microphone at the end. After we were all done at 4:00, we
went over to say hello and thank them for coming. These are three spiritual giants in the State of
Iowa, known state-wide. They all three said that they were so overwhelmed by the Presence of God
as soon as they walked in and it was like that the entire time. I quickly turned the recorder on my
phone on to get all of the words they were speaking over us and into us and prayed over us at the
end (so I would not forget anything and could put it into this Journal)…It was SO amazing. When they
found out that in addition to doing this 4 hours every week, we also do special services celebrating all
of the Biblical Holidays, they got even more excited. Greg said he has personally begun celebrating
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them and they have been trying to talk to the pastors who have other Houses of Prayer in Iowa about
celebrating them, but are having a hard time explaining it. He wanted to know when our Passover
Service would be, which is the next one coming up on April 17 th. He said they needed to just bring
some of those pastors down with them to come to it here, so they can experience it.
Because I had emailed Greg back telling him how much that prophetic word to the Body of Christ had
meant to me, I had printed a copy of the Expansion Journal for him, so he could read all the details to
understand why. When I gave it to him, I tried to just give the quick picture of God using the first,
little metal bldg to get me ready to be on board with expanding, then that church property to open us
all up to the idea of all of New Hope being under one roof, then to the real metal bldg He had in mind
all along—the Harkness bldg… I could tell…they were getting the picture of what’s going on here.
Roger said: When I was sitting here…the Spirit was just talking to me…in fact, I just became so
overwhelmed I didn’t even get up and pray. God told us that He’s into worship, and the worship here
is so wonderful and so strong that God is present. And where the presence of God is, there is victory,
and there’s also protection. What you’re doing is so precious to God that it’s like a place of safety and
refuge…It’s under eagle’s wings…and I’m sure you know that…But it’s His presence.
Roger, I found out is a retired financial advisory of 40 yrs, and he asked, “Does Pete still own other car
dealerships?” I think so. You do understand that he could give you the building and write off the value
against ordinary income. So you could always start off by saying, “We can make you an offer…but…I
have to at least ask… Would you consider donating that building to our non-profit? Because there is a
scenario where what the appraised value of the building is, and if you were to get that entire amount
as the deduction, the amount you actually get back from the government could total, or even exceed
the amount that you would have accepted as an offer from us.”
That offer from God of a million dollars from His account…that’s the same to God as a million dollar
property…or a million dollars in gold…it’s whatever you need. We all just looked at each other with
our mouths handing open…it was mind-blowing to think that could actually be so?! Oh…my…
goodness…
Then Walt put 3 folding chairs up at the altar and had me, Beth, and Dennis sit down as the three
representatives of New Hope so they could pray over us. Walt just kept going on about how much he
loved what we’ve done with the sanctuary. I told him that’s all Lynne with decorating and Holly with
the lighting; that we have quite a team.
Then Greg began to speak: “What I hear from God… You are so precious to the Lord…you’re a jewel in
His crown…you all are…you’re special people here. We are praying weekly up in Des Moines for unity,
in the city-wide church, but I can feel it with you guys down here. The love and relationship that you
have with you folks together is truly Holy Spirit, and it’s a jewel in the Lord’s crown…” Then he began
to pray: “So Father, we pray for this incredible ministry, New Hope, and their love for You, Lord, and
their desire to please You, and their desire to celebrate Your Feasts, and to benefit the community. It
is so evident that You have, without question, that You have firmly established the foundation of this
ministry, and it will not go away, nor will it be tarnished. And it’s reputation will remain pure. So
Father, we call on Your Name, and thank You for Favor. Thank You that You own it all, Lord; that it’s
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all Yours anyway. So we pray for Your will, and Your Name to be glorified through this. In Jesus’
wonderful Name, amen.”
Walt: “When I was listening to us pray in the service and we were praying for the world and we talked
about the state, I kept thinking, What about here? What about here? And I didn’t even realize, Lord,
You’ve got the here all taken care of. You’re not worrying about this city; and You’ve done the things
that are happening in this city, and I thank You for that. I thank You that You’re working through this
group, and this church, and this Board, and all of these people to bring this community Your
blessings, Lord. Just keep blessing them; let Your blessings rain down. Lord, the finances aren’t even
the issue. There are so many other things, and we claim the Blood of Jesus over these people and the
attacks that would come because of it. That’s the real issue—the spiritual world. Lord, we ask You to
put a covering over them, to bless them, to protect them, to let them feel Your blessing and You
lifting them up and giving them encouragement, Lord, and showing them the way they should go. But
help it to be easy decisions that they don’t even have to make; they just fall in their laps Lord. Thank
You Lord Jesus, amen.
Greg: “Lord, I pray that the other Prayer Centers will come visit this one, and that this one will go visit
the others, because if each person shows the handiwork of God…pure grace…pure love… Thank You
Lord… And that many, many lives will be touched and blessed and set on the right course to their
walk with God. Father, thank You for the Hope Chest and that it will supply the needs of multitudes.
In Jesus’ Name, amen. Thank You Lord.”
Roger: “In your desire to service the Lord and be obedient, it will bring blessings…blessings that will
spill out for the whole community. Hallelujah, we praise You… Every Prayer Center we go to, I get the
feeling that church, that Prayer Center is going to be a model for those that will follow. Hallelujah, we
praise You, God.” To us he said: “What you are doing here will be a model for other Centers…And it
won’t be anything you’ll have to tell them or teach them…They’ll just see it and know that it comes
from obedience and trust in the Lord…In Jesus’ Name… You are so blessed, a blessing just spills over
onto us and everyone around you.”
Greg: “I tell ya…I’m just tickled in my heart for what’s going on here…I’m just so blessed.
Roger: “I’ve got a question for you. Do you celebrate communion?” I smiled and told them every new
month. I said the Lord calls it in Scripture the “New Moon” and He told His children to celebrate them
in the same Scriptures that He told them to celebrate the Feasts of the Lord. We always do it the
Wednesday right after each New Month on God’s calendar begins, where we do a special
Communion Set in the rotation. They seemed very pleased by that. Then I told them that for each of
the Biblical Holidays Special Services, God told me to put my detailed Order of Service, with all the
different sets for the 4 hours, Scripture, Readings, Song lists, etc, onto our website for a Pattern that
anyone can download free and use it to hold their own celebrations for them. Greg just shook his
head and said, “You bless my soul, Cindy…” He asked Roger and Walt, “Can you see the value of
having the other Prayer Centers come down here?” Oh yes, they said. Roger said they’d tried to get
other churches to celebrate them, but there was resistance against it. I told them there’s even a one
or two sheet Handout to explain each one that I had asked God to help me explain them in a way that
would be totally non-threatening to people and help them see the blessings for us and what they
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mean to Christians today. Greg said he was at a church in California that celebrated the Feasts and
the presence of God, anointing, was incredible.
Roger said he was in a church one time and there was so much division and strife and he told God it
looked like satan just took the playbook and threw in confusion. And he asked Him, Where is Your
Church? And He told him the Church is at the Supper…it comes together at the Communion Table. All
churches celebrate that, so that’s the only place where the unity is. Roger said when he was there in
the back of our sanctuary, he saw the communion elements there on the table and the cross and that
was just confirmation…that’s the key to solidarity.
Holly came back right then…I was SO glad. So we could have her come up for them to pray over her
too. I had to stop and tell those men that we were so honored to have their presence with us today.
It has been such an honor… Holly said: The three wise men. They all laughed and Roger said, “I
receive that.” 
Walt asked me to start with blessing Holly: “Oh Lord Jesus…thank You so much… We’ve been so
honored by the presence of these three great men of God who You’ve sent here today. But we are
ULTIMATELY honored by Your Presence here with us…every time…every time… You outdo Yourself
every week we say. Lord, I just thank You SO MUCH for Holly… You know I can’t thank You enough for
this woman… She is a giant in the spiritual realm. Just last week You gave me a Word for her, because
she’s been going through so much with her mom’s cancer battle and treatments…just
everything…she has so much on her… And You told me to tell her that she is seen in the spiritual
realm as having a spirit like one of David’s Mighty Men. Thank You Lord, for leading her to print off
some things about that to read the very next day while waiting at the hospital with her mom. And I
know her…she was probably thinking, that’s not me… But You made her such a warrior. And then two
days later, You sent some pastor into the Thrift Store with THE most MAGNIFICENT Sword I have ever
seen… I have looked for years for a Sword to buy and you just can’t find them…especially real ones
that look real and ancient! Thank You for giving that to her to confirm to her that’s how she is seen in
the spiritual realm. Thank You…Thank You so much… Just continue to lift her up and bless her. The
anointing she has on her, Lord…just keep pouring that oil over her as things change and grow in the
days ahead, Lord ease that as You bring the Body of Christ of New Hope together under one roof…it’s
going to be so much fun to be able to be in the same building with this woman every day… What a
privilege it is to serve You with these women… Thank You…”
Greg: “Lord Jesus, thank You for Pastor Holly Oden…and what I see is that You’ve shown me You have
given her a Word of Wisdom… You’ve given it in her heart, foundational truths, and let her know,
Lord, that it is the Spirit that is conveyed through her mouth, when she preaches, teaches… It is the
Spirit through the words, Lord, that is conveyed. Bless her in that Lord…and that You have the Words
Lord, of eternal life, and they are spoken through Holly. Thank You how You have used her in this
community, Master… And the fire will test every man’s work, and that which is from the Lord will
remain… And Holly, well done…keep going…what You’ve spoken in the Lord, it will last… God is
building upon it and it WILL last, in Jesus’ Name. Holly, you’ve been like a ballast to the ship… Bless
you in Jesus’ Name…amen.
Walt asked Holly for the one moment overview on her mom…(JoAnn is the Co-Manager of the Thrift
Store with Holly; she is 79 yrs old and has stage 4 ovarian cancer; she had not missed work in 30 yrs;
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the treatments have so greatly weakened and depleted her that she has been bedridden and it has
not shrunk enough to do surgery; doctors said any more treatments would kill her, so that’s all they
can do; she really is not in pain from it). Then Walt prayed for her mom. “Well Heavenly Father, we
ask You to touch JoAnn. The doctors are done; they can’t do any more, but You can. Thank You that
You have the power to do what You do. Lord, I ask You to touch her with Your healing power…touch
her with Your strength even now, in her body, working miracles, bringing comfort to her, so she can
feel good, so she can do what You’ve called her to do. Lord, You use everything for Your glory and I
know that…every one of us knows that. We’ve had these things happen and we know that You use
everything for Your glory. So we ask You to use even this for Your glory. And we ask You to bless Holly
and take the stress away from this kind of thing, so she can serve You in an even more powerful way.
Thank You for what she is doing. Thank You for the glory You bring through her. Thank You that her
words aren’t hers; they’re Yours, and work through her, bless her, when she speaks, let people hear
You. We know that You’re anointing and we ask for Your anointing on her, and we ask You to keep
anointing her. Keep blessing her, in Jesus’ Name, amen.”
Roger: “I declare and testify that you can walk around with cancer for years. I testify that the Dr. says
I have COPD, but I say I don’t, I have no symptoms, and he doesn’t understand that. I go up and down
stairs and walk wherever I want to go. The other Dr. says I’ve got heart disease, and I say, You say
that, but I say, I don’t say that, and I’ve got no restrictions; I’ve got no symptom. They say I’ve got
heart disease, but God says, You’re strong. I don’t still lift weights or keep up with the young men
anymore, but I can out lift the man on the couch, so you tell your mom to keep walking, keep
showing up, because God can carry her, cancer or no cancer. The Dr. says she’s got stage 4 cancer;
God says, She’s going to work every day. So I declare in the creative that your mom is going to stay
strong and vital as long as she wants to. Cancer won’t kill her; she’ll decide when she’s had enough
and is ready to go Home, and I declare that in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ…in Jesus’ Name I
declare that she will be strong and vital, and I bless her…I bless her for her faith and her strength.
Hallelujah, praise God.”
Then Beth closed perfectly with: “The Password is…(everyone joined in): Thank You!
Roger said, “Yeessss…God has no trouble giving; we just need to say, Thank You, and receive it.”
Before they left, Greg told me: “New Hope is an apostolic ministry to a region…You know that don’t
you?”
3-28-19:
March 27 reading in God Calling book: “Evil Mountains - Faith and obedience will remove
mountains—mountains of evil, mountains of difficulty. But faith and obedience must go hand in
hand.”
Email from Shawna this morning:
I was praising God & said…I don't need to hear any revelation…I just want to hear Your voice
tonight…He kept reiterating things to me personally… I was wrapping it up and said…What's
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one thing you want me to tell Cindy…Even if it's just that You love her. Doesn't need to be any
revelation… Then He said: "The gates are ready. I'm waiting…" Me: What gates? "Heaven's
gates." Me: Waiting for what? "The materials." Me: What materials? "The materials I gave you
through Cindy." Me: What about those materials? "I want you to read them." I had only
skimmed through your journal on Gmail… He obviously holds them in HIGH regard because
He's waiting for me to read them… Whaaat? He's SO incredible!!
3-29-19:
The Board Members and I all went through the Harkness bldg together this morning. We prayed
through every room, anointing with oil, cleansing, sanctifying and setting it apart for our Master’s
use, declaring it as Holiness Unto The Lord, and brought the whole property under the covenant of
the Blood of Jesus. I had the worship music playing in the Showroom and that was the last room we
did. The song, “The Great I Am” began right when we finished and we all had a few minutes of pure
worship. Then I turned it down lower and we all gathered around together in the folding chairs I had
left there (smile) and I told them about Greg McCall and his two friends coming down Wednesday to
visit our Prayer Center, and all that happened there. I had listened to the recording and typed out
exactly what Roger had given as a tax benefit scenario to present Pete with. You should have seen
everyone’s faces when I read that to them…Same reaction as I had…mind-blowing… Wow. So then we
had our Inquiring of the Lord time scattered throughout the Showroom area while some low volume
worship music was playing for about 25 minutes. And then came back around in our circle to share
the things the Lord had spoken to us. Again, it was incredible… I combined them all below:
Abba Father, what is on Your heart concerning purchasing this Building?
--Obedience opportunities.
--Souls in the community.
--Rejoice in the Lord always.
--Holy laughter.
--Celebration.
--To Increase our desires to match Yours.
--To Increase our FAITH to match Yours.
--To Increase our Passion to match Yours.
--You want Your glory and majesty to be revealed.
--Obedience-souls in the community opportunities.
--Who but You would even think of this place. It is so beyond our wildest dreams.
--That I be glorified In and Through You in This area and around The world.
--Preparing his heart right now to hear this. I’ve already been working in his heart. You could tell
(Proverbs 21:1 The Kings heart is in the hand of the Lord; He turns it wherever He will).
Lord, Who do You want to be for us in this?
--Provider

--Strength
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--Confidence
-- Supply
--Peace
--Light-The Light of the world is Jesus
--Rest
-- You are the light of the world
--Joy
--Fun
--Our encourager, our provider, our supplier, our rest, our refuge , our comforter, The Rock in which
we stand
--My Anchor
--The Alpha and Omega, The great I Am, Great Provider, Lord of All, Your Daddy
--The Heart Turner
--The Astonisher
--The One Who is Proven Trustworthy
Lord, what do You want to do concerning this?
--Finisher of plans and preparations.
--Zephaniah 3:17- The Lord your God is with you, He is mighty to save. He will take great delight in
you. He will quiet you with His Love.
--You want to raise up a nation(s) of people who know You and worship You for who You are. You
want us to see Your power, Your might, Your provision. You want to proclaim to the world WHO YOU
ARE—The GREAT I AM!
--Increase our faith by providing the impossible.
--Bless you and this community and the community of worldwide faith.
--Setting captives free.
--I want this to be a witness to Pete Harkness of My power.
--Display My wisdom, My kindness, What I do for My children.
Is there anything You want to tell me or show me about this?
--How awesome you are.
--How faithful you are.
--Rejoice—1 Chronicles 15:29 David leaping and celebrating when they moved the ark to Jerusalem.
--Romans 4:17 – (As it is written, I have made you a father of many nations,) before Him whom he
believed, even God, who quickens the dead, and calls those things which be not as though they were.
--You are faithful in great and small.
--Always.
--Nothing is impossible with You—Giants are slain in You. Abide in YOU.
--You are God of MIRACLES and He wants to give us one.
--It looks like a go to Me.
--Timing and time is short.
--You never make mistakes, only plans.
--Faith, Hope, Love, Reward, Provision, Purpose, Salvation.
--You will all be a demonstration of faith to the community, to the region and beyond. A witness of
how I care for My children.
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Is there something from Your Word You want me to pray and apply that would bring Your power
into this situation?
--Proverbs 3:5-6—Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not to your own understanding. In all
ways acknowledge Him and He shall direct your paths.
--Isaiah 52:12 – The Lord will go before you and the God of Israel will be your rear guard.
--Ezekial 6:22 – The Lord caused them to rejoice and had turned the heart of the king of Assyria
toward them in the work of the House of God.
--Isaiah 6:3—God is Holy, Holy, Holy (repeated 3 x’s is off the charts – He knows the past, present and
future and abides in all 3.
--Isaiah 6:3—And one called to another and said, Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord of Hosts; the whole earth
is full of His glory.
--Keep my eyes on Jesus at all times in all situations.
--The Blood.
--The Blood that flows through the veins of New Hope.
--The Life is in the Blood.
--I am the Lord of all creation.
--Proverbs 21:1—The king’s heart is in the hand of the Lord, Like the rivers of water; He turns it
wherever He wishes.
--Romans 4:17—As it is written, “I have made you a father of many nations” in the presence of Him
whom he believed—God, who gives life to the dead and calls those things which do not exist as
though they did.
--Isaiah 52:12—For you shall not go out with haste, Nor go by flight; For the Lord will go before you,
And the God of Israel will be your rear guard.
--Ezra 6:22—And they kept the Feast of Unleavened Bread seven days with joy; for the Lord made
them joyful, and turned the heart of the king of Assyria toward them, to strengthen their hands in the
work of the House of God, the God of Israel.
--Revelation 4:9—Whenever the living creatures give glory and honor and thanks to Him who sits on
the throne, who lives forever and ever…
Then we all had Communion together, and we brought the property from border to border under
the covenant of the Blood of Christ. And then Dick closed in prayer:
“Lord, we thank You for this time of Communion together…Not only Communion in the
elements, but communion in spirit, and communion with You. Lord, we thank You, that You
are the Lord of all Creation. You are our Provider, and never let us forget that, never to even
have a diminishing of our faith on that. We know that You will, and are working way ahead of
us, more than we can ever understand or know. But Father, we do pray that this next step will
be blessed by You for the use of Your Kingdom…for the furtherance of the Name of Jesus
Christ around the world, and the salvation of those who choose and accept You. In Jesus’
Name, Amen…”
Then they prayed for me as I made the phone call to Pete…to have peace that passes all
understanding …that the Lord would give me wisdom and the words, and that the dialogue
between Pete and I would be blessed.
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After that, they all in total unity wanted me to call Pete and ask him to consider the idea of
donating the building for the tax scenario Roger had laid out, here’s what I told him on the phone:
Thank you so much for how good you have been to us. You’ve been so willing to work with us
to make it possible for us to be able to get this building. We want to try and make sure that
you get the best possible benefit from what the tax benefits could be for you since we are a
non-profit. We have an idea that we would like to just run by you, if you would just hear me
out and discuss it with your tax advisor.
He said, Sure I will!
I had already told him that we are a faith-based non-profit and God had been doing so many
only God things that we KNOW this is what we are supposed to do. So I said, Well…an idea
came from one of those God story things I had mentioned. Our staff meets somewhere for a
special staff prayer time once a week and a friend of ours from Des Moines came down this
Wednesday with two of his friends to pray with us. Afterwards I was telling them about this
opportunity and explaining some of the details and figures and wondering what we should
offer. Turns out, one of his friends used to be a financial advisor for 40 yrs and he started
telling me about a scenario that you might consider that kinda blew my mind. So here’s what
he said:
There’s a scenario where what the appraised value of the building is, and if you were
to get that entire amount as the deduction, could the amount you actually get back
from the government, total, or even exceed the amount that you would have accepted
as an offer from us?
We are a small non-profit organization and we are putting pretty much everything we have
into the community. “We can make you an offer…but…I have to at least ask… Would you be
willing to consider the profitability of this and talk to your tax advisor and just consider
donating that building to us for the good of the community? That way we could use the extra
money to put back into the building, and for the benefit of the community.
Pete said he was willing to think outside the box and would discuss it with his tax advisor!
So there it is! We were all praying that he would find this to be feasible for him and decide to
donate the building! God told us to ask and keep on asking, so that’s what we’re doing…We’re all
going to keep on asking God to have Pete donate the building to us, so we can use the money from
the sale of our house, where the Center is located, to make the renovations in the building we really
need to make before we would move everything in there.
We had gotten a phone call Thursday from a man who had recently moved to Centerville from Peoria,
IL…he runs the Bemis plant. He wanted to know if he could donate a leather loveseat and brass floor
lamp. We were thrilled to accept! We had been picturing a little seating area in one area of the
Showroom and this sounded like it would be perfect for there. Dick had his pickup and he and Tom
could go with me to load it up and take itto the Center after we had gone out for lunch together. But I
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could not find the little post-it note I had the man’s name and phone number on. I looked through all
my bags and purse, even stopped by the Center and looked on my desk. He had said we would have
to pick it up within a couple days if we wanted it, so I told the guys I would go look through my bag in
the car one more time before we all took off after lunch. As I was getting in the car, I said, Lord please
don’t let the enemy steal this loveseat away from us. And instantly I got a picture in my mind of
exactly where the post-it note was: I had stuck it on the inside of cover of the manila folder I had put
the Inquiring of the Lord sheets in! So we went and picked it up and it was like brand new, burgundy
leather loveseat! Of course, just perfect! The Board Members enjoyed visiting with the man and we
found out that he and his wife used to both Volunteer at a non-profit, doing financial seminars and a
financial mentoring program called Bridge from Poverty. How interesting…
What a Fun and Exciting adventure the Lord is taking us on!
There have been times over the years when things that were happening were so hard, that I’d come
home and say, Lord……how much more can we take?… I remember one time, He answered me and
said, More than you think you can… I never did ask that question again. Today, so many wonderful
things happened, and have been happening over the past couple months, when I got home my heart
was so full, I was like: Lord……how much more can we take of this?... And He answered me and said,
More than you think you can… (I just started crying again from it as I’m typing this up.)
3-30-19:
God Calling book for today – March 30: “Deliverance – Be calm, be steady, be quiet. I watch over
you. Rest in My love. Rejoice in the very beauty of holiness. You are Mine. Deliverance is here for you,
but thankfulness and joy open the gates. In all things, try to be very glad, very happy, very thankful. I
do not give My blessings to quiet resignation. Rather, I pour them out to joyful acceptance and
anticipation. Laughter is the outward expression of joy. That is why I encourage you to love and
laugh.”
Email Reply from Pete:
“Cindy, I talked to my account this morning I have used all my tax liability in my Opportunity
zone. So regretfully, this write off will not work. I have no gain to offset. I am sorry. Pete”
I replied back:
“Ok, I see. Thank you so much for at least checking into it for us. This will not deter us. We still
believe God wants us to have that building for our community service, so I will go back to the
Board Members and see what offer we can make.”
I had sent an update earlier to the main staff about Pete considering donating the building and Beth
had text me back that a picture came into her mind of Jesus leaning over a cloud, smiling from ear to
ear, just BEAMING, overlooking the Harkness bldg! She said He’s smiling in anticipation of all the wild,
reckless praising that’s about to take place!!
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I totally believe that…even after Pete’s reply. This WILL NOT deter us. We will keep praising Him and
like I know He was telling me this morning through the God Calling book: We will be calm, we will be
steady, we will be quiet. He watches over us. We will rest in His love. We will rejoice in the very
beauty of holiness. We are His. Deliverance is here for us, but thankfulness and joy open the gates. In
all things, and especially in this right now let’s try to be very glad, very happy, very thankful. No quiet
resignation. He will pour out His blessings to our joyful acceptance and anticipation. Let our laughter
be the outward expression of our joy. We will keep loving and laughing!
I had told Shawna about Greg and his friends coming down to the Prayer Center Wednesday and how
incredible it was, everything they had spoken and prayed over us. I told her about Roger’s financial
advice about what to ask Pete to consider and Pete being willing to talk to his tax advisor about it. I
had gotten this text from her this morning earlier, she had said: “That is incredible!!! God is
outrageously awesome!!...This a.m. He said, ‘Get ready for a blessing…My offer still stands.’ He can
pay through a tax credit, monthly on contract, or all at once…We’ll see what He’s up to. God said, ‘It
will be a house of prayer.’ And He kept saying the word ‘dunamus’ over and over, so I finally looked it
up… In the Greek, it means strength/power/readily available power.” I told her I was so thankful for
all His constant encouragement...that He’s like a coach giving constant like ‘building up’ words to us.
We still have Pete’s original encouragement for us to make an offer and I believe that is what we
have to do to move forward believing and trusting God in everything He has so abundantly made SO
CLEAR to all of us. Pete has also said he would be willing to do this on contract with us and work with
us even on the timing of getting the down payment to him, knowing we would need time to sell our
house.
I believe this is our step out of the boat that is required now, which also naturally requires us to keep
our eyes fixed on Jesus. I believe that when we take this step of faith, get the whole story out to our
entire mailing list (I’ve been holding off on our annual “No Night Spring Fundraiser” mailing for this),
get a big article in the newspaper to the community about the need and opportunity to expand the
Hope Chest and how people can help, use this for the Spaghetti Dinner Fundraiser the Hope Chest
Volunteers are putting on April 26th, and social media, even the Kick Start and other Funding sites on
line…God is going to cause miracles of provision to come in…or He very well could give it to us in one
single donation, but we have to take the step first to show we believe Him. He IS going to do this.
Maybe this is the way He will receive the most glory by having the whole community and our mailing
list community come together to have a part in it. Or the BIG SURPRISE way, which would be fun too!
Oh boy, I just remembered the text I got from Lynne this morning too: “Feel like I got ‘comfort words’
this morning in ‘Pete Harkness’…See the ‘Ark’ in his name…It’s what I needed to hear from Him.”
Maybe that’s what the “Ark” message means…that Pete will carry us with the contract to get this
going! (I found out later that He was speaking of the Ark of the Covenant to Lynne, which had even
more significance to us, because of all the things that had happened at the Prayer Center over the
past couple years!)
Cande text me earlier a wonderful prayer to end with:
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Father God, You are our Provider and we Thank You that so You are. Your gifts blow our finite
minds. What is unfathomable to us is nothing but a well placed thought for You. You provide
more from Your Heavenly Storehouse than we could ever hope for. Your gifts exceed even our
expectations and we will honor and glorify You for the gift with the gift. In the Name of Jesus
we thank, honor, and glorify Only You. Amen.
I sent this entry to the Board Members and main staff.
Replies back:
From Shawna: So… I believe it's time for us to take EXTREME OWNERSHIP in the purpose for
which we're here on this earth… To do this exact thing… Make disciples of God! It's time to
take EXTREME OWNERSHIP of what Jesus died on the cross to give us. Time to take EXTREME
OWNERSHIP of what His precious Blood already paid for. He didn't die to leave us here
without the tools and finances we need to do HIS work! I'd say make an offer… And there's no
way that it will take 30 years to pay off haha I'm laughing so hard… No way… He's got this!
Send out the info for a dinner/silent auction and I'd love to donate art pieces and $. Put a nice
sized ad in the Des Moines register too… Make sure the whole state knows about it girly! I'll
advertise some of my art to be auctioned through your benefit on my social media platforms.
After church and family stuff I'll inquire of the LORD tomorrow for you. God will finish what He
started. ;)
My reply back to Shawna: Exactly right! I was just saying in my mind what I’m going to
tell Pete about a 30 yr loan and it was exactly what you said! That No Way will it take
30 yrs! Hahaha! Seriously...was just thinking those exact same words right when I saw
your email reply!
From Connie (replying back to one of the earlier updates – but applies right now): Thank you,
Cindy, for keeping me in the loop! Following this experience is akin to reading a new book,
each chapter, an exciting, new twist, hanging on to each word, but confidently knowing how
it will end. God is enjoying this and is interested in our individual reactions as these
"chapters" unfold!
I believe that's how people will respond to having the Journal entries posted on our website and New
Hope’s Facebook one at a time:) YEP! THINGS ARE GOING TO START REALLY HOPPING NOW!!
3-31-19:
I have to be honest, choosing joy when something happens (whether it’s a big problem or a little let
down) is just that—a choice. I know that what Connie said yesterday is true…God is interested in our
individual reactions as these "chapters" unfold! Through all of this, God has challenged and grew our
faith AND how much we trust Him… When things don’t happen the way we had hoped they would, it
can be a revealer of how much we really trust Him. You choose to speak truth, choose to have the
right attitude, choose to do the right thing…even if your feelings don’t line up. Eventually, your
feelings will line up. By this morning…my feelings of disappointment still hadn’t lined up, and I guess
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maybe I was even wondering if maybe I had done something to get in God’s way or something that
had messed things up. You know how the enemy immediately tries to attack with all the
thoughts…But we’re supposed to take those captive and make them obey what Christ says (2
Corinthians 10:5). So I was talking to God and just said, Lord, I know I can trust You…I know You are in
control of all this…But I really need You to give me something today for some reassurance…please…
What I felt like He spoke to me instantly was: “Trust Me…you can’t mess up what I have decreed. The
decree has already gone forth.”
Here’s what was in my other devotional book (The Book of Mysteries, by Jonathan Cahn, I was at Day
243, titled “Heaven’s Loom” – it was about Jeremiah 29:11 – which just happens to be the very first
Scripture verse the Lord gave me for New Hope when I first started setting it up clear back in 2001):
“‘I know the plans I have for you, plans of shalom and not of calamity, to give you a future and
a hope’…You wouldn’t see it in the translation, but in the original language is a Hebrew word
that appears in one form or another no less than three times in that promise. The word is
makhashabah. It’s translated as plan. But it means much more than plan. Makhashabah
speaks of the careful, skillful, intricate weaving of a fabric. This could be translated as, ‘I know
the meticulously woven purposes that I am skillfully, carefully, and intricately weaving
together for your future.’ You see, God is the Master Weaver, not only of the cosmos but of
the lives of His children. And the plans He has for your life are not only good and beautiful, but
intricately woven plans, already worked out…Consider how God has woven the threads of
your life together for good. Take confidence that with the present threads He will do the
same.”
Ok…my feelings were starting to line back up.
Then while my breakfast was cooking, I opened up the mail from yesterday. I noticed a big envelope
from my tax preparer, which she had told me I wouldn’t get anything more in the mail. She printed it
all off for me the day I was there. If you remember, my March 25 th Journal Entry told about my trip
back to where we used to live to get my taxes done. I always go back there every year, because my
tax lady gave a discount to people in ministry. She had been doing my taxes for over 20 years for only
$50, which has always been such a blessing. I knew she had been thinking of retiring, and this January
I finally received her letter making it official, but she said her son and his wife were taking over the
business and had agreed to continue with her ministry people. We had been a little nervous this year
with the new tax laws and hearing about some people who unexpectedly ended up owing a lot.
Thankfully, it had turned out pretty good for us; we didn’t get back quite as much as last year, but
only by a little. When I opened the envelope, there was a note from my “tax preparer” saying she had
changed her mind on how to handle our property taxes and mortgage interest, and moved them
under another area—and that it had made a significant difference… It ended up giving us an
additional $1037.00!!..... What?! That lady didn’t even know me…and I’m only a $50 payer…she
shouldn’t have given my taxes another thought after she had them all done before I left that day…
Pretty sure God was showing me that He can give a “tax preparer” a different idea that could
significantly change things if He wants to. And whether He does that, or doesn’t do that, does
not matter—HE IS IN CONTROL.
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Ok…my feelings were ALL lined back up then.
On the way to church I shared with my husband how God had spoken to me through that. Scott has
been my closest advisor since New Hope first began. He is the smartest, wisest, steadiest man I’ve
ever known, but he is a man of few words on advice giving. If he doesn’t have anything he thinks
needs said, then he doesn’t say anything. But if he does say something, then I know it’s important.
My husband is really the one responsible for New Hope starting a Thrift Store in the first place. Yes,
New Hope’s good friend, Mike Sitzman, who runs C.R.O.S.S. Ministries in Osceola had been telling us
for a couple years that he thought a thrift store would generate income here. I was too busy to really
even consider it though. But one time, after Scott had helped Mike load up Rummage Mania
leftovers, when we got home, he looked me in the eye and said, “Cindy…that Mike is the real
deal…you need to listen to what he’s saying about New Hope starting a Thrift Store. I think you
should do it.” That’s when I took it seriously and moved on it. So I asked Scott this morning: “So, what
do we do if we make an offer of $$$$$ and Pete doesn’t accept it?” He said: “What difference does
it make what the offer is? You’re not paying it anyway. God is.” Oh I forgot to mention, Scott also
has some of the strongest simple faith too.
So then we had Pastor Dennis Higgins doing the pulpit fill sermon today at our church. His sermon
was titled: “Where is God When You Hurt?” And even though what we are going through really isn’t
anything involving hurt or suffering, the principles completely applied to all we are going through in
our situation at New Hope and God challenging how much we believe Him and trust Him. Here are
the highlights through which God continued giving me the reassurance I had asked Him for earlier
(from 2 Corinthians 1:1-11):
God wants what we are going through with this expansion situation to become:
1. A Platform To Experience His Comfort.
2 Corinthians 1:2-4 – He is giving us grace and peace…He is the God of all comfort…and
then we will be able to comfort and encourage others the same way He has us.
Psalm 23:4 – Why do we fear no evil? Because the Lord is with us.
1 Peter 5:7 – We can cast all of our cares about this onto Him for He cares about us, and
He is the One taking care of us.
It’s during the midst of a storm that we find out Who God really is.
If we never had a problem, we’d never know that God could solve them.
In the midst of the problem, we learn that God is the ultimate Source of whatever we
need.
2. God is giving us a Platform to Minister to (and Encourage and Inspire) Others.
3. God is giving us a Platform to Trust Him (to trust Him even more).
2 Corinthians 1:8-9 – We’re in this situation so that we know we can’t trust in ourselves.
Isaiah 43:1-3 - When you pass through the waters, I will be with you…when you go
through the rivers, they shall not overflow you: when you walk through the fire, you will
not be burned…—those things won’t hurt you for I AM the LORD your God.
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Psalm 139:10-12 – Nothing gets by Him—He is in control – this is when we really learn
how to trust Him!
John 16:33 – I have spoken these things to you so you can have peace.
We were created to need Him and sometimes it’s a hard lesson to learn.
(Guess what illustration Pastor Higgins uses?!...Jesus came to the disciples in the boat
walking on the water!!!)
4. God is giving us a Platform to witness to others.
2 Corinthians 1:11 – Others will see it and say, They have something I don’t have, and I
want to know what it is. This is all so that many others will give thanks for what He has
done.
Philippians 1:12-14 – It will become evident to everyone how God has provided for and
sustained us.
Matthew 5:16: - Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works,
and glorify your Father which is in heaven.
The way we handle things will be an inspiration to others!
Practical Application:
You can trust God with your situation (big or little).
Jeremiah 29:11 (OH MY GOODNESS THIS IS ENDING WITH THE SCRIPTURE THE LORD GAVE
ME FIRST THIS MORNING) – The Lord says: I know the plans I have for you…
Romans 8:28 – All things work together for good for those who love Him and are called
according to His purpose… (WE DO LOVE HIM…WE ARE CALLED TO HIS PURPOSE)
Don’t waste what you’re going through; God is in control!
He wants to show you that He is God and you can trust Him. And He wants to show you that
He can use you to help others through what you’re going through.
On the way home after lunch at my mom’s I saw this Email from Shawna (I saw it around 2:00 pm):
“I think you're going to touch a lot of people's hearts with this journal! Funny thing about you
telling me that you have new beautiful furniture donated already… A day or two before that,
God told me He doesn't want the inside to be thrown together with cheap furniture, etc… and
showed me the entry way that you were describing, except the opposite...He showed me the
entry way sitting area with an older couch and an older outdated lamp (basically other
people's junk that they were going to throw away but gave it to you instead). He showed me
that outdated look and said… I DON'T want this… I want the inside to look nice. Essentially
saying that He's not just going to secure the building for you and drop you off… He's going to
see it all the way through.”
I replied back:
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“That made me smile big! Yeah this is a new looking, dark burgundy leather loveseat. It is
beautiful... I actually have two of the same burgundy leather oversized chairs that match it
and I can tell you that loveseat was not cheap! God has done several amazing things for me,
bam, bam, bam all morning long. On my way home from lunch at my mom's after church. So
anxious to get them typed up and emailed out to everyone:)
Then as I was typing all this up, I got this text from Steve and Mary Settles telling me about their
sermon at church this morning- It said:
“Dealing With Doubt Pt 4 at: https://subspla.sh/p4cv2mgq This is about walking on water, and
you will be greatly encouraged! This is part 4 of Dealing with Doubt series at our church. Go to
www.fcoc.net then Media, then March for all four sermons. All four are terrific! At the very
end he emphatically said to the congregation—You are all water walkers! It was great!”
As soon as I started listening to it, I had to start taking notes because it’s going in the Journal!!
Dealing with Doubt pt 4 – March 31, 2019 sermon by Pastor Monte Knudsen:
Matthew 14:22-31 – A stunning illustration of faith vs. doubt: The number 1 enemy to
God’s involvement in your life is DOUBT.
So Jesus comes walking on the water to the disciples (same illustration as our sermon
this morning!) who are terrified they’re seeing a ghost, and Jesus tells them it’s Him.
Peter becomes emboldened by this word from Jesus and said, Lord if it’s You, then
have me come to You on the water. A crazy request…to which Jesus replies, Come on!
So Peter got out of the boat and went walking on the water toward Jesus! But when he
saw the strong wind, he was afraid and began to sink. He cried out for Jesus to save
him, Jesus reached out His hand and did save him, then Jesus says something
incredible: “And immediately Jesus stretched forth His hand, and caught him, and said
to him, O ye of little faith, why did you doubt?”
Jesus says something incredible to us here: Without doubt, we can walk on water.
Faith takes you into a realm of possibility that doubt will never let you experience.
Faith changes the whole outcome of your life. Doubt will always sink you.
John 10:10 tells us that satan comes to steal, kill, and destroy. satan is a thief and a liar
and his number one tool to steal from you is DOUBT. Doubt will steal away your
purpose. Doubt will kill your potential. Doubt will destroy your future possibilities.
In Christ, all of God’s promises to us are yes and amen (2 Cor 1:20)…not maybe…not
hope so…not could be…They are YES and AMEN. (Amen means: so let it be – which is
an absolute.)
Doubt comes into your life to tell you: You can’t walk on water.
Greek word translated as “doubt”: To have no way out; not knowing which way to go;
Doubt paralyzes our life because we can’t see the future. We start trying to reason it
out because we don’t know how it’s going to turn out. Well, if I do this, then this might
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happen…but if I do this, then this might… Wherever you get into reason, you’ll find
doubt. This is why it’s so important to trust God, because God sees your future! He
sees the end from the beginning! So He can hold you up. He knows how to strengthen
you.
Another Greek word translated as “doubt”: wavering back and forth.
James tells us that when we waver back and forth, we don’t receive anything from God
(James 1:6). You know what satan wants you to do? He brings doubt into your life to
cause you to waver, so it will steal away your purpose, so it will kill your potential, so it
will destroy that future possibility.
Another Greek word translated as “doubt”: to separate from thoroughly; to oppose; to
contend with through hesitation. Mark 11:23 – “For truly I say to you, That whoever
shall say to this mountain, Be removed, and be cast into the sea; and shall not doubt
in his heart, but shall believe that those things which he says shall come to pass; he
shall have whatever he saith.” Whoever shall not separate themselves from what God
is saying…shall not contend with what the Lord has said out of hesitation, because
they’ll find themselves opposing God. It’s satan’s tool to cause you to hesitate and
waver and separate from God’s purpose. Why? he doesn’t want you walking on water.
he doesn’t want you fulfilling your purpose. he wants you to fall under…he wants you
to sink. he wants you to believe there’s no way. he wants you to go back and forth. he
wants you to believe that God won’t come through. he wants you to oppose God. To
steal, kill, and destroy your possibility.
The Kingdom of God operates on faith. The kingdom of darkness operates by doubt,
which means deceit and lies. There are two realms that work at the same time. And
whether you’re aware of them or not, they’re still working. One is the sensory realm:
you can see it, you can taste it, you can touch it. Without them, you wouldn’t be able
to make sense out of the world. But there’s another world operating at the same
time—the unseen world—God’s world. And this world that’s unseen—dominates the
world that’s seen. See Example in 2 Kings 6. God gives inside information—to help
accomplish His plans. satan doesn’t want us to see the other world that is working for
us. he wants to get it stopped with doubt. he doesn’t want us to see the other world
that causes us to walk on water. He wants you to doubt. he wants to take your eyes off
Jesus and look at the wind, the problems, the things against you, because he wants
you to sink! BUT YOU WERE MADE TO WALK ON WATER. Because Jesus Christ is the
One Who walks on water and greater is HE Who is IN YOU than he that is in the world.
Jesus says: When you think there’s no way—I AM THE WAY. He says: Walk with ME. I
AM IN YOU. Because God made you for a purpose. He made you to fulfill your
potential. He made you to fulfill His plans. He created you to overcome impossibilities.
Peter did not yet know he was going to become a great leader in the early church. He
didn’t see his purpose. All he could see was what was against him right then. All he
sees is the wind. All he sees is he’s in trouble. All he sees is he’s going under. He cries
out, Help me! That’s when Jesus reaches out to him and then says: Why did you
doubt? I’m right here. I’m the One Who told you to come. What were you thinking? (It
was doubt and fear and lies.)
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This message is to drive doubt out of you! It will steal away your purpose and
possibility.
Faith is not blind. Faith is based on evidence. Hebrews 11:1 says it is the evidence of
things not yet seen—it is the substance of the very things you hope for. Faith in God is
when He says Come—you walk on water. You’re not trying to wait and see if you can
figure it all out in your head…let’s see if this is possible… Is it possible we can walk on
water? YES! Is it possible God can do this? YES! He does the IMPOSSIBLE! He does the
impossible to cause you to fulfill your purpose! He moves impossibilities out of your
way! Listen to it in Exodus 14:14: The LORD will fight for you… Isaiah 40:29: He’ll give
strength to you when you’re weary…He will increase your power when you’re weak…
Isaiah 40:31: He will renew your strength, you will soar on wings as eagles, you will run
and not get weary, you will walk and not faint… Isaiah 41:10: Do not be afraid; for I am
with you: do not be dismayed; for I am your God: I will strengthen you; yes, I will help
you; yes, I will uphold you with the right hand of My righteousness… Isaiah 43:2: When
you pass through the waters, I will be with you…when you go through the rivers, they
shall not overflow you: when you walk through the fire, you will not be burned; the
flame won’t even be able to touch you—because I AM WITH YOU… Isaiah 54:17: No
weapon formed against you can prosper, and you will refute every word that accuses
your mind to say, You’re going under, you won’t make it… No. Speak to that word and
say, No, Jesus Christ lifts me up! I’m a Water Walker!... That verse declared that this is
your heritage as a servant of the LORD!...Deuteronomy 31:8: The LORD will go before
you…He will be with you…He will NOT fail you…He will NOT forsake you…Do not be
afraid…Do not be discouraged…Do not be dismayed…For I—The LORD your God WALK
WITH YOU! YOU ARE A WATER WALKER!!!
Mary’s last text came in as I was taking notes on the sermon above:
“God has spoken to SO many people regarding this that we know you’re on the right track!”
4-1-19:
Text from Dennis and Judith:
I have had 2 thoughts. 1) the $$$$$$ and 2) the $$$$$$. You can always go up, but don’t want
to insult either. When God provides in a few days will Pete think he should have ask more. I
want Pete to feel good about the deal, but we need to be prudent with God’s money. I have
been praying about this but haven’t been moved either way. Maybe go low to see how Pete
reacts. Thanks for keeping us up to date.
Texts from Steve and Mary Settles this morning:
I received some good input from Steve and Mary Settles this morning... Steve runs a large
farming business and his business knowledge is very valuable. They said: "We think start low
with $$$$$$ and see what happens. You can always go up. Steve says tons of farms and real
estate sell below appraised value both at auctions and privately. You have a good Board; you'll
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all decide the right number. He obviously can't sell it at the big price. Wouldn't have realtor
fees, which is good. Steve says you will not offend Pete. He's a businessman! He deals with
cars! His whole business life is negotiating. He didn't become successful by paying high prices
for anything. We know you can always raise your offer. An offer is simply a starting point. You
are strong and courageous, Cindy. It will go well. God's got your back. I can't tell you the
countless times God has worked for us when we've negotiated! Steve just said Think of the
times people have paid the sticker price of a new or used car and after they left, Pete was
shaking his head at how foolish they were! There's always wiggle room. You are a bold, petite
warrior--and even if he doesn't agree with you on your offer, he will respect you. I really
believe from what you've written that he wants New Hope to get this property."
Text from Jan Allen:
“I think what Pat said earlier sounds reasonable (Dick has to finish reading all of the updates
from yesterday). I was so hoping the tax thing would have worked out. I really don’t
understand how all that works.
Email from Pat McAfee this morning:
Hi Cindy, Our company just left and I am wanting to share my thought with you. First, my
heart goes out to you in compassion understanding only too well how troubled one can be
thinking that we might have unintentionally stepped onto a path that blocks God's will. Over
the years I have learned that God uses the most broken and ill equipped individuals to
accomplish His work and He does that by editing what they actually do or say to accomplish
what he intended for them to do. Remember me telling you that when I tried to comfort my
friend, I learned that she only remembered 1 or 2 sentences of my words when I left? God
edited out everything else. After realizing that God is my editor, I have been more confident
in speaking. You should not worry as God is in control.
God's timing is of course perfect. God's delays (finalizing the source of money for the New
Hope expansion) are not God's denials. It is evident from your conversations with
Pete Harkness that he continues to be open to working with New Hope. By closing the first
negotiated offer (consider donating the building), God is now in position to show even greater
things to the New Hope board (funding from multiple sources) and to show His unbelievable
resources to Pete Harkness as well (remember Pete is a man of resources. Even he does not
have it to give us now, he will have other resources available in the future).
My thoughts on the journal and things that stand out to me are:
1) "God's offer still stands and this will be a House of Prayer"
2) Strength and power are readily available
3) Take EXTREME OWNERSHIP
4) God will provide above and beyond anything we can imagine
5) WE are to make disciples
As I was thinking through the night, these things were brought to my mind:
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1) Make disciples - what if our local pastors are diligently working to "perform" God's work
and have so little prayer and worker support that they are overwhelmed with striving to be
acceptable to God and the church family? What if New Hope offered them assigned prayer
warriors and prayed blessings and comfort over them? Help them to move from being a
servant to a victorious accepted Son?
2) Take EXTREME OWNERSHIP - OK so New Hope needs to step out in faith and make an offer
on the building. First determine what kind of a down payment to offer. I remembered the
story of the Master giving His servants talents for them to manage while He was away. Two
servants managed those resources well and was able to increase their yield. I believe that is
what New Hope has done and God is well pleased. Then I thought of Abraham and Isaac.
Isaac was the long awaited fulfillment of a promise God made to Abraham. Abraham
nurtured and cared for him - God's precious gift to Abraham. Then God asked Abraham to
sacrifice Isaac to Him. I believe this is where New Hope is today. God is asking that the
ministry be sacrificed back to Him - in other words- sacrifice New Hope ministry on God's alter
and as we are walking up the mountain to the alter God will provide the "lamb" in this case
the funds. I suggest that when the board get a realistic current cash value for total New Hope
assets (building plus cash minus current liabilities) this is the proposed amount for the down
payment. I agree with your husband that the amount of the offer for the building is not a
critical issue as God, not you, is going to provide it and secondly the agreed upon price is
negotiated by both parties. It is common for buyers and sellers to counter offer several times
before a final price and terms are settled. How did I come up to the $$$$$ number? In my
mind I originally thought of offering $$$$$. I asked God to give the board His wisdom in
making an offer. Then when I looked up the Assessor's valuation and saw in the $$$$$ range, I
thought I would run those numbers past you and see what God prompted you to say. When
you responded with "is it wise to offer Pete $$$$$?," I concluded that God prompted you to
say $$$$$, so I agreed with that number. When you come to the alter MAKE YOUR OFFER
put everything on the alter - all your talents should be on the alter. I would not worry about
Pete being insulted with your offer. God will give you the right words to say when you make
your offer to Pete and God is in charge of Pete's response. Let Pete make his counter offer
for the total purchase price for the building, the date for signing the final purchase agreement
and what is to paid and when it is to be paid. Signing the purchase agreement without
resources in place is your taking EXTREME OWNERSHIP. Now New Hope has stepped out of
the boat and must keep their eyes on Jesus and have faith that He will provide the funds to
accomplish what He is directing the board to do. So exciting, Pat
Then Email from Shawna:
Wow! Great stuff there! It's cool to see what God spoke to you because He spoke to me this
a.m. about you. He said He knew the end from the beginning like He reiterated to you! He
also said "The moving process has already begun.” I heard Him 100% on this...I said..that
doesn't make any sense. He reminded me that beautiful leather furniture and lighting has
already been donated and picked up so therefore..the moving process has already begun!
WOW!!! ~Love ya girl~ Shawna
Sent all that to the Board Members.
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Text from Jan Allen:
“Just read the emails…had goosebumps with Shawna’s. Remember we talked about moving
the loveseat on over to the Harkness bldg right then when it wouldn’t fit in either door at New
Hope. I personally agree with the others that we can always go up. I’m sure God’s intent is
not to agonize over the amount to offer…REST! He said He needs an amount before He gives it
to us. I began reading Dutch Sheets book on intercessory prayer. I only got to about ch 5, but
wow, I believe it’s already done for New Hope. I think He’s just waiting on us.”
Text reply from Janice Wood on updates:
This is amazing. Do you know of any real estate agents that could do a quick assessment of
what the building/grounds are actually worth in today’s market? It feels like Mr. H ARK ness
may be open to offers below what he would even consider from anyone else. The Lord is
moving on this and I just smile when I go by the building! It makes me laugh to think of
actually moving in and I begin to get a general picture of what the future will be like. I almost
typed “might” be like but then deleted it in faith believing that it will be granted! I love all the
responses from select individuals that also believe in our right to expand and bring the
ministry to so many more people. The Lord is moving in a mighty way to make this happen. I
am in all the way! Praying, believing, professing the truth of what God has planned for us in
this ministry. As I read I knew I wasn’t thinking BIG enough when you mentioned going
statewide and getting more folks involved. Thank you for including me in this. I felt moved to
volunteer at the Hope Chest and things have just gotten so BIG since then. People keep
witnessing to me about how much they love coming to the store and about how they hear
from this one or that one of the good we are doing for people. I am truly grateful to be a small
part of this great thing that we are experiencing. I knew He had great things in store for me
and am beginning to see those coming to light. I am feeling on fire rather than lukewarm as I
was before. I was talking to my husband about it and he sounds a lot like yours. Says very little
and never “small” talk. He knows of the problem with the flat roof and the leaks we are
battling at the Hope Chest’s current location and said before he bought a building, he would
have someone that knew a lot about roofs take a hard look at that roof. He said to roof a
building of that size you are looking at a LOT of money. Just a guess of around 30 grand or
more. Not trying to be a Debbiedowner but those are the consideration of a man that has
built numerous homes, buildings, and done many building related projects. He is onboard with
us needing a new site but is concerned with a building of that age being sound. I told him if
God brings us to it He will bring us through it and provide for us. He just smiled …(I replied
back and told her I had already checked on the roof…the metal roof is new too, and all
insulated…God prepared everything for us ahead of time!) Again this is incredible. I had to
stop in the middle and pray for God to give Mr. H ARK ness’s tax man a better idea of how to
help us. I know that if anyone can give this person a new idea it is the Good Lord. I will not
give up on the idea that there is a way for us to get this building and not have a debt. I will
continually pray for a better idea for the tax man to help us because I feel strongly that this
idea is where it’s at. I asked for a change to Pete’s heart in looking for a solution to our need
for the building and his need to give back. I feel God is listening to all our prayers concerning
this. I keep getting tearful when I speak about this as it is so great I can hardly get my feeble
mind to take it all in! Praise be to God Almighty. Faith will prevail! Isaiah 41:10 – Fear not for I
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am with you; Be not dismayed for I am Your God. I will strengthen you. Yes I will uphold you
with My righteous right hand. Fondest Regards, Janice
4-2-19:
Dennis Miller, our Board President, called with the Board’s go ahead to make an offer on the
Harkness building – starting out at $$$$$ …knowing that we can always go up if needed. I sent it out
to everyone to be praying while I called Pete.
Had to leave a message for Pete to call me back… So I began space checking the Expansion Journal
computer file to get it ready to print for more people and prep for posting the entries on line when
we are ready to do that. Something in the Eric Ludy Conference notes caught my eye and I stopped
and reread this section right then:
Rally yourself. The LORD is big enough to do what He says HE will do and give what He
promises to give you. Stand and trust your God – He always wins!
He often slays the enemy in the face of defeat. Keep standing – victory always comes out of it!
Stand your ground – trust Him – you must trust Him!
There are situations in your life at times that “stinketh.” Don’t obey the natural circumstances
around you.
Peter walked on water because he believed Jesus. Jesus did a lot of things that were
unnecessary to demonstrate He has all power over nature. There you are – focusing on Jesus
and here comes the waves – don’t turn to the wave! Keep your eyes fixed on Jesus – let the
wave hit you – it can’t do anything to you if you keep your eyes fixed on Him!
The supernatural realm of Jesus is more powerful than the natural world. God will take even
mundane situations to prove His power to you. Be unswayed by the circumstances – stand! I
trust Jesus – He is in me.
The enemy will say: He will disappoint you…Everyone will see you didn’t hear from God…it will
make you look like God didn’t come through for you…You speak back: Watch what my God
will do! Have “the swagger of the freshly anointed.”
He entered into you so you would be shielded by Him. Cloak yourself with the Cross – bathe
yourself in the Blood. The Blood of Jesus is what gives you access to the very throne room of
God.
This is Jesus’ Covenant. We enter into it. We enter the very life of Christ. You enter into it and
are sealed – nothing can take you out of it. You have the privilege of everything He has
purchased for you. Don’t try to invalidate truth by your own experience.
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What you’re called to is impossible – But God is the God of the impossible. Life is doing the
impossible daily.
I’m going in! I’m claiming the treasures in the treasure chest. His personal promises and
commission for my life.
Phone Call with Pete:
Just talked to Pete and he did not hesitate at all when I offered the $$$$$ and said he would run the
numbers and consider it! He asked about down payment size, and he is willing to wait for it knowing
we would need time to sell the house we are in now (which we own free and clear!). He asked what
size monthly payment would be comfortable for us (because he will carry the contract on it for us). I
told him if we could figure it at like a 30 yr loan to make monthly amount lower to get things started-but assured him that I KNOW it will not take that long to pay it off (because we all know God could do
that with one donation). He even asked if we had an interest amount in mind. Then he said he would
run some numbers on everything and get back to me probably tomorrow!!
One of the non-profit boards Pete serves on where he lives just happens to have a Thrift Store too...
He told me the income it clears every week is "phenomenal." He knows what this could do for our
ministry!
I was just SO surprised he didn't have an immediate comeback of a counter on offer... For him to
simply consider our very first offer is incredible...Please keep praying...like the Lord said: Ask and
keep on asking!! God just reminded us this morning that His account it full!
Let's all keep entering our "Password" too: "Thank You"
Reply from Shawna:
That's AWESOME!!! What a steal!! If you own your current location free and clear, then God
also plans for you to own this building free and clear as well...as He told me… "building
upgrade!" and I would have to add…ministry upgrade! Think about the lives around the nation
and in our region that will be affected by this! When people buy from the Hope Chest they
also have to be on New Hope's property and this will intrigue others to train with you, donate,
etc!! So cool!!
4-3-19:
4th One Hour Prayer Time at Harkness Bldg: “Password: Thank You”
Pat McAfee: Pat had told me yesterday that she feels like God would want us to lay it ALL on the altar
like Abraham…
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Shawna: God said: “Start checking into contractors for the interior of the new building." "What I
contract I will pay" (speaking of your "buy on contract" deal with Pete and the contractors for the
interior). I own the deed. I removed the stumbling block."
And as I was at the building for our first hour of prayer time, I was feeling so confused and like how
are we ever going to know what the exact right decision is on every little piece of everything with this
building … Several of the Advisory Board Members are giving so many points of advice on the
negotiations of the deal details and they all seem to be saying different things... Here's what the Lord
gave me right then: He is faithful to His Word. I don’t think we CAN mess this up (the details of the
agreement). God offered $1,000,000 from His account, and we accepted His offer. God said to
Shawna: “What I contract, I pay.” So whatever those details end up to be (and we really can’t mess
anything up no matter what we end up on), God will pay it…He owns the deed. He said He put His
Name on this building. Those are the things He was reminding me of…and then He gave me a picture
of Him just smiling on us as we are all pondering all these options and negotiation points with Pete
and options with the house we own now. He let me know He is smiling because He has already issued
from His account to cover whatever we get all those details set up to be. He does not want us to
stress over these details for sure! He wants us to remember one of the first big Words He gave us:
Rest in Him and He will take care of all the details! He put His Name on this building…We have
declared His Name over it for an hour right here in this Showroom and in prayer all throughout this
time…He will do this if for no other reason than for the sake of His Great NAME. …But That’s not the
only reason He will do it…It’s also for all those prayers of that Upper Room Prayer Group and all of
those unknown prayers that gone up for this region over the years…and because He LOVES us!
There’s so much more going on than we even know…
I no longer felt confused or worried about the details of the agreement.
Then later this email came in from New Hope Volunteer, Cande Batterson (Teen Materials lady):
“Charles Spurgeon once compared divine promises to blank checks issued by God to His
children. Already signed by God, they are to be cosigned by His children, brought to heaven's
treasury and drawn against the limitless wealth of heaven's accounts...”
The Lord Bless You And Give You His Wisdom (James 1:5), Cindy
Texts from Steve and Mary:
“If Pete accepts this offer—THAT is the miracle we’ve been waiting for! Maybe God isn’t
planning on paying it off all at once. He gave us one through Connie! She gave a ton of money
(through letting us use her building all those years). This would be the same, except that Pete
is truly getting a good price, just not upfront. For us, $$$$$ a month for that building! An act
of God!”
PETE CONTACTED ME AND HE DID HAVE A COUNTER.
Email to Board:
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I sent that out to the Board Members saying: We need all of the STRONG FAITH here...and I
need your thoughts on it (I assume this is part of the negotiation process and we can counter
back). He asked that the offer details be kept confidential, so will have to keep the details
confidential between him and Board Members. We can't share the details with any of the
others. I just told them that "Pete's counter was quite a bit higher than our first offer, but I
assume this is part of the negotiation process and we can counter back. I asked them to
please be praying for you to have much wisdom and discernment and that God will give you a
"gift of faith" to do whatever He says to do."
Then I sent a second email a bit later: “Ok...at first, I was trying to not feel disappointed
again... but I guess we have to remember his business is car salesman...they negotiate
everything... Let's remember...we were prepared to offer $$$$$ and just tried starting at the
$$$$$, so that's one thing we can counter with... Actually, on the Day of Purim, we were
thinking we were supposed to offer $$$$$!... maybe if we get our purchase offer up higher, he
will make concessions on some of those other things.”
4-4-19:
I was getting a lot of advice from people on Advisory Bd yesterday, but they were all saying
completely different things, so that was all so confusing for me and felt confused all evening... Before
bed, I picked up my Book of Mysteries devotional by Jonathan Cahn and asked the Lord to please
speak something to me to give me peace... The Title of the Day 244 that I had up next was "The
Mystery of the Goel" and it said: "One of the most unique commandments God gave Israel concerned
what was called the 'goel.' When a woman was left a widow and with no children, the law of the goel
decreed that if a nearby relative could redeem her house by marrying her, providing for her, and
giving her children, he would be called the goel..." It's when someone "intervenes" in the situation...
Then it said that God Himself became the Goel when Jesus was born... God became OUR Goel...God
Himself intervenes for us! That's what I needed to hear from Him...I fell asleep asking Him to be our
Goel in this...to INTERVENE in our situation with the Harkness building He has promised to give to
New Hope.
The Lord does not let down on this... Received all this morning:
Email this morning from Shawna:
After inquiring of God last night & this morning this is what He had to say:"My original offer
still stands and it is a guaranteed transaction" "What I've decreed… I've started… Now I want
you to decree it." "You're acting like we're on dry ground.. This building is on FERTILE ground."
"$$$$$,"…And think about the worst case scenario (this will help everyone's human mind).. If
it doesn't work out then you just get another house like you have now. But that won't
happen.. God is faithful to finish what He decrees!...... This popped into my brain this a.m. too
(not from God… Just me thinking) Countless cities have been saved, countless lives changed
and saved, & countless countries have been overtaken or saved because of faith, but the
opposite is also true… All of these things have been lost by a lack of faith. Sometimes God gets
downright furious with the unbelief of His people…Iike when He didn't let His people into the
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promised land after 40 years of labor, because of their unbelief. Just little reminders for all of
us through this process…:)
Email this morning from Pat:
Looks like an "all in offer" to me. If God's bank account is full and this is His plan, does the
price matter? We could counter with $$$$$. What is the worse outcome? We fail to make
payments and the building is taken back by Pete and New Hope moves into a smaller space
again. Nothing can interfere with God's plans except our level of faith. We are walking up the
mountain. HE WILL DO ABOVE AND BEYOND ANYTHING WE CAN IMAGINE.
Email from Beth:
"I was praying this morning and inquiring of the Lord about anything that might be hindering us
regarding the Harkness Bldg. His words were Unity and there needs to be unity amongst you.
Then phone call from Dennis Miller Bd President:
Dennis had been looking back over all the direct words from the Lord given to people through
all of this (which is exactly what God had me doing last night to review His exact words!),
Dennis was asking the Lord about what next and He gave him the PERFECT solution to do
kinda like Pat recommended last week...lay it ALL on the ALTAR--but it's the whole deal on the
building! Ask Pete what he would take cash in hand on May 31st (since God told us He is doing
it on May 15 and we might not receive it til 16th or 17th)...Send out the letter to all
supporters, social media, community through newspaper article, surrounding areas (the
REGION) giving them access to the whole story online...tell them the amount needed by May
31...God either brings it in or He doesn't. You and Pat both said what's the worse thing that
could happen...we stay in smaller place. It definitely puts it all on the altar--all totally in God's
hands--and ALL can be in total UNITY on this because we would have the money BEFORE the
purchase...
(Dennis said even more incredible things but I couldn’t get them fast enough.)
Here's what God had me and Dennis both looking back over last night to review the big Words the
Lord gave different people all along (neither of us knew the other was doing this):
PAT: The first thing she told me is that she believes God is saying: I am giving you land you
did not have to labor for, and houses you did not have to build, and cause you to reap a
harvest you didn’t have to plant. He’s talking about “the land” and the resources you’ll need
for it. (I looked this up later and it’s from Joshua 24:13). Pat said, “Cindy, God IS going to do
this…I believe He IS going to give you the Harkness building…
SHAWNA: “I inquired of God early this morning about your opportunity. He said that He wants
to offer $1,000,000 from His account. He wants you to have better visibility because you
hardly have any at your current location. He said He wants you to have it by May. After
Harkness left HE put His Name on it. Most importantly He wants you, specifically, to rest and
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lay at His feet concerning this… He wants to take care of it all Himself. I'm 95% accurate at
hearing from Him so take that into consideration but we talked for over an hour about it.
Much love to your crew! ~Shawna”
SHAWNA: I asked her what exactly we were supposed to do, she said: “It seemed like He was
saying that He was going to take care of it ALL!!” She said she would inquire more of Him
later. It was church time. Later she text back: “He said to rest. Specifically said to ‘live in His
rest’ and He’s taking care of it. He said His bank account is full!
And again the Word spoken over me by Becky Strube all those years ago echoes in my mind:
“‘Faithful is He that calleth you, who also will do it’ (1 Thessalonians 5:24). HE WILL DO IT.”
DICK SHARED THIS AT BOARD MTG: God Calling for March 18: “Claim Big Things – Listen,
listen, I am your Lord. Before Me there is none other. Just trust Me in everything…The
difficult way is nearly over…Wrest from Me, by firm and simple trust and persistent prayer,
the treasures of My Kingdom. Such wonderful things are coming to you, Joy – Peace –
Assurance – Security – Health – Happiness – Laughter. Claim big, really big things now.
Remember nothing is too big. Satisfy the longing in My heart to give. Blessing, abundant
blessing, on you both now and always. Peace.”
JAN SAID: We have a sign hanging over our kitchen sink that is something God spoke to Dick
when He called him into ministry: “Show Me your faith and I will prove Faithful.”
THAT NIGHT OF THE BD MTG – unanimously voted to accept God’s offer of $1,000,000 from
His account: Beth, who did not know what happened at the mtg said when she went to bed
that night around 9:30, she tossed and turned for an hour so got up, and knew the Lord was
telling her something. He told her the phone number posted on the Harkness bldg meant
something...She went right to her Bible and looked up the first 3 numbers (779), turning to the
7th book, 7th chapter, and 9th verse (Judges 7:9) "And it came to pass the same night, that
the LORD said unto him, Arise, get down to the host; for I have delivered it into your hand."
At the same time that night, Greg McCall had forwarded me this prophetic word for the Body
of Christ, which I knew spoke directly to our Body of Christ at New Hope:
MY BELOVED, …I HAVE SPOKEN PEACE BE STILL OVER YOU THIS DAY. YOU ARE ABOUT
TO HAVE A HEAD ON COLLISION WITH YOUR PROVISION! AS YOU HAVE BEEN
CLIMBING UP ONE SIDE OF MY MOUNTAIN, YOUR RAM (PROVISION) HAS BEEN
CLIMBING UP THE OTHER SIDE TO MEET YOU. I HAVE COMMANDED THE BLESSING
UPON MY FAITHFUL ONES. JUST AS I SILENCED THE ACCUSER WHEN THE WOMAN
LAVISHED THE OIL IN HER ALABASTER BOX ON ME, I AM SILENCING THE AVENGER ON
YOUR BEHALF. AND I HAVE COMMANDED YOUR ADVERSARY TO LEAVE YOU ALONE,
BECAUSE YOU ARE DOING A GREAT WORK FOR ME. BECAUSE YOU HAVE GIVEN ME
YOUR TWO FISHES AND FIVE LOAVES, I WILL BLESS IT AND I WILL MULTIPLY IT.
BELOVED, I KNOW THE THOUGHTS AND INTENTS OF YOUR HEART AND THEY ARE
PLEASING TO ME. YOUR UNITED PRAYERS HAVE COME BEFORE ME AS A SWEET,
SWEET SAVOR. BE STILL AND YOU SHALL SEE MY SALVATION. YOU ARE MY SHEEP, I
AM YOUR GOD AND I WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU. YOU ARE MY STORMCHASERS AND
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YOU SHALL FIND SAFETY AND SHELTER IN THE MIDST OF THE HURRICANE AS I HAVE
SPOKEN TO MY SERVANT IN PSALM 91. LET MY WORD BE A LAMP TO YOUR FEET AND
A LIGHT TO YOUR PATH, AND FEAR NOT NOR BE DISMAYED…AMEN.
SHAWNA: …When I was talking to Him last night, He said "pay," "write a check," and I
thought He was meaning me… But after you said that, it makes sense… He's saying "pay"
from your own account… Like He's taking care of it & will deposit the money into your
account.
ENCOURAGEMENT THROUGH MARY SETTLES: Oh, Cindy, this is such good news! What
popped into my mind from God—besides the fact that I’m tingling all over from the Holy
Spirit—someone gave our church $1,000,000 last year! A total stranger who didn’t attend our
church but listened to our pastor on the radio! It’s real! It’s possible! God owns the cattle on
a thousand hills! Is anything too hard for the Lord?!
SHAWNA: God was telling me SO LOUDLY over a week ago (so loud I put it in my phone and
can send you a picture of it to prove it) that March 21st He has a shocking surprise! I said what
do you mean... He specifically said, "I have an appointed blessing that will be a SHOCKING
surprise." He kept saying it over and over for a couple days so I'm like yeah...that's
definitely not my head. I said okay...You've said this sooo many times, so what day does
that land on? He said Thursday...I looked it up and yep it was exactly today (actual day of
PURIM). I said...Okay wow...You have my attention now...what is the shocking surprise? He
loves surprises, but He also loves to talk, so all He said LOUDLY was "building upgrade." I
heard it clear as a bell, but I thought it meant our school, because we're adding on, but it's
been flooding in a lot and I have to move away from my friend who is the music teacher to
another hall...so I thought He meant that we'd be moved closer from a "building upgrade."
That was before this all unfolded with New Hope and I know now it's obviously YOUR
BUILDING UPGRADE! Make the call! Get it for half price on contract girl! He called this day
out before time!!! My hands are shaking I can barely type! God is faithful and beyond
awesome!!! Love ya girl. ~Shawna "
GOD TOLD HOLLY there was a “message” in the address of the bldg: 1003 – then later told her
to look up Psalm 100 in the “Message” Bible: “A Thanksgiving Psalm - 100 1-2 On your feet
now—applaud God! Bring a gift of laughter, sing yourselves into his presence. 3 Know
this: God is God, and God, God. He made us; we didn’t make him. We’re his people, his welltended sheep. 4 Enter with the password: “Thank you!” Make yourselves at home, talking
praise. Thank him. Worship him. 5 For God is sheer beauty, all-generous in love, loyal always
and ever.” Then Lynne texted us a picture of her Journal she had taken notes on that very
Psalm the morning before at church prayer mtg and had starred this line: *Enter with the
password “Thank You”
FROM PAT: In my Bible notes from Isaiah 41 read: God expresses His total provision for your
deepest needs. In the most unlikely places, plentiful supplies will be found making the whole
environment fertile and beautiful. God would supply all that His people need by His power
and grace. When priests step into the water they will see God's mighty hand at work.
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SHAWNA: I inquired of the LORD yesterday and He said (several times): I'll pay May
15th (Wednesday) but you'll receive it Thursday/Friday…(maybe someone is mailing a
check?). I want to make atonement (pay for) and restitution (make up for lost/stolen
agenda/items/time/money/ emotions etc). I want to make up for wrongs done and I want
to build a nation through you. (He said He wanted to build a nation through New Hope
several times randomly over the last two weeks so I know it's Him talking). Last night He
specifically said He wanted to build a nation that cried out to HIM. I KNOW the May 15th
date He WILL move in some way because He kept saying that date...I'll inquire of the Lord
tonight to make sure the rest is accurate… ~Shawna - P.S. He also said a nation divided cannot
stand…seems to reiterate the need to work together, be unified, and put differences to the
side to reach for the goal of big Kingdom work here!
AS WE WERE STRUGGLING WITH MAKING AN OFFER - SHAWNA TEXT BACK: “God’s just
smiling and saying oh ye of little faith lol… I’ll inquire of Him tonight and just thank Him big
time for making all this happen. This is all Him. Not our idea…we have to remember that and
then it’s easy to believe that He’s going to come through with it all! This ministry is way too
incredible to not make this sort of growth spurt every once in a while!...This
is LITERALLY pocket change for the One Who created the universe!!”
SHAWNA SAID GOD KEPT TELLING HER SEVERAL TIMES: “I want to cancel all debt…(that
seems to be for your ministry). I’m not sure why but He kept saying alabaster and alabaster
box?”
SHAWNA: “I asked God what was specifically going to happen on May 15 th. He said all of these
things that I have listed separately (because I kept asking Him the same questions all day and
all of His answers reiterate the same message; He also said some of these same answers
multiple times): Covenantal promise (not sure what that means, but I’m sure you
will). Opening ceremony. Victory dance. I’m going to open doors! Celebration in parking lot
(ribbon cutting?). Parade of evangelists! (I looked up exact definition of parade: a public
procession, especially one celebrating a special day or event.
GOD SENT GREG MCCALL and his two friends to the Prayer Center to give us words and pray
over us representatives of New Hope. He said New Hope is an apostolic ministry to a region.
LOVESEAT DONATED: The beautiful leather loveseat was donated to New Hope which we
had been picturing it for the seating area in showroom of Harkness bldg…Found out it
definitely wasn’t for our current house, because wouldn’t fit through either door!
LYNNE: “Feel like I got ‘comfort words’ this morning in ‘Pete Harkness’…See the ‘Ark’ in his
name…” I had replied: Maybe that’s what the “Ark” message means…that Pete will carry us
with the contract to get this going! (I found out later that He was speaking of the Ark of the
Covenant to Lynne, which had even more significance to us, because of all the things that had
happened at the Prayer Center over the past couple years! He likes to play on double
meanings of words so it’s probably both.)
FROM SHAWNA: So… I believe it's time for us to take EXTREME OWNERSHIP in the purpose
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for which we're here on this earth… To do this exact thing… Make disciples of God! It's time
to take EXTREME OWNERSHIP of what Jesus died on the cross to give us. Time to take
EXTREME OWNERSHIP of what His precious Blood already paid for. He didn't die to leave us
here without the tools and finances we need to do HIS work! I'd say make an offer… And
there's no way that it will take 30 years to pay off haha I'm laughing so hard… No way… He's
got this! Send out the info for a dinner/silent auction and I'd love to donate art pieces and $$.
Put a nice sized ad in the Des Moines register too… Make sure the whole state knows about it
girly! I'll advertise some of my art to be auctioned through your benefit on my social media
platforms. After church and family stuff I'll inquire of the LORD tomorrow for you. God will
finish what He started. ;)
FROM CONNIE: Following this experience is akin to reading a new book, each chapter, an
exciting, new twist, hanging on to each word, but confidently knowing how it will end. God
is enjoying this and is interested in our individual reactions as these "chapters" unfold!
THE LORD SPOKE TO ME: “Trust Me…you can’t mess up what I have decreed. The decree has
already done forth.” Then He gave me all that encouragement that Sunday: “Heaven’s Loom”
devotional info into Jeremiah 29:11 – which the Hebrew could be translated as, ‘I know the
meticulously woven purposes that I am skillfully, carefully, and intricately weaving together
for your future.’… Then my tax preparer’s message of change on my taxes giving us an
additional $1000…Then the sermon at my church… Then Mary Settles sending me link to her
pastor’s sermon that day – all about getting out of the boat and walking on water…
PAT: God's delays (finalizing the source of money for the New Hope expansion) are not God's
denials. It is evident from your conversations with Pete Harkness that he continues to be
open to working with New Hope. By closing the first negotiated offer (consider donating the
building), God is now in position to show even greater things to the New Hope board (funding
from multiple sources) and to show His unbelievable resources to Pete Harkness as well
(remember Pete is a man of resources. Even he does not have $1M to give us now, he will
have other resources available in the future). My thoughts on the journal and things that
stand out to me are:
1) "God's offer still stands and this will be a House of Prayer"
2) Strength and power are readily available
3) Take EXTREME OWNERSHIP
4) God will provide above and beyond anything we can imagine
5) WE are to make disciples
I think that makes it pretty clear what we have to do if we TRULY BELIEVE ALL that God has spoken
concerning this entire thing? I will ask Pete what he will take cash in hand and write the big letter to
send out. I will have everyone proof/edit the letter when I get the draft ready when given approval to
do it this way.
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Then after sending all this to the others I got this back from Dick Allen:
"Jan and I both
oth agree that if we believe in faith that God has delivered this property into our
hands and is in control of the financial aspects of this, it really doesn't matter what final price
we all land on. Pete likes to negotiate so I say let's play along. Maybe counter back at $$$$$ $$$$$ - and ?%
% interest. Faith says God will supply what we apply. God has already brought
down the price $1,000,000 from where I thought it could be. In my mind I couldn't believe
we've got it down this far. Oh me of little faith. We say get er done. If the little Hope
Hop Chest we
now have clears $1000 a month, the sky is the limit on what this could be for New Hope. If this
offer is accepted, we could then send out the notices to everyone and watch God pay it off.
OK...I see acting in total faith for God to intervene ei
either way...
We set the details, whichever way we decide, and enter the PASSWORD He gave us to HIS
ACCOUNT:
“Thank You”
Email from Shawna:
LOVE LOVE LOVE!!! When we're yoked with God as he tells us "His yoke is EASY and His burden is
light" because HE carries the load for us! Zero stress for us!! This is EASY! Just pure trust! Thanks for
that reminder!
Email from Jan:
Amen!
....we voted to spend God’s $1,000,000 at our last meeting in Faith. How can we not
spend whatever we agree on now in faith?
The Board instructed me to call Pete and ask what amount he would take for a cash in hand total
payment.
4-5-19:
I had been wanting to get a copy of the Expansion Journal to the people on our Intercessory Prayer
Team, so they will know the details as th
they
ey continue praying about all this with us. My friend, Camille,
replied back to me on one of the Prayer Team group texts I had sent out this week. So I told her about
the Journal and emailed it to her yesterday afternoon. I got this text from her first thing
thi this morning:
“I started reading the Expansion Journal last night and again this morning. Keep being
prompted to encourage you with a quote from a study I did last year and now have on my
living room wall: ‘FAITH is acting like GOD is telling the truth
truth.’
.’ Warrior you continue on in
faith and take the territory God has for New Hope!”
I told her: THAT is going in the Journal!!
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Here are the details from my talk with Pete yesterday:
When I began with asking Pete if he would give us an amount for what a cash in hand full pmt up
front would be, he chuckled and said that it’s actually better for him if we do contract because he
gets the interest too… BUT after chuckling about it, he said for us, he would be open to us making a
cash in hand offer…
He wouldn’t give the number though; he said we know better than him what we can handle so wants
us to give him a cash price to consider…he will then tell us if he would be able to do it at that number
or not…and if not, then we can try again…
He said when the deal is set, we can do a signed agreement and then we are free to tell people the
details, so they will know exactly what we need to raise.
When I told him that things are going on here that make us believe we could have the full payment by
May 31st, he threw something else out there that surprised me (he surprises me with something
every time I talk to him). He said he would even do an agreement with A and B options in one
agreement, so it wouldn’t take more time if needed… He said if we don’t have the full amount by
May 31st, then we could go right to the option B of on contract at whatever terms we come to.
He did not act surprised at all that we didn’t accept his counter. He really wants us to banter back and
forth with him…and he sounds open to keep negotiating all the points of the arrangement.
He said this is a commercial property, so the going interest rate is a little higher than a home
mortgage rate…so we need to take that into consideration on a counter.
He said he is even open to graduated pmts, knowing we would need time to get in there and settled
and time to increase in the Thrift Store income, which is a great point I hadn’t even thought of.
So if we did include in our agreement both Option A full pmt and Option B on contract, we could pull
points from several different people’s suggestions to make the best deal for us.
He did tell me (and I really do believe him) that when he originally purchased the building, he gave
$500,000 for it, and then he put a lot of money into it with the remodel, which included brand new
heating and cooling units, wiring is all new, roof was all new steel around 3 yrs ago (which lasts
almost forever). There really is not any major maintenance that will have to be done for a long time. I
know that business losses are tax deductible, but I also know that if dropped his asking price for other
people interested, he probably really could sell it to someone else for more than he will get from us.
He truly acts like he hopes we get it and is really trying to work something out with us.
Actually having A and B options in the purchase agreement still leaves it totally in God’s hands. If
God does not want any of His money from His account to go on interest, then He will have the
money all be there by May 31st. If He wants more people involved in the provision over more time,
then He won’t have it all there by the 31st. If we truly believe what He has told us, and the money is
coming from His account, and He wants us to rest in Him and trust Him to do it all, then it’s actually
a perfect arrangement to let HIM make the decision between the two options.
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‘FAITH is acting like GOD is telling the truth.’
So I compiled and sent some of the negotiation point that have been suggested from others to the
Board Members, and asked them to look through those and reply back to me with their
recommendations on each so we could get this taken care of.
If the little Hope Chest we now have clears $1000 a month, the sky is the limit on what this could be
for New Hope. We are paying close to $1000 right now for Utilities at NHCC and Rent/Utilities at
Hope Chest, so that would figure in to what will be needed to pay utilities at the new bldg. I know it
will cost more for larger space, but we will be only paying on one location. Same with the Property
and Liability Ins money we are paying for two locations at the present we already have to pay on all in
one location.
This is all very doable…but with GOD figured into the equation… there are no limitations!
I got the decision from the Board and emailed Pete our Counter Offer.
_______________________
So…Wednesday night when I read in my devotional about The LORD becoming our Intervener (our
“Goel”),…The Scripture listed was Psalm 103:4 and Isaiah 54:5, which I read… But I kept being
prompted to go back to Isaiah 54 and see what the entire passage says, so this evening I Googled it
on my phone and the first one that popped up reads like this:
“The Eternal Covenant of Peace
54:1-5: “Sing, O barren one, who did not bear; break forth into singing and cry aloud, you who
have not been in labor! For the children of the desolate one will be more than the children of
her who is married,” says the LORD.
2
“Enlarge the place of your tent, and let the curtains of your habitations be stretched out;
do not hold back; lengthen your cords and strengthen your stakes.
3
“For you will spread abroad to the right and to the left, and your offspring will possess the
nations and will people the desolate cities.
4
“Fear not, for you will not be ashamed; be not confounded, for you will not be disgraced…
5
“For your Maker is your Husband, the LORD of Hosts is His Name; and the Holy One of Israel is
your Redeemer, the God of the whole earth He is called.”ix
The “Covenant of Peace” reminded me of something Shawna had said earlier…so I went back in the
Journal and found it: “He said some of these same answers multiple times): Covenantal promise (not
sure what that means, but I’m sure you will).” So…the at least part of the “covenantal promise” to us
is this “Covenant of Peace,” which includes us enlarging our tent…and that we will spread abroad…we
will not be ashamed, or confounded, or disgraced…for our Maker is our Husband—the LORD of
Hosts—our Redeemer—the God of the whole earth!!! How could I ever have any doubt or fear
concerning any of this He Himself is promising to us?? I DO believe LORD…help my unbelief…
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I finished reading the entire Chapter 54 of Isaiah and the last verse if one we hold onto often: “No
weapon that is fashioned against you shall succeed, and you shall refute every tongue that rises
against you in judgment. This is the heritage of the servants of the L ORD and their vindication from
Me, declares the LORD” (verse 17).
And I received this email from Shawna this morning:
Here's the latest: Thursday evening and Friday morning God kept saying "get ready for a ministry,"
but didn't explain further. Then Friday I opened an email from Cindy saying, "this is your ministry now
too girl!" (because I kept saying "your ministry" when God talks). Guess He wants me involved with
New Hope ha! Friday night when I was crawling into bed I was thanking God and thinking about how
intricately He's woven everyone's lives together in this process and how it's been irrefutable when He
speaks to any of us because EVERYTHING has lined up in some way or another. I said, "what have You
done?!" in amazement of Him working through this process and He instantly answered, "watered
where seeds were planted." And as He said this He gave me a visual at the same time of dirt fields
that go on infinitely (showing me that there's NO LIMIT to what people can do for His Kingdom… His
fertile fields never end). He showed me a hand (New Hope's crew) planting one seed, and He showed
a watering can watering directly over the seed planted. He showed a few seeds here and there, but
mainly thousands of miles of fertile soil with no seeds… Like people don't take advantage of what
they could do by faith. He showed that He didn't rain over all of the fields like the natural world, but
only waters directly over a seed that's planted by FAITH! He let me understand that since you took
the faith to plant a seed… He's taking it from here and will water and nurture it! Then this (Saturday)
am God woke me up with His presence… When He does it's SO powerful that I have to hide my face
and ask what He wants to say. He woke me up saying, "cross over the Jordan" EXTREMELY LOUD
(letting me feel His presence very powerfully)... I was so groggy that I said, That doesn't make sense…
and He explained He's talking about the new location. He's also been saying to "schedule a meeting"
for several days, but never explained further. Well…this am after He said, "Cross over the Jordan," He
loudly followed with "initiate a meeting." Me: For what? "To write DETAILED plans and a map of
where everything should go." And SEVERAL times He told me to "order supplies" (He wants this
started asap… Not just planning, but doing/ordering supplies). Me: Who should be there? "The Hope
Chest workers, Cindy, Beth, and you." Me: “Where?” "The garage part of the Harkness building." Me:
“Why do you want me there? To listen?" “I want you to write/record." Me: “Record what?” “Write
what I tell you to." He also wants this team to pray over Holly's mom soon as well.
Email from Pat (from Japan!): After her advice on $$$ and details: “Every time God steps in He takes
big risks. We don't want to lose this opportunity because we are afraid of big risk. I believe timing is
very important at this point. Stay the course. Praying. Pat”
4-8-19:
So I've been trying to get the Journal out to the people on our Intercessory Prayer Team so they can
be knowing the details of what's going on as they are praying with us... Camille had texted me last
week after one of the Prayer Chain requests I had sent out concerning Pete considering our offer, so I
told her I was going to email her the computer file. (I'm giving people the edited version without all
the financial numbers details in it.)
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Camille called me Friday, with a big revelation on something that she was prompted with as she was
reading a certain part (she is typing that up for me so I can email it to you, because it is Awesome
too). But she just called me this morning again with something she said that had her in tears that had
just happened when she was reading "the message in the address" part that God told Holly... God
said to Camille: "Here's the rest of the message..." The full address of the Harkness Bldg is: 1003 N
18th St. She had texted me a few minutes prior to calling me, asking what year New Hope began. I
had replied back that God first spoke to me about it July 2001 and that's when I began working on
setting things up. When she called she said she looked up the Biblical symbolism of "North"...It
means: Spiritual, spiritual warfare as in taking your inheritance...... in your 18th year from when God
called it into being!!!!!!!
It was like an electrical current shot through my entire body when she said that!!! Oh. My.
Goodness!!!!!!!!
Email from Camille:
Centerville has had 3 names: Chaldea, Senterville (spelled with and “S”), and Centerville – (I
believe this is significant for the region God has placed New Hope in! God made sure the name
became “Centerville” for His purposes.)
Definitions from Noah Webster 1828 Dictionary:
“Center” – a point, goad, or spur.
• The middle point.
• In an army, the body of troops occupying the place in the line between the wings. In a
fleet, the division between the van and the rear of the line of battle.
• A single body or house. These institutions collected all authority into one center, kings,
nobles and people.
• Center of gravity – the point about which all the parts of a body exactly balance each
other.
• Center of Motion – the point which remains at rest, while the other parts of a body
move around it.
• Center – to fix on a central point, to be collected to a point, to rest on.
(ville – is often added to the end of a town name.)
“Tabernacle” – a place of worship, to dwell, to reside for a time, to be housed.
“Ark” – the Ark of the Covenant; Moses was preserved in an ark, through Noah’s faithful
obedience we were preserved; a depository.
Psalm 132:7-9: “We will go into His tabernacles; we will worship at His footstool. Arise, O LORD,
into Thy rest; Thou and the ark of Thy strength. Let Thy priests be clothed with righteousness; and
let Thy saints shout for joy.”
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“Hark” (Harkness) – to listen, hear.
“Ness” – denotes a state or quality as in, goodness, greatness.
Then I felt the Lord pointed out the number 3 to me – for two reasons, Centerville had 3 names
and New Hope has been in 3 locations:
#3 means: conform, obey, copy, imitate likeness, tradition (3rd day of Creation – bearing seed
and fruit: Gen 1:9, 11, 13). Romans 8:29: “For whom He did foreknow, He also did
predestinate to be conformed to the image of his Son, that He might be the firstborn among
many brethren.”
Biblestudy.org – says for #3: completeness – though lesser than 7.
Then the #4 – God positioning New Hope in a 4th location:
#4 means: Reign, Rule (over the world), Kingdom, dominion, dominance (4th day of Creation –
ruling – including things in heaven and earth – Gen. 1:16, 18-19).
On the 4th day God created the sun, moon, stars to give off light, to mark off days, years, seasons.
God highlighted “Seasons” to me – Hebrew word for seasons in Gen 1:14 is moed – “appointed
times” – divine appointments (Cindy comment: that’s also the same word used for The Feasts of
the LORD…which He so loves us celebrating to honor Him!!)
Then as I was reading in the Expansion Journal, where you were talking about God telling Holly
there was a message in the address and then His direction to Psalm 100. God prompted me to
look at this again and there it was: Psalm 100:3 – “Know this: GOD is GOD, and GOD, GOD; He
made us; we didn’t make Him. We’re His people, His well-tended sheep.” (Yes! And that’s the key
to the Password in vs 4 – “Thank You!” – Oh Hey! There’s the #4 again!)
“North” means – spiritual, judgment, spiritual warfare – as in taking your inheritance.
18th – New Hope’s 18th year since God called this ministry into being.
Love ya, Camille
4-9-19:
Email from Shawna:
I forgot to tell you that I was even thinking through the day…I'll totally do it but I have no idea
what to say and one of the only times I checked my phone, I again saw 12:12! Luke 12:12 "For
in that hour the Holy Spirit will tell you what you should say."
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As far as blueprints etc...I remember enough to draw up a blank template for the sections
reserved for the Hope Chest. God specifically told me to start on those first with the Hope
Chest crew so maybe we can meet next week and I can write ideas and supplies necessary to
execute those ideas:) God also has been making me think a LOT about that upper prayer room
and I think that it's important to have it ready to use with the building as well. That's why He
blessed you to acquire this new building, so it seems really important to utilize/finish/and use
an Upper Room Prayer Room right from the get-go! It doesn't need to be perfect...just a
table/chairs would start it.
Also…God woke me up a couple of different times last night. One time was literally like 30
seconds, but He spoke SO powerfully and let me feel His presence that I never forgot it. He
showed a picture of you, Beth, and I praying yesterday after the anointing and showed lighting
bolts coming out of us exploding everything that was around us. At first it just seemed funny
like…that's just a dream and He quickly said...NO that's the DUNAMIS power that I was telling
you about! I hadn't even heard of that word, but He eventually showed me exactly what it
meant. He showed that we have the SAME power that He does because of our obedience!
Lastly...and probably most importantly…He said very loudly several times START PACKING and
He showed stacks of boxes in your current location with all of your belongings in them…so
START PACKING UP! ~Much love girly~ Shawna
4-10-19:
5th One Hour Prayer Time at Harkness Bldg: “Completion”
I have been working on proofreading the Journal to get it ready to post and the first thing I reread
this morning was:
March 26 reading in God Calling book: “Follow Your Guide - I am with you to guide you and
help you. Unseen forces are working on your behalf. Your petty fears are baseless. Imagine a
man walking through a glorious forest worrying about the river ahead and fearful that he will
not be able to cross it when, the whole time, there was a bridge going over it. And what if that
man had a friend who knew the way—and reassured him that there were no surprises ahead,
that all was well? So leave your foolish fears and follow Me, your guide. Be determined in your
refusal to consider tomorrow’s problems. My message to you is ‘trust and wait.’”
I’ve been pretty sick the past couple days… Had to go to the Dr today after Prayer Center… Maybe
God is really letting me get to the end of my own strength… I think I’m there…
Dennis called and said I should probably call Pete and ask if he has any word for us on where we’re at.
I did that and Pete said he didn’t mean to be stringing us along…that he thinks he needs to just send
us what is his bottom line on what he would have to have for the price and we see if we can do that. I
told him yes…that we really wanted that so we can get going on it.
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4-11-19:
Continued proofreading the Journal to get it ready to post and the first thing I reread this morning
was:
March 30 reading in God Calling book: “Deliverance – Be calm, be steady, be quiet. I watch
over you. Rest in My love. Rejoice in the very beauty of holiness. You are Mine. Deliverance is
here for you, but thankfulness and joy open the gates. In all things, try to be very glad, very
happy, very thankful. I do not give My blessings to quiet resignation. Rather, I pour them out
to joyful acceptance and anticipation. Laughter is the outward expression of joy. That is why I
encourage you to love and laugh.”
Then I received the email of Pete’s bottom line on price:
“I would take $525,000 for the building – No less. I am open to finance terms.”
After checking with the Advisory Board members for advice, I received this from Pat at the end of
her advice:
Pat said: “We are being tested on our FAITH NOT OUR NEGOTIATING SKILLS… Every time
God steps in He takes big risks. We don't want to lose this opportunity because we are
afraid of big risk. I believe timing is very important at this point. Stay the course.”
Steve and Mary Settles replied back with this:
From The Spirit of the Lord is Upon Us, by Dr. Leslie Keegel – this section has the heading –
“Provision”:
“In these last days, we must be open to supernatural ways in which the Father takes care of
His children’s needs. I’ve heard the saying, ‘Where God guides, He provides,’ and couldn’t
agree more. Thousands of times, both as an individual family and a nationwide church family,
we’ve seen the Lord manifest Himself with the perfect provision. Of course, the key is
operating in His guidance. We shouldn’t expect provision to follow our flesh. The Lord is
looking for those He can trust with finances. In the Kingdom of God there is no lack of
provision – only lack of trust. Can we be trusted with all that God desires to bless us with? Part
of the answer is how we respond to the question. Do we primarily view the financial and
material blessings of God in terms of personal gain or Kingdom advancement? Let’s be honest,
far too many leaders have confused the two. Even in Paul’s day, preachers failed this
temptation. “For we are not, as so many, peddling the word of God” 2 Corinthians 2:17 (NKJV).
As someone who literally travels the world, I have seen far too often pastors gain
extraordinary personal wealth even while those in their congregations suffer in poverty. This
must break the Lord’s heart. “Just as there is a grave misunderstanding of God’s prosperity to
His people, there too is sad timidity in trusting Him for financial blessing. It takes faith to step
out into situations God has called you to that require provision you do not have. Again, the
qualifier is God’s guiding. And I may add, we can never use laziness or lack of preparation as
an excuse to call on God in desperation. Yet again, I must ask, ‘Are we trusting God?’ Are we
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trusting Him with our personal financial situation? Are we trusting Him with our ministry to
provide beyond the natural? In these last days, I believe many will be called to step out in
faith, not for personal gain, but to see the Kingdom of God move forward.”
They said: “This is you! It’s a confirmation of all you do at New Hope!”
Email from Shawna:
“I inquired of the Lord last night and He said "Everything is on schedule; tell everyone to rest
at My feet praising and worshiping Me.” He also kept reiterating the opening ceremony date
several times (which was May 15). I also kept seeing 7:11 on my clock like every day for a
week. I finally looked it up to see what God was saying and the first verse that popped up
was Matthew 7:11: “If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children,
how much more shall your Father which is in heaven give good things to them that ask Him?”
Then Isaiah 7:11 (NKJV): “Ask a sign for yourself from the Lord your God; ask it either in the
depth or in the height above.” Seems to me that He's asking us to ASK and BELIEVE! ~Shawna
I called Pete with the Board of Directors’ answer (after hearing all Advisory Bd Members feedback
all along) – All in complete unity: PURCHASE IT! He said my phone call was perfect timing because he
had just received a phone call from someone (sounded like ready to make an offer). Pete said he
would consider it SOLD from this moment and would tell anyone who calls about now that it is sold.
Honestly…I really felt like if we had backed out now…after everything God has done and said…I
think it would have been the end of us. I am so proud to be standing with this group of people,
and it’s everyone involved with New Hope…people of REAL FAITH…It is REAL.
Here is the deal after final negotiations on details (which now that it is finalized we have Pete’s
permission to share the details):
$525,000 for the building – all up front by May 31st or then goes on contract with Pete:
$45,000 down – to be paid upon sale of our house. (Need to decide on time limit to get down
payment to him – I have Jason Oglesby from Southern Lakes Iowa Realty coming to look at it
and give some advice – he is the Realtor who helped us so much when we purchased this
house from Garret Trunk.)
$2000 Earnest money. (Check mailed 4-11-19.)
4.99% fixed - 5 yr Balloon. (Interest rates on commercial property loans run anywhere from 6%30% so this is pretty good.)
Monthly payments start 30 days after closing through Dec 2019 at $1350 per month, Jan-March
2020 at $1500, beginning April 2020 at $2000 per month.
No prepayment penalty.
Extra above set monthly payment applies to principle.
Split Closing Costs
He will clean out all the old records, files, and parts in storeroom – He agreed to leave all the
metal shelving units in the storeroom room for the Thrift Store!
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Julie DeVries will handle our legal work but much easier since Pete has his own attorney too – also
much quicker legal work with a Realtor selling our house.
Update on Holly’s mom and dilemma with the original Hope Chest building:
JoAnn is 79 yrs old and has stage 4 ovarian cancer; she had not missed one single day of work
in 30 yrs…but received a letter last week from Wells saying she no longer had a job there, so
that was devastating for her; the cancer treatents so greatly weakened and depleted her that
she had been bedridden, and did not shrink enough to do surgery; the doctors said any more
treatments would kill her, so that’s all they can do. Holly’s mom and dad still don’t know what
is happening with the Harkness building, because Holly has been afraid the news will be heart
breaking for them. So here’s what we decided… We told JoAnn we need her to get better to
run a little Hope Chest Clothing Boutique there where the store began in their building (on
Saturdays 10-Noon), and when she is well enough to work more days, that we want her to be
over at the big building with us!
4-12-19:
Jason Oglesby with Southern Lakes Iowa Realty came to look at the house this morning and make
preparations to get it listed next week. He thinks we won't have any problem selling it. He
recommends asking $85,000 which gives room to come down a little, but he thinks will sell for around
80,000. Said there’s really not much on the market right now in this price range and certainly not in
"turn key" condition like this one. I told him I had to at least ask….He is going to give us a discount on
his commission! We need to pray that he is the one who ends up selling it because that will help us
more.
I normally work from home on Fridays, trying to catch up on all the computer work I have, but had to
come meet with the Realtor… When I came into the Center, I immediately realized it was no where
near ready for Listing Photos to be taken today…it needs cleaning and tidying up…the we need to
start packing…especially all the supplies and storage things filling the basement…but the entire new
building will need cleaned first too…and the floor painting done in the Thrift Store area…and a
kitchenette coffee bar needs built into a spot…We do have LOTS of helpers to help with all of that but
someone has to contact, organize, and oversee all of it…I haven’t been able to keep up with all of my
normal duties of running everything as a whole… The enormity of it all really began sinking in… And I
have been really sick all week on top of all the huge things I have had to be in charge of the past few
months, and especially this week… (Deep breath…) All day long, I just kept telling the Lord, I really
need You…Please help me…Please give us more help…Please give me strength…I know You will never
let us down…
I emailed the Board about my mtg with the Realtor and that Pat had me ask Pete about whether the
drains had ever been inspected for any oil down shop drains. He said: The back end has only one long
open grated drain. It goes to a open clean out that could be removed. He would remove any debris
when needed. Nothing to worry about. And then also ask them about this:
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Ok...I have another important suggestion... Beth doesn't know I'm asking you this. So...she
has been all along working every Friday at the Pharmacy in Bloomfield, but it was immediate
after she started here full time that she said she didn’t like going there now. She said the
atmosphere and everything about it is so not what it is here. She kept doing it though for
financial reasons. But a couple weeks ago she said she put in her resignation, because she just
couldn't do it anymore, and was just trusting God. As I came in this morning right before the
Realtor got here, I realized there was no way the house was ready to have him take the
photos to post online with the listing. It needs a thorough cleaning and tidying up, not to
mention someone to be in charge of all the packing and lining up help with all that. The past
few weeks have stretched me to my limits...and I am not keeping up with everything else I'm
supposed to be doing to run the ministry as a whole. My request would be to have Beth work
the Fridays here to take care of all that...PLUS be in charge of work that needs to be done in
getting the Harkness building ready for us to move into. She has told me many, many times
that she does not mind cleaning and doing things like that at all...she actually likes cleaning
duties. (Even though she is the Counseling Director, that is her servants heart.) I could just let
her oversee all that and the workers. That could continue on Fridays when we get moved as
well. I have ideas even for those odds and ends job vouchers Holly came up with for people
needing help from the Thrift Store....we could utilize that to offer people little "jobs" at the
facility with things like washing all those windows and other cleaning type things...they would
be paid with Thrift Store vouchers to spend there. And Beth's Fridays there could be doing and
overseeing cleaning and things like that. What do you think??
(All of the Board Members agreed this is a good idea, because I don’t need any more
load. This made me feel like a great weight had been lifted off of me…I am so
thankful.)
I read later the March 12 – God Calling (should have read this first): “Golden Opportunity – I am your
guide. Strength and help will come to you; just trust Me completely. Fear not…Walk in My ways and
know that help will come. Man’s need is God’s chance to help. I love to help and save. Man’s need is
God’s golden opportunity to allow a person to express his faith. That expression of faith is all that God
needs to make His power know. Faith is the key that unlocks the storehouse of God’s resources. My
faithful servants, you long for perfection and see your bitter failures. I see faithfulness. A mother
takes the soiled, imperfect work of her child and sees it as being perfect because of her sweet love.
So, too, I take your poor faithfulness and crown it with perfection.”
I emailed the Purchase agreement details to the Staff and Advisory Bd Members: WE PURCHASED
THE HARKNESS BUILDING!
Received lots of encouraging, “excited for us” remarks back from Advisory Bd people, Staff, and
Volunteers.
By the end of the day, all of the Board Members responded back on my request to add Fridays on for
Beth with YES! Ohhhh Thank You Jesus!…
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4-13-19:
First thing, I received this email from Janice (one of Holly’s main Hope Chest helpers):
“II have been studying the book of Matthew and was just reading Chapter 25 when I got to
verse 233 I got teared up. I read, The Master said, “Well done M
Myy good and faithful servant.
You have been faithful in handling this small amount so no
now
w I will give you many more
responsibilities. Let’s celebrate together!” It sends shivers down my back and I agree after all
the waiting I believe we should celebrate what God has made possible. We will be given much
more responsibility now but we ar
are ready! Praise be to the Holy One.”
My reply: Oh Janice... Thank you so much for that this morning... All of the huge amount of
"more responsibilities" now have kinda been hitting me... I needed that picture of Him saying
"Let's celebrate together." Bless you...
Her reply: You are so welcome. I was seeing a dream as I woke this morning. I saw the inside
of the empty building bathed in pink light. Not sure what the pinkk means but it was a peaceful
dream and I woke up happy! Hope you are on the mend! Be well my friend, Janice
My reply: Oh man Janice!! I think I do! Just getting an email ready to send everyone...it
actually has something about ""pink" in it!!
So here is what I was just getting ready to
put into the update for everyone:
My daughter sent me this photo of my
granddaughter last weekend in her
beautiful PINK princess dresss, saying
that her daycare school had a “Royal
Ball” last Saturday night…look at that
precious little face…those eyes…that
yes…that
happiness and joy in her expression…
She had been telling me she wanted a
pink princess dress up dress for her
birthday, so of course that’s what I
wanted to buy for her! I know it can’t
touch your heart quite like mine, but
that is a perfect picture
ure of “a child of
the King”… and a little touch of how
our Abba King feels when He looks at
us as we have that little child joy and
happiness in all the good things He
prepares for us and give us as special
gifts…
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OH MY GOODNESS JANICE…is this the connection to the building “bathed in pink light” in the
dream He gave you this morning? Like He’s smiling and giving confirmation on that’s how He
sees us as that precious child in the little pink princess dress?...Did He just set up the timing of
even this!? He is more amazing than my mind can even begin to comprehend!!! And it’s no
harder for Him to buy that building as a special gift for us than it was for me to buy that
princess dress for my grandchild!!
My heart is full of love right now…His love…and my love for all of you… Lynne and I have been really
excited about the National Day of Prayer theme they chose this year (we have been preparing for
NDOP Service at Prayer Center May 2). They chose for the theme: “Love One Another.” That is
something we really do here at New Hope! We love one another well. It begins here among
ourselves…truly loving one another…or we wouldn’t be able to extend it out to all the others the Lord
has called us to minister to. This is one of the reasons He is blessing us so much.
Reply from Janice:
I am so inspired! Whatever you need I am available. I can pack up, clean up, organize, make
contacts, feed the help, or just help in any way!
Reply from Pat:
Thanks for the update! We are driving home from KC today. So excited to experience God's
next moves. Don't worry about the details. He is in control.
Email from Shawna:
“Hey there! So I talked to God this am and this is what He had to say… "I want you to build an
ark (speaking of hARKness) through New Hope to save anyone that will get on the boat
(believe in Me). The whole world is about to drown so save anyone you can (speaking of His
imminent return and the ark illustration). I am covering Cindy (said that several times). I think
I'd see if you could keep the 3D "ARK" letters on the front of the building and spray paint them
with a new color for a neat testimony inside somewhere! I asked if you should put an ad in the
Des Moines register and he said YES! There must be at least one person he'll send to you. ;)”
My reply: I LOVE the ARK letters placed inside somewhere! I wonder what color they should
be? Ok, would you please write up what you think the Des Moines Register ad should say? I’m
really needing some more help with all the details to take care of…
I am no longer referring to it as the "Harkness Building" -- it is now the "Ark Building"!
P.S.
There is already so much more that has happened! Keep checking on our website for updates:
www.newhopeministrycc.org – one huge thing is that after only three days…our New Hope
Counseling Center house SOLD!! And for over $20,000 more than we paid for it!! God is SO good…He
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already provided more than we need for our down payment and other transition expenses… He is
AMAZING…
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